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In thea;e days the world
teemed;
the,
people'mUltiplied, the woad bellbwed like a
wild bull, an4 ;he great god was aroused by
Enlil heard the 'clamoar and he
the clamour.
said to the gods it council,, The uproar-of ,
mankind
intolerable and 'Nsleep is no
longer possihde by reason of the babel." So
agre4 to exterminate mankind.
the god

.

From "The'Fpic of Gilgamesh",
Translated by N. K. Sanddrs
(Penguin Press, 1972)

ABSTRACT.

This guide offers practicar solutions for ordinary noise problems
that a person is
likely to meet.
The discussion describes the ways in which sounds are generated, travel to
the
listener,
and affect his hearing and well being.
Recommendations are given for
controlling, noise at the source and along its path of travel, and for protecting the
listener.
The guide instructs the reader by way of "Warning Signs" on how to,...determine
whether he is being subjected in his environment to prolonged noise exposures that may prove
hazardous to his hearing. Remedies are given for noise pro-blems that a person is likely to
find in h4 home, at work and at school, while traveling
and in the growth and development
of his community.
The remedies include noise prevention techniques and-selection of qyiet
alterriatives to existing noise sources.
General principles for selecting quiet appliances
are giVen.
Ways of searching for the sources of noise and for determining the paths over
'which they
travel to the listener are 'described. A detailed index is given for individual,
noise sources describing specific solutipns to the problems they present. Genetal ways df
looking for inherently quiet homes and travel accommodations are described. ,In a final
chapter, there are suggestions for enlisting community help where large external sources of
noise must be quieted, such as those arising from public utilities and public trans= ,
portation.
,

B

4
KEY WORDS:

Airborne and 'structure -borne sounds; aircraft noise intrusion;
annoyance;
appliance noise; health aid hearing hazards; household noise'; legal and
community action; loudness) noise control and abatement; traffic noise.
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QUIETING
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO NOISE CONTROL
Raymond 1!)

Berendt, Edith L. R. Corliss'
and
Morris S. Ojalvo

Institute for Basic Standards...)

NationalBureau of Standards
Wallington, D. C. 20234
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
I

',WHAT IS NOISE?
One hdmorous' definition
holds that
"Noise is what your neighbor makes."' Of
coursg, we all nlakes.noise ourselves, but we
especially resent the intrusion of sounds
that we do not choose to hear. Thus, noise
may, be defined
as
"unwanted sound." It
invades our privaCy
and
disrupts
rhe
enjoyment and full use ?f our surroundings.
At worst,
it
can
skeet our hearing, '
performance, and behavior.
Indeed, millions
of workers risk perMangnt hearing loss from
exposure to noise in their work.,

.

.

.

Not only is much' of
noise
this
unnecessary, but it is avoidable.
MoSt
experts will agree that modefn technology
for
noise control can be applied to .reduce
much noise to accepfable levels.
Often
noise arises .through thoughtlessness and
neglect, and may be remedied by attention to
a relatively few basic principles.

The objective of this Guide is to
explain and illustrate in a simple manner
how many of the commonly encountered noise
problems
can
or
even.
be
alleviated
eliminated.

4

)

HOW DOES NOISE ORIGINATE?

-

Generally speaking, noise is'produced
when as object or snrfact vibrates 'rapidly
enough
to generate a pressure wave or
disturbance in the-sufrounding air; Air is
a rather springy, elastic substance composed
of small
particles -called molecules.
The

41

'

molecules,
imparting motion to them and
then,
rebounding back and forth, return to
their
original positions.
The disturbed
molecules collide with others in the same
manner. The disturbance travels through the
air
by successive collisions, much as a.
billiard cue ball will impart motion to ,a'
line
of Ailliard balls. Although each of
the balls moves with the disturbance, each
returns to its original position
after
collision .10th the'-next successive ball;
only the end hall, which make no further
collision: moves, forward beyond
its rest
position.
In
a
similar
fashion,
the
vibration imparted to the air travels in a
chain-reaction manner from one air molecule
to
another until it eventually reaches our,
sears.
Co14ding
molecules
produce
a
pressure increase or a "com$ression" in the
air;
molecules rebounding away from each
other produce a lower
pressure
or
a
"rarefaction": In spite of all this motion,
the
individual'air molecules do not travel
far
from their original .positions; ii is
only
the
pressUre
wave
or
the
compr ssion/rarefaction
disturbance
that
'moves outward,
like the ripples in a pond
into
ich a pebble is dropped.. We hear
sound; because our ears. respond to the
pressure fluctuations that have been set up
in the air around us.

air.
that

elasticity. is due to. the 'tendency...of these
molecules to spring back. to their ...original
positions
,of,
rest
whenever
they
are
deflected
or displaced' 'by
some outside
As
Sound *wave.,
;disturbance or force.
the
air, 'the- pressure
travels through
fluct6'ations cause the molecules to vibrate
back and forth about
their normal positions,
In so doing, they,bump.neighborini
of rest.
,

rl

,

A few noises.viginatedirectly in the
The most dramatic is the thunderclap

originates from) a
d scharge
of
lightning.
The electrical for es and the
local ,heating. 44reate a sudde
burst of
overpressure
compresses
the
air
that
surrounding the path. This pushes the air
outward,
and
the motion persists until the
surrounding air Articles have been pushed
Outward by the- particles driven by the'
original.roke. By this time, the.column
of
air has been somewhat over-expanded, a
process- t at
cools
it and
lowers the
pressure w thfwit.
As a result, some Air
molecules are sucked back into the column,
.

a

%

41

there is little opportunity for the air to
and
equalize the pressure
around
,between successive motions, as in the, case
There you are
of striking a kettledrum.
changing the pzessUre in an enclosed volume,
and the cancellation from the back surface
cannot occur.

and by the time they have collided with the
central part of the column, a pressure rise
has beer/ generated that again pushes outward
on the column. What started out as a puls4
surge
from a single instantaneous
heat
becomes a succession of high-pressure pulses
separated by low- pressure
pulses, whlph
gradually diminish
as
the wave motion
spreads
outward from the column.
These we
recognize
as
compressions
and
the
rarefactiong in a.-sound_wave.
.

flow

Except for our own voices, which reach
us primariky through the bony structures in
our heads, `most sounds reach us through the
However,
We say \they are airborne.
air'.
sounds travel rapidly and ,with little loss
long as
liquids \and solids. As
through
they
these offer an aninterrupted path,
In liquids and
transmit vibratiobs readily.
solids the speed of Sound is 'from four to
ten times as great as it is in air.
.

Another noise that originates directly
turbulence.
You can,see the
swirls
of
turbulence that your
breath
generates if you blow into an illuminated
olumn of smoke or dust, such as
one
rilluminated'by, a beam of sunshing coming
through a window.
The swirls that you .see.
are ,larger in diAmeter.and.sloter id motion
than the turbulence you can hear, but have
the
same -general form as 'the
audible
turbulence 7 generated at the, edge of "a
the blades
of
a
jet-engine exhaust
or
high-speed fan.
The swirls of turbulence
originate whenever a fast flow of fluid goes
past a stationary or slowly-moving surface,
of an obstacle or a fluid.
in. the fir is

,

z

From experience, you know that if you
home
press your ear against a wall in your
or
apartment, you can hear noises arising
You may be able to
from some distance.
identify quite clearly your own dishwasher,
a distant TV sat, or Che compressor in the
Often, wheft you
air4.conditioner system.
press your ear against a water pipe, you can
the sound of running water, perhaps
hear
originating a,t a neighbor's faucet. Some of
us
have had 'the childhood experience of
listening, to the railroad track to hear
whether there .was a tra3n on the line.
structure-borne
examples of
These
are
sounds.

noises are 'started'
by
the
Most
transfer of motion f rom,a vibrating surface
to the air lying next to it. If this motion
the
be
transferred efficiently,
is4 to

radiating suface must be large compared to
spacing between successive pressure
the
The pressure pulses travel' through
pulses.

.

A disturbance continues to travel until
and
becomes
dissipates'
itself
indistinguishable from the random motions of
We hear the sounds coming,,
the moleculeS.
are
or solid when they
from a liquid
pressure
to our ears as
transferred
fluctuations if they occur within the range_
are
frequencies to which our ears
We
do not normally hear the.
sensitive.
thermal vibrations of molecules because they
are too small and too random to generate
at
enough
sound, and vibrations occur
arse
for
which
our a ears
frequencies
insensitive.
it

sound, .345
speed
of
a little
meters/second (1130 feet/seeond
IL the
slower than a mile in fOur seconds).
pressure can flow from the 'front to the back
of the surface in a very short time, it can
condition, becaue if
restore
the neutral
the front surface. of a moving, object is
the back surface must
Compressing the air,
the

air

the

at

at. the same time be allowing the air behind
it

to expand.

As far as the listener is concerned, a
sonic boom sounds very much like a loud
lightning
Whereas
the
thunderclap.
overpressure
by*
initial
an
generates
eleCtrical heating,. a supersonic plane or
the blade tip of a high speed helicopter
generates the .overpressure by compressing
the
than
in- its path 'faster
the air
high-pressure disturbance can- flow away:
This compression is called a "shock wave".
Once the sonic boom, has been created, the\
is similar
subsequent behavior of the sound
to that of thunder.
.

,

THE CHARACTERISTICS,OF SOUND OR NOISE.
various' physical characteristics of
Th
travel
the way they
/noise Zr. vibration,
and how they react with
thvough materials,
the surrounding environment can be measured.
can, be predicted,
cases they
In many
analyzed and explained.

noise control
When acousticians. or
technical
together
in
engineers
get
discussions about noise, words like sound
sound
pressure level, 'intensity,
power,

.' You can generate relatively high sound
levels with the motion /of a small surface if

2

1U

and decibels
frequently
are
frequency
mentioned. ',.While these terms are' by .no
'means household words, most people have a
rough understanding of what ,they represent.
We perceive frequency as piteh, intensity as
loudness, and are likely to' be concerned
with the general. level of the noise rather
sound power
the
absolute over-all
then

to the smallest flux of sound power
unit
fhat..t.he ear can hear, commonly refqrred to
as the "threshold of hearing", then a value
one million million units would be given
of
can
the ear
to the greatest 'power that
immediate
suffering
Without
withstand
discomfort, which defines the "threshold Of
{The ratio-of one million million is
pain".
written by engineers as 10 , meaning that
twelve successive multiplications by ten df,
threshold power would be needed to
the
If
produce this threshold of discomfort.)
one were to plot this 'enormous .range on
graph.paper with graduations of 1/25 inch (1
mm) per unit of sound power, it would leave
the,threshold of discomfort at the far end
of a sheet of paper 62 miles (100 km) long.
Sorted out by powers of ten on the decibel
level
sound power
scale,
the range of
between the threshold of hearing' and, the
threshold of pain can be,,compressed between
the limits of 0 dB and 120 dB respectively,
and by choosing 1 mm per dB, can be plotted
easily on a graph the size of ordinary
writing paper.

level.

'

/
4

'

We
know
that
decibels
(commonly
abbreviated as "dB") have some relation with
the
loudness and powerfulness of sounds.
,Someone living' near an airport complains
that
the.
aircraft' flying over.. his house
produced a sound pressure level greater than
100 dB inhis backyard'.
We
see' from the
newspapers
that
there
is
a debate as to
whether heavy industrial noise should be
limited to 85,Dor 99 dB for any employe's
exposure during an eight -hour working day.
On the 'other hand, tie hear remarkg that a
room meeting the
0
dB
noise contour
represents' very quiet conditions;
that
arf
ordinary office has a noise level of 40 to
50 dB; and someone.' ill mention that at at
ordinary symphony concert the sound levels
in the audiente range from some 30'or 40 dB

up to 95dB,

.

/

.

.

Decibel, usually written dB

'

.

.

decibel scale, the sound power
level of
0 dB does not indicate an absence
of sound; it indicates a level of sound, at
a frequency of 1000 Hz,
(one Hertz = one'
cycle per 'second,. see the discugsion of
Frequency and"Pitch) j,ut barely audible to
person with normal, unimpaired hearing.
a
It turns out that a 1-dB difference in sound

On the

,-,,

t,

The decibel was originally used in the
design of telephone and telegraph lines. It
is more common 'than the unit from which it
was derived, for it is one-tenth of a "Bel",
Graham Bell by
a unit name
for Alexander
experts in telephony. /(You can recognize
this as a ate that als4 befell the meter As
smal4 lengths are more
a unit of length;
likely to be described:in centimeters, large
OrIginally, the
distances in kifOragters.)
ratio between the power arriving at the end
of
a
long_ transmision line and the power
put into the line at its input was expressed
the intensification
as a loss in decibels;
of a signal passing through an amplifier can
be. described by giving the ratio between the,
power of the odtput signal for a1given input
decibel
The
signal as a gain in decibels.
A
of 10.
in powets
scale
counts ratios
power
amplifier with a gain of 10 dB has
multiplied the Ptcput °power by a factor of
10.
An amplifier with a gain of 40 dB has
a,
multiplied the power at the Input by
ay.
factor of 10,000 010 x 10 x410 x 10):

level is about the 'skelleA.reldtivechange
that,the average peron can detect.
-Sound Level Meter:

.

.

-

a
are measured with
sound-level meter,: basically .an'electronrc
instrument calibrated to read sound level
-directly in decibels.
It 'hag a'microphOne
that converts a sound-pressure variation in
the air into an
electrical signal, an
amplifier powered by a battery to raise the
si al level enough to operate an indicator
needle,
and an attenuator to adjusl the
signal level. within the range of the meter's
Scale.
,

.

Sound

levels

e

.

/

,,

t

For its basic setting, the sound level
/
meter reads the total of all sound within,
the range of frequencies,heard by the -normal
human eat.
As an example of what the meter
indications signify, we present in Table 1-1 Alli
the sorts of teadings you would see if you
were to takd a sound-level meter in your ,hand and expose its microphone to common
sources of sound in your environment.

.,,

.

'.'

kale offers a great.
'decibel
The
advantage
in acoustics because of the very,large range of power that characterizes the .6
Consider for a
sounds we are able to hear.
moment the 'range of sensitivity of the human
we were to assign the value of one
If
ear.

/-

i

.

Now, if your ear
simple sound
level

hehaved just like the
meter: . the direct

,or

.4.

TABLE 1-1

dOMMON'NOISE SOURCES AND LEVELS

Ratio,

.

Sound Level Meter
Reading, dB

Noise Source

.

Sound Power to
Hearing Threshold

Near large/jet plane at
takeoff /

140

1014

Air-raid/siren

130

1013

Threshofd of pain

120

1012

T unde, sonic boom

110

1011

100

101°

arbaie truck, trailer
truck, at roadside

Sound Pressure at
Meter Microphone,
Newtons/m2*

200

20

2

Power lawn mower,
5 ft
.

f

(1.5 m)

90

Alarm clock, vacuum cleaner,
garbage disposal

80

108

0.2

60

106

0.02

.70

Conversational speech,
,Average residence

Bedroom
-'Soft whisper, 15 ft (4.5 m)
`away

Rustle of leaves

$

109
1

.10

Freeway traffic, 50 ft (15 m)

0

.

.

Breathing,

Threshold of hearing

50

ro5

40

104

30

10

20

102

10

iol
1(=l00)**-

0

0.002

4

0.000

0.00002

(In the modern metric units, sound pressures are given in-"microPadcals"; 0.00002
newtons/m2 = 20 microPascals.)
*The power in a sound wave is proportional to the square of the sound pressure.
_* *The threshold of hearing is about 10.21
spell fraction of a watt.

watt/cm2;.at all times you are listening,td a very

"
readings of the meter.wduld ...be all that you
would peed to measure the extent of a noise
problem.: However, high-pitched sounds -thecalls of birds, the upper notes of a
piano, insect chirps, the consonant sounds
.of speech, whispers -- all can attract your
attention.at low sound levels, in fact at
levels so low that sounds of ,low frequency
and similar intensity',
as for
example a
e
distant 'airplane, might easily go unnoticed.
The ear is particularly sensitive to sounds
in the middle of the audible range, IAA has
less sensitivity at
the extremes of the
range.
in a
this
sound Level meter,
property is approximated by equipping the
'meter wit) filters"that screen the sounds so
that,the sensitivity to sounds of different
o

frequencies resembles that of the ear; these'
filters are called weighting networks.
6

A-Weighting:

We can give yoil a picture of the way in
which the ear weights sounds of equal level
but different frequencies by showing you a
set
of
"equal loudness level
contours's..
These values are measured by asking, subjects
to .match, the loudness of a test sound
against
4a
standard "sound.4 Usually the
standard
sound
is
a pure
tone
Whose
frequency is 1000 Hz (about the top note of
soprano's
range).
A 4 Set of
these'
a
equal-loudness- contours is shown in
1-1, and we have superimposed some typical
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Fig. 1-1. COMMON SOUND SOURCES PLOTTED AT THEIR DOMINANT FREQUENCIES AND
LEVELS AS TYPICALLY HEARD-BY THE OBSERVER
sound gources at their appropriate sound
level& and at the dominant frequency that
Until
deteiminestheir'relative loudness.
fairly high levels of sounds are reached,
the contOurs are more or. .less parAlel to
.one another.

A-weighting. network' on a sounkA
,The
designed to adjust the
is
level meter
sounds of
to
sensitivity of the_ meter
different dominant frequencies so that its
indications show more nearly how the ear
might respond to moderate sound revels. The

A-weighting of a sound level meter has be en
with
'reasonably well
agree
to
found
response' to the loudness of
subjective
sounds. When an A-weighting network has
been used to filter the signals applied to
the output meter of the'sobnd level meter,
this fact is indicated by writing "dB(A ? ".
of what the filter does,
As an example
consider an air conditioner whose noise you
out to measure. Much of the fan and
set
air-turbulence npise is low %frequency; some
hum at low multiple& of the power-line
The
frpquen)cy,is radiated by the fan motor.

5

1s

.

ear
recognizes the doubling 'of
The
frequency as producing a similarity of tbne
Musicians call this change the
tquality.
To produce the same pitch change in
octave.
different parts of the frequency range, the
interval must be adjusted to.be proportional
to the frequency. The scale of frequencies
in Figure 1-1 is adjusted for this Op perty
of hearing,
and you may notice that each
doubling of frequency takes up the same

whistling of air through. the grille' is a
high frequency sound. In the absence of any
level meter might
weighting, the sound
indicate 7.0 dB as the sound level at the
some
grille. With the A-weighting network,
of the low-frequency power is attenuated in
i% the meter weighting circuit, and with they
A-weighting network in place, you might, get
It
would be
a
reading of only 58 dB.
custowZry to. report this reading as ."58

At 'high' sound levels (90 dB and-above)
the ear seems to perceive sounds more nearly
We a.;'flat" or unweighted souhd-leyel
meter. 'Sometimes thig is designated the "C"
There is also a "B" weighting \
eighting.
to approximate the loudness
that is used
weighting ascribed to the ear for a 70-dB
contour -- i t is intermediate between A and
C weightings.
.

The Notation "dB(A)":

This guide will follow the practice of
reporting sound level meter indications read
with an A-weighting network as dB(A). Many
state and local
regulatory agencies of
A-..Iweighted
only
the
use
goveinment
indications when they'are dealing with human
When in thiq guide'sound-.level
responses.
are indicated ffidrely'as in
meter
the unweighted readings
dB, they
they represent
of the sound level meter, obtained with the
"flat" setting of the,meter.

Loudness, Sound Pressureand Intensity

.

,

Loudness may be described as a human or
or
pressure
subjective measure of the
It can be ordered on a
intensity of sound.
scale with limits ranging from whisper-soft
to ,painfully loLl. We have already seen
that the -loudness of a sound of a given
intensity depends upon its frequency-'or
pitch.
However, if we pfesent a'sound of a
given freqdency ht differentllevels-and ask
a person.to assign a number representing its
"rule of
loudness, Oe find
that - as a
thumb" doubling of loudness corresponds
roughly to a 10 dB increase Ln sound level.
(Experiments !give from 10 to 12 dB). Tabl&
1-2 ;plates clenges in. sound level to the
average person's perception:of,loudness.
TABLE*1-2

_SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO.CHANGES
IN SOUND LEVEL
Change in
Sound Level

Frequency and Pitch
to-and-fro
complete
The number of
vibrations that a source of sound makes in
the
frequency of
one second is called
if a loudspeaker
For example,
vibration.
in a
cone moves back and forth 100 times
tone it
the
frequency
of
the
second,
radiates is' 'said to be 100 cycles. per
-second, (the cone has executed 100 cycles of
the same motion within one second) or, in
100
Hertz
metric ,terminology,
modern
(abbreviated Hz).

ge

4

Change in Loudness

'±

1 dB

Requires close attention to
notice

±

3 dB

Barely perceptible

±

5 dB

,

Quite noticeable
-

i,- 10 dB

Dramatic; nearly twice or
half as loud

± 20.dB

Striking, fourfold change

.1

4-

.

v horiontalinterVal.in ttie figure.

dB(A)".

You can see now that Figure 1-1, gives
you a.picture of how the ear weights sounds
of
equal level but different frequencies.
,THe
ordinary noise sources are shown' at
their typical sound-level meterieadings in
dominant frequencies.
dB, plotted at. their
that
the
indications
the
These
are
sound-livel meter would yield as measured at
the position where the sound would be most
For
some
experienced:
likely to ,be
appliances, such as a brender or a pdwer
mower, at the position.of-the'operaVr; for
vehicles on a highway, at curbside; for

The ear senses the frequency of a sound
Sounds with frequencies near
as the pitch.
30.Hz are sensed' as having extremely `low
the upper
near
sounds
pitch,
whereas
frequency limit of hearing at 15,000 Hz are
The
judged to have an 'extremely high pitch.
noise of bacon sizzling in a ,pan is judged
to
be high-pitched, whereas the rumble of
distant thunder is low-pitched. The small,
high-speed wings of a mosquito radiate a
higher-pitched whine than-do the larger,

somewhat more slowly vibrating wings

of

a

,bumblebee..

,6
14

-
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Pure Tone:
aircraft overflights and neighborhood noise
sources, outside the home; forsuch sounds
A pure tone
is the sound radiated by a
as the ocean, bird calls, or thunder, at the
discrete
single
source vibrating at a
position of
the
observer out-of-doors.
For example, the sound emitted
frequency'.
Superimposed on this plot are contours of
by a tuning fork that is pioperly struck is
purel-tone
sounds,
equal
loudness
for
Similarly,
remarkably
pure
in
tone.
depicted by the solid curved lines. On a
striking a single key on a piano or plucking
given contour any pure tone at the sound
a single guitar string produces a relatively
level and frequency indicated will be judged
lure tone. The average person can produce a
13y the average person to be equally.as loud.
0
reasonably, pure tone simply by puckering his
For
as
any other tone along the curve.
lips and whistling a note.
A chord struck
contour,
the
the
lowest
example,
on
on the strings of a water, is an example of
"threshold dr'hearing", a 50-Hz tone at a
a
tone. made up of a number of pure-tone
level of about 45 dB sounds equally as loud
- compon
5
dB.
The
a
500-Hz
tone
at,
as
audiofrequency spectrum from 1000 to 8000 Hz
,Broadband Noise:
(apProkimately the two top octaves of "the
piano and .the next octave beyond) covers the
Broadband noise, on the other hand, is
region where your ear is lost sensitive.
Some of.the more distressing sounds, such As -' a complex mixture of ,sounds of different
frequencies. 0
Often
these mixtures -are
the squeaking of chalk on a blackboard lie
The sound
chgnging
rapidly with time.
It is in this region, also,
in this region.
produced by a nearby waterfall or a pounding
that,the ear is mot Vulnerable to damage by
surf is relatively broadband in character.
noise or disease.
.

a

noise
sources
instances,
broadbandlkoise and pure-tone
for
components.
A jet plane at take-off,
example,
radiates a combination of such
There is the shrill whine of the
noises.
pure-tone,
turbine,
which
may have a
whistle-like chdracter, superimposed on the
broadband roar of exhaust noise. The vacuum
cleaner emits a siren -like- sound from its
impeller, generates whistling noise in some
produces
corrugated. 'hoses,
and
also
broadband air- suction sound. Wind blowing,
past overhead power lines often generates a pure- tone whistling sound which stands out
against the background of the broadband
noise of the wied:
In

Phons:
the
the Spacing of
In Fig.
contours is chosen to he in even increments
of the 1006-Hz .standard tone, as read' on a
The contours connect
sound-level meter.
is
sound level values where the loudness
Each contour is rated numerically
alike.
for the sound-:level of:the 1000-Hz tone with
oe
the contour are
wbich other tones
comparable. AlthoUgh they, too, are written
as dB, the units related to the contours are
no longer sound level, but "phons",.and now
loudness perceived to
represent a leve'l of
in effect to the 1000-Hz tone
be equal
at .a
through which the contour passes
sound-level indiated in the decibel scale
on the left-hand margin of the graph.

Throughout this guide some noises may
or
as having
described as pure tones,
whereas other noises
pure-tone components,
may be described as being broadband in
character.
be

There is some evidence that Pure tones
they
judged Ito "grow" in loudness as
endure over`a time interval of a number of
seconds, thereas broadband noises soon reach
a
plateau of loudness.
This
is
not
indicated by the usual methods of measuring
equal - loudness contours because, comparisons
of
ordinarily
are made between sounds
however, this feature
similar durations.
boice ,of
the
does have t bearing on
Special
procedures
for
noise abatement.
effort to remove pue tones is advisable.
are

-

Pure Tone and Broadband Noise

many

radiAe both

Chapter 2

NOISE AS A HEALTH HAZARD
loss of the ability,to detect faint,sounds.
Noises likely to cause a temporary threshold
shift are encountered during subway rides
degree
of
-Some
and
airplane trips.
temporary threshold shift may be detectable
but
even on the day, following exposure,
dltimate,recovery can p,e complete.

you are in a sound field whose
read on a sound-level meter, is 70
dB or more, even though you know consciously
that you are ih no hazard, some part of your
The signs of this
body tries to run away.
are the common symptoms of nervous stress:
'Nur heart beats more quickly; breathing
becomes shallower and faster; the pupils of
your eyes dilate; the small blood-vessels in
your skin contract; your blood pressure
These are the actions of abody
rises.
During sleep the
arousing itself to escape.
sound level need only, exceed 55 dB to
produce changes resembling the waking stress
for 70 dB.

When

level

as

However, this pattern of threshold rise
and recovery sometimes goes pn through a
further
number
of,
cycles without any
evidence of damage, and then there may be a
sudden failure to make complete recovery.
effect
"noise-induced
This permanent
sometimes
shift",
threshold
permanent
abbreviated in capitals as NIPTS n is a
the
sensorineural, hearing loss. That is,
damage is located at the auditory nerve,
itself, 'with serious consequences.

You can become "accustomed" to the
noises in your environment, but all that
this means is that you can become accustomed
to eliminating the noise from your conscious
effects
physiological
The
attention.
If you are compelled to work
perSist.
the only warnings of
noisy surrbundings,
acoustically-induced stress may be signs of
,fatigue'and nervous strain.

/
N.

if

SLudies of NIPTS over a period of time
have shown some evidence that persons are
particularly likely to suffer hearing damage
through physiologiCal
when they are going
change or enduring physical stress such as
rapid growth or illness.. Thus, the common
teenagers of listenlyng to
practice among
for
long
extremely loud amplified music
through
time,
especially
of
:periods
very
serious
may
have
earphones,
p
Young persons, in particular,
consetluences.
frequently engage in several'activities each
noisy to
of which may be sufficiently
constitute a hearing hazard.' P9r txample,
it is not unusual for a high school student
summer.
during
spending-money
earn
to
vacation by mowing neighborhood lawns with a
usually very noisy, power mower,
typical,
The same person also may rehearse several
hours a week With a'loud rock and roll.band;11,
play for hours at the Saturday night 1.
then
or
excitement
And finally for
dance.
his
the student mhy spend
recreation,
leisure time riding a powerful but ,noisy
skiing behind a no.sy
motorcycle(, water
skeet
perhaps
or
high - speed] motorboat,
shooting at lhe gunnery range. Although no
may cause any
these actfvities
one of
hearing impairment for short or infrecipent
expoalres, they Cannot be taken all togettief
risking
without
intervals,N
frequent
at
hearing damage.

,Experiments with anesthetized animals
show that the stress reactions persist at
the same levels whether or not the animal is
aware of them. Adaptation to the stress
Studies of noise reaction,
does not occur.
of people living in crowded neighborhoods
over a period of
also have shown that,
years,
the rate and kinds of complaints
abopt noise did not change.

the
how
many of
knows
one
No
stress-induced diseases of our modern 'era
are made more prevalent by the rising ,noise
densely-populated mities.t
leyels in. our
affect
filht
that
these levels `,do
N
e
hearing. Nor do the results. mean that all
Studies of the'
noise should be etluded.
effects of noise upon work indicate that
some degree of anThient sound (which might as
well be pleasant, such as the sounds of a
helps
music)
background
or
fountain,
maintain arousal during repetitious tasks;
only the very highly-demanding mental tasks
wholly
quiet
in
better
done
are
surroundings.

Noise damage to hearing is an insidious
PRECAUTIONS

effects do not,
The immediate
process.,
of
the ultimate results
always indicate

Exposure to a mildly
exposure.
a
in
results
noise
level
the
desensitization of the ear,
"temporary threshold shift", a

excessive
temporary.
so-called:

temporary

1

have no reliable
WARNING #1: Because
permanent loss
way to predict the degree o
a
shift,
threshold
temporary
from
situations
conservative policy is tb avoi

t

16

threshold shift.-,
Any rson,wtose hearing does not recover
with 4q a few days after . an exposure that
ind ced.a thre hold shift should avoid any
her expos ire to sounds ofrthat level,
should take positive action, to protect
He should not return to that
hearing.

giving ris

to

temporary

ironment without protective kluipment.
i.

/.

After exposure to sound levels of 85 dB
abovg for lengthy periods of time, a
a
ignificant number of persons will be found
o have a' permanent hearing loss s(NIPTS);.,
his degree of exposureessentially,doubles
the incidence of hearing loss beydnd what
would occur from mischance and dislase in
For exposures above
the course of aging.
thisitlevgl, the incidence of losse 'rises
fairly rapidly,with the sound level to which
persons are exposed. Since there is some
reason to believe that 40 dB represents the
to
point, from which the damage risk begins
be significant, it is obviouAy a good idea'
to fvoid continuous exposure. ,to any'levels

length of *time
any
for
40 dB
above
.comparableto a working day, and to wear ear
The
protection if exposure is necessary.
potential damage point Ls indicated fairly
reliably by conversatio al effort.
If you hbve to raise your
WARNING #2:
to carry on a 'conversation at a
voice
distanCe of 3-5 fget from the person with
whom you are talking, you may hg subjected
(See
a potentially damaging exposure.
to
Fig. 7-1, Chapter 7) Not only does it,
you in your conversation att the
moment; it may make it difficult for you in
the future.

Figure 2-1 is a diagram of the process
whereby the sounds arriving at your ear
through the air reach the auditory nerve Nat
Like any
entrancn, to your brain.
the
well-engineered system, your ear has a few
If you are
external protective devices.
the
loud noise,
exposed to an excessively
muscle tensing y6ur eardrum pulls taut,

tr
3

The footplate at the inner end of
the stapes moves in and out of the
oval window at the same rate that

the eardrum is vtrating.

2

The

vibrations

Of

the

eardrum

cease the "Ponta in the mAdie
ear to move baCk and forth Ore

tiny lahers This lever act., con
rem the large ',Copts ofO,e N
drum lo the shorter more force

a

,'..*hen you hear:
1

ful motions Of the stapes

Sound waves enter your ear travel
['trough the audrtcry canal and set

up chratietis in the eardrum

The movement of the tiotplate sets
4

up "Moms rn the huh, hut fills
the CCChlea.

5

The movement of the fluid Caw Ses

the Nit% mmersed in the fluid to
move the movement stimulates
the atlashieci, cell to send a tiny
impulse along the fibers Of the
auditory nerve to Mt Nam

ti

Fig. 2-1. A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF HOW THE HUMAN EAR FUNCTIONS

nrwptu,oly. trans
6 41,1,4 theortoartnnethrn
you know
as sound

^0.

desensitizing it.
This
"stapedius reflex"
takes place at sound levels between 80 and
25- dB.
The poinc of onset of the reflex
Varies with 'individual sensitivity.
Some
persons can operate the stapedius reflex at
will
from
their - experience it is ev -ident
that
the desensitization is of the order of
20 dB.

infection:
Howev'er, if no infection.foilOws
the
injury, the membrane will heal.
Except
for the effect of .th9 uleight of the ' heavier
scar tissue
that
is
likely to form, the
ultimate sensiti4ity,of the ear will have
,suffered little change. Desensitization due
to
scar tissue may be , enough, in q'omeipdividuals,
to
lower the resppnSe of the
ear
to
high-frequency sounds, where the
critical consonant sounds /af speectr are

Thus the pratect ion, af forded by "the

stapedius reflex is important.
However,
a
'burst saf
intense sound
pressure
tdb :abrupt
to give the stapedius
reflex time to act can occur.
This is
particularly true
a
shock-wave from a
gun-shot or a pressure burst from a box on
the ear.
In that event, the drum membrane
is likely to rupture, causing a
temporary
loss of hearing and a hazard of middle-ear

located, and where the cues to musical tone
quality are
transmitted.
( ince it i
sometimes necessary
to
lance the drum
membrane in cases of middle-ear. infection,
with a consequent formation of scar, tissue,
it is clear that any ear infeetions must be ,
attended to at once to avoid a residue of.
permanent loss.)
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Fig. 2-2. DRAWINGS OF THE, HUMAN ORGAN OF CORTI ARE SHOWN THAT ILLUSTRATE
THE NORMAL,STATE, PANEL A, AND THE INCREASING DEGREES OF NOISEINDUCED PERMANENT INJURY, PANELS B, C, AND D. THIS IS WHAT YOU WOULD
SEE IN A SECTION VIEW CUT'ACROSS THE REGION OF THE HAIR CELLS SHOWN
IN Fig. 2.1, INNER EAR.
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It
is
dAmage to the hair cells in the
inner ear that causes (the irretrievable
losses
that
are associated with noise
damage
From experiments on animals, it has
been found that loss of 15-20% of the hair
Cells that respond to high frequencies will
produce e rise in threshold of about 40 dB.
This loss, for human beings,,occurs first in
the region most important for discrimination
of the consonant sounds of speech
in the
range froth 4000 .to 6000 Hz. If you look at
the diagram in Fig.' 2-1,- you can see that
losing a fraction of the Mir cells
is
comparable in, some ways
to the loss in
vision that would occur if scattered areas
of your retina were destroyed. Although the
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effect observed by measuring your threshold
of hearing is simply that your threshold has
risen, which is the same sort of observation
tiTat would be made i
the injury were in the
drum or"in the chain of bones'in the middle
ear, something much more serious has been
lost:speech
becomes
difficult
to
-understand.
Loss .

115dB

3 '4 5
,10
20 30 40 50
NOISE BURST DURATION IN MINUTES

100

,

resolution that your ear\can bring to bear
on sounds.
Even after aMplification, the
loss of resolution remains. As you can see
from Fig. 2-2, which shows the damage to
hair cells as a result of noise exposure,
. nerve endings have been put out of action.
The loss impairs particularly the ability to
understand conversation in the presence of
noise.
With a severe loss of hair cells,
although a person can use a hearing aid to
to
hear sounds at Levels
hermit- him
.k,..-Aomparable to ,those heard by persons with
normal.
hearing, he
may
not
be
very
successful at
recognizing
speech.
The
Average
person
who
has
suffered
la
sensorineural hearing loss that raises his
unaided threshold above the normal by 60 dB
will generally have a significant degree of
difficulty in understanding
speech even
while he wears his hearing aid. Thus a
permanent
threshold
shift
produces
a
permanent impairment of hearing, and the
only practipl remedy is prevention. Figure
2-3
recovery
showg
times
in
quiet
surroundings recommended to minimize hearing
loss caused by exposure to hazardous sound

PARAMETER SPL 600 TO 1200 HZ OCTAVE BAND

Fig. 2-3. RECOVERY TIMES'AND MAXIMUM EXPOSURE
ALLOWED TO REMAIN BELOW PROPOSED
DAMAGERISK LIMITS (WARD, 1966)

discordant sound,' This is because the ear
produces mixtures of tones instead of merely
transmitting the soufid stimuli.
Only the
rhythmic patterns of
music
may remain
esthetically pleasing.
At these levels,
some effect is sensed on the semi-circular
canals of the ear that normally respond to
orientation and
balance.
This gives a
sensation of dizziness, which is. perhaps
cultivated by devotees of
rock -music as a
pleasurable sense of detachment, analogous
to drunkeness.
Like the over-consumption of
alcohol, continuous very loud sounds lead to
an end-point of seasickness, and nausea.
You,,
can
literally
experience an
'acoustic
hangover".
WARNING
#3:
At still higher 'sound
levels, a "tickle" sensation is felt in the
ear, and with another 10 dB rise of level,
sensation of pain intrudes.
The pain is ail
important though perhaps
tardy warning.
Very little exposure at the threshold of
pain is needed td produce
a
permanent
'hearing loss in susceptible individuals.
Another serious flaw in this warning system
is 'the, fact that at present we cannotpredict who is susceptible.
(There is some
reason to suspect that susceptib4lity is

levels.
If
you have been exposed
to
an
excessively intense noise, you are likely to
notice a 'ringing
in
your ears as an
after-effect.
This
is called "tinnitus",
and it seems
to represent a spontaneous
firing of signal impulses by the hair cells.
Also at sound- levels that are potentially
damaging to hearing, you, may notice that
acquires
a
complex,
music
sometimes

1'

k

enhanced b'
large-scale changes in tbe
physiology of the body, as in adolescence.)

can offer little more than 40 dB
protection,. for sound can enter thelbody by
other paths, entering via the chest avity,
the throat,
and the bones of the head.
If
you translate that information into the
conditions of your environment, you cannot
-remain for any length of time around sound
levels in excess of 120 dB without .walling
yourself of from the source of sounds.
In
operating noisy machinery, workmen may find
it
necessary to observe and control theoperation from the window of an isolation
however,

persons, in noisy.
noisy avocations are
found generally to have various degrees of
'permanent,
sensorineural
hearing
loss.
Among the pleasures having more devastating
;consequences are rock music, target shooting
and snowmobiling.
Heating loss. clue to
'gunshot in warfare is very prevalent,
'

It is a

fact

that

occupationsarid with

'The readings of an ordinary sound-level
meter will fail to indicate the true level
Of rapidly peaking sobnds because the needle
of
ehe meter is too sluggish to follow the
sharp
pressure changes that) occur
on

booth.

If you are concepedabout appearances,
be assured that these are not as obvious as
hearing loss, for a hearing loss at high
frequencies destroys
the
referee
that
_enables you to monitor your own speaking.
Not only do you have
trouble hearing other
because your hearing loss slurs and
people,
obliterates the consonant sounds of speech,
your own speech becomes like what you hear.

impulsive
.

sounds like shots, or even the
a
poorly-muffled
internal
combustion engine, which after all, derives
its power from the explogions confined in
combustion
chambers.
This
makes
it
diffiCult to estimate exposure to impulsive
noises.
sounds'

of

o

..

How can you protect yo
following notes may help.

SH4.

'HEARING PROTECTION

hearing?

The

reelir

We are hampered in preventing a great
deal Rf hearing loss because of a degree of
bravado that causes some peOPle to shun
wearing hearing protection.
Since ,hearing
loss is subtle and invisible, perhaps i
seems illogical to choose a visible means of,
prdtection.
Some
types of eat'protectors

Avoid Situations Where

are shown in Fig. 2 -4.

telephone.
4.
Sharp noises are repeatedly making
your ears ring.

1.

You have to.raise your

cbnirerse with anyone.
2.
Ordinary melddic. Music

voice, to
sounds

discord-ant.
34

,Simple insert-type ear protectors are
usable where perhaps 10-20 dB of protection
is sufficient to eliminate the chance of 1
hearing loss.
In general,
these are nor e---1
effective for high-frequency.souhds such as
whistles tharlk° for'low-frequency sounds such
as machinery noise or jet turbulence. Cot-'
ton worn in the ears is not very effective,
only a little better than nothing.
However,
in a pinch, you can derive some' real help
from cotton soaked in vaseline or soft wax
,(to increase its mass and sealing powe ),
and
pressed
gently
into
your
ea s.
Commercial ear protectors of the deforma le
soft
plastic type provide sOill bet er
protection.
At most,4ryo1 can count on
interNally-worn ear protectors for a 10 20
dB reduction.

Really effective protection is off
over-the-eat muffs, which look
e .a
relatively large pair of headph
s.
You
may have seen these on the pers
el working
at air=ports.
For maximum
ection, both
worn.
Even the
muffs and inserts may b
combination of muf
and ear protectors!,

5.

manage

to can over the

Everything seems too bright and too
1.

lodd.
6.
The racket makes
"think straight".

it

diff

ult

to

7.
You begin to feel detached and a
little dizzy.
8.
In a short while you begin to feel
tired and dazed.
9.
The noise makes,you feel seasiCk.

Your Hearing May

Have Begun To Deteriorate

When It Seems That
1.

You have trouble recognizing what

is said from the stage or pulpit.
2.
You haxe to ask pedple to repeat
hat they say.
3.
People ask You to repeat what you
say

by

You can't

d

You lose the thread of conversation
at the dinner table.
The birds seem to have stopped:
5.
singing,
6.
You miss the telephone bell or the
4.

doorbell.

\
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SOUND ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS TYPES
OF EAR PROTECTORS

Your family repeatedly asks you to

turn down.Ghe ,TV or radio.
8.
people seem
to
mumble.

Even if 4V are the'sheltered, indoor
,

type of peiso
Power
.

have

begun

.

to

,-,

tools

"industrial

vacuum-cleaners", superpowered HiFi, rockmusic bands.

Be Cautious in the Use of These Devices

HOW TO
-LEVELS

AVOID RISKING YOUR LIFE
OT DAMAGING TO HEARING

AT NOISE--

'4If you garden:

Power
lawnmowers, chain
mulchers, 'laWn vacuums, lawn edgers.

A high sound level can conc-eel the
presence
of
rival
"sounds -i- -in
your
environment,
or - reduc6theri
apparent
loudness, thus removing their- capacity for
attracting
your
atantion.
This
concealment, known as masking, can prpvel

saws,

For the spqrtsman:
Guns,
speed16ts,
snowmobiles,
motorcycle, all-terrain vehicles.

.

fatal.

e

--

13

21

0

.

in a modern car with
For example,
stereo and air-conditioning running, someone
we knbw 4V:we happily out of her. driveway
The car
and collided with a fire engine.
was a,total wreck. Two factors militated
against her:. In the first.place, the closed.
.car windows attenuated exterior sounds. .In
radio
the second.plade, although the car
the
air
the motor noises ane
masked
conditioner with pleasing solinds, itt also
masked out the warning siren and the engine
Since the car
fire truck.
noise of
the
noises were in themselves not negligible,
she was of.course actually operating the
In order
radio at unduly high sound,levels.
to have overridden all this sound and caught
her attention, the fire engine's siren would
have had to ho intense enough to offer a
isk of hearing _damage to the firemen
themselves and to pedestrians on the straet.

The most common functiontf a siren is
to alert motorists and pedestrians to clear
emergency
approaching
road for an
the
Tower or roof-mounted siren's, on
vehicle.
the other hand, alert the populace to some
impending danger, such as an air raid, or
summon volunteer fire. fighters as the case
Although the noise is intense
may be.
enough to, and often needlessly does, awaken
large segments of a'aleeping community, it
fails all too frequently to achieve its main
objective, that is, to alert the motorist.
This failure is due to one or a cAimbination
of 'the following factors:

-vehicle windWs are closed
-high noise level in the vehicle due to
operation of radio, fan or air
or
the
__conditioning
equipment
intrusion of engine or traffic noise
-preoccupation
driver.

or

distraction-of

the

*

communities would benefit from a dramatic
highly
of
a
use
curtailment- in the
disturbing source of doise pollution and
perhaps a significant improvement in the,
safety of conducting emergency or rescue
missions.
Lesson 1: "'Ill order to 'hear sirens of
emergency vehicles while you are driving' an
in, city,
car
air- conditioned or ,,heftedLeave an
traffic,., do not close-it tightly.
opening .of perhaps half an inch (about 1 cm)
in the window next to the driver'S seat.
. Leaving the window next to your .ear
raised enough to ,ptevent "Wne-of-sight"

access fr4m the sounds of the 'ioad has some
Itwill.generally not interfere
advantage.
Sirens and warning
with the. sounds of
whistles, which are ordinarily pitched'in
the\range fcom, 500 tO 3000 Hz, bUt some of
fgh- frequency rbad noises generated by
the
tire treads and exhaust turbulence will besi,
'kept from reaching your ear at 'levels high
Use your
enoug 'do ind4ce acoustic fatigue.
radto.*sparingly and at_qow volume when
in any degree of traffic. a'&u have
drivi
more a stake than your hearing, HOWever,
the
because
alert
you m st 4411 be
partia ly ripen window offers no guarantee
that yo 1411 hear an approaching siren.
A -careful industrial study, has shown
that persons in noisy environments gradually
to,'
to
react
longer
0.1114s
require
-emergedc es; we say 'their reaction times
This points to a special
have increased.
hazard: Re4ction time is known to hlye an
the
(One of
on accident rate.
influenCe
important consequences of the consumption of
as
and., of
such medicinal agents
alcoh-01,
is
an
tranquilizers and antihistamines,
Further, in the
increase of reaction time.)
noise expoglute cases it was found .that
first day or two ofalthough for the

exposure, a rest \pe d of an hourm More
the ideal warning
For :the motorist,
device would be a small buzzer or alarm with
perhaps an intense flashing light installed
on the dashboard of his'vehicle that could
range
triggered or set off by a short
be
radio frequency transmitter on the emergency
vehicle. Both the warning buzzer art Light
could be modulated to buzz- and flash at a
gradually increasing rate as the emergency
vehicle approached, to alert the motorist as

to its proximity.

could be
systgms'
warning
Similar
installed in the station house and homes of
If the installation of
volunteer firemen.
such equipment were made mandatory in all
vehicles
and
automotive
emergency

continued
rea ion time,
the.
restores
exposure to noise in succeeding days is no
longer Compensated entirely by rest.
.

;

7

In the industrial experiment, persons
working for ah eight-hour day were tested
work
four-hour
and after each
before
Each
session, with a lunch hour between.
grorup in this study had just returned from
By. l4dnesday of each week, the
vacation.
reaction times in the mornin was lengthened
full...recovery died not follow
and
a little,
By
Thursday, and even
the noon hour.
further on Friday, tile reaction time was
lengthened at all tie s, and recovery was
On Friday afternoon, the reaction
poorer.
time was nearly 50% longer than the normal

alb

"nystagmus",
a
reflex known as
back and forth scanning of -the
eyes, is triggered off by -noise. For most

A

This.was not
level following extended rest.
Half of the subjects of
to\ the work:
chie
the gtAdy were merely sitting in the noisy
environment beside their working companions.
s

.

A

sidewa'rd

persons it is unlikely to occur untilpunds
high,
level,
hilt
a
for
quite
reach
may
become
persons
it
susceptible
troublesome at levels below those directly
Naturally,. this
injurious
to
hearing.
reaction intertkres with' vis'ual acuity and
the judgment of distance.

.

For maximum safety, yOu
Lesson* 2:
should break up working spells in a. noisy
environment by taking.a full day's rest in a
It is
quiet area at frequent intervals.
worth noting that you can enhance tie safety
of your family on ling trips by automobile
simply by breaking the trip after four
hours' driving, for a rest peati.j,east an
hour in a quiet surrounding, and by making a
one day stopover for every three days,.
The
driving.
days of
two
preferably
of "quiet" has been found by
defiliiition
Full ,recovery from
as well:
experiment,
acoustic exposure deVlands a quiet area in
whfth the ambient noise is less than 55 d13.
SincT thd lengthenipg of reaction time is
primarily due to the exposure to noise,
drivers among the 'traVeleis
changing of
within the car will not avoid this problem.

the protection we
Lesson 4: Since all
1 can suggest is only a palliative measure, it
is

clear thatthe begt,,pKocedure_ for

protection frOm noise is tip cut off excess
noise a0 the source. Unfortunately, to many
Tfius, there is
people, noise means power.
that
there may be n virtue in
some feeling
An adolescerit who removes the
noisiness.
muffler from his car feels it ."sounda mpre
powerful", thus bigger and somewkat b'etter
This is no different from the
than before.
reaction of the pnrcbaser of a lawnmower or
vacuum cleaner, who has a strong feeling
that
the sound indicates reserve power.
Manufacturers of power tools' report that
efforts to quiet the equipment do not pay;
people feel that the equipment is somehow
less powerful.

'Another source of accidents that can be
at a
caused by noise, which is not in
'startl'e
damaging level, is the
'Physically
The normal Human reflex at a
reflex".
The eyes
sudden loud noise is to cringe:
the shoulders are drawn
blink' and shift,
together, the head is moved downward 'and
away from the sound, the long muscles of the
arms and legs pull them toward the trunk,
,r,Probably the startling noise of a blowout is
the major .cause of loss of control of a car
after a blowout has occurred.

.

the
quieting
of
Perhaps
because
equipment often removes high-frequency noise
Preferentially, the iqession is created
that the action of the equipment is stifled
(as a hand held' over your mouth smothers
your speech, letting the basic voice through.
but muffling the consonants). This is very
far from true. Internal-combustion engines
with properly resonated mufflers actualW
make better use of fuel, and
fire better,
Thus; the tradition
run more steadily.
among many cross - country truckdrivers of
onopen roads is
"cutting out" the w.muffler
actually countereffective..

If you are diliving acar and
Lesson 5:
see a pedestrian about to cross the street,
you have to measure the possibility that by
blowing your horn you, will trigger off a
startle reflex in him and possibly in other
bystanders, and weigh it against tie chance
that you might lack enough control "to stop
Startle reactions in
before you hit him.
bigclists are especially dangerous because
they can lose direction as well as 'balance.
If you are riding a bicycle, you should be
careful.tooreMain in a lane clear of traffic
sudden
a
against.;
to Ottect yourself
for the same reason aipassing
startle;
motorist should allow a bicyclist. a wide
lane,- even though the. small size of the
vehicle does not require it.

To
re-establish a feeling' for the
magnitudes involved, just /remember that a
.sound capable of damaging your hearing need
have °a power flux of no more than one
thousandth,of a watt per square centimeter.
in
involved
Thus the amount of power
generating noise is very small; a mechanism
using very little power can generate large
Amounts of sound (ask any parent). 'Norse is
thus no criterion for the availability of
usable power.
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CHAPTER 3
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF NOISE REDUCTIbN
If you have a noise problem and want to
solve it, you have to find out sometling
about what the noise is dding, where it
comes from, how it travels', and what can be
done about it. A straightforward approach
to examine the problem in terms of its
is
three basic elements:. i.e., sound 'arises
''from a source,
travels over a path, and
affects a receiver, or listener.
4

SOURCE=PATH-RECEIVER ,cONCEPT

The source may be one or any number of
radiating
ornoise
vibratory energy, such as several aRpliantes
or
machines in operation at a given time in

mechanical _devices

a homer office.

'

.

3

The most obvious transmission path by
which noise travels is ,simply a direct
line-of-sight air path between the source
and
for example,
aircraft
the listener;
flyover noise reaches at? observer on the
ground by the direct line-of-sigt air path.
Noise also travels along structural aaths.
4 most cases it travels from one point to
another via any one or a combination' of
several Ouch paths.
Noise from a washing
machine operating in one apartment may be
transmitted to another apartment along air
passages
such as through open windows,
Direct
doorways,
corridors or ductwork.
physical contact of the washing machine with
the floor_ or walls sets thege building
components into vibration. This vibration
is -transmitted structurally throughout the
building causing walls in other areas to
vibrate and to radiate noise.
"The receiver may be a single person, a
suburban
clasgroom
of
students, or a
community near an- airport or expr sway.

Solution' of a given noise problem might
require alteration or modification of py or
all of these three basic elements:

(1) modifying the source to

reduce its

-, noise output,

the
or
controlling
altering
transMIssioh path and the environment
to reduce the noise -level reaching the
listener, and
(2),

'

receiver
providing
the
(3)
personal protective eyipment...

with

Let us
the various' noise
examine
control measures diet tan be applied in each
of these categories.

NOISE CONTROL AT 'HE SOURCE
Select Quiet Equipment

of Controlling
Basically;' the best way
noise' at
s urce is to select quiet.
equipment o'r ap liances initially".
When
shopping,
look f r equipment that carries a
low-noise certif cation or ratings - preferably backed wi h a copy of the certifying
Some appliances,
laboratory's test report.
feature
or
advertise
and
equipment
noise-control des gn or construction - look
"sound
such
as
for
descriptive terms
,conditioned," "aco stically treated? "quiet
operation", and similar 'phrases that may be
used In advertising copy or in ONer's
manuals.
However, you must be on guard
because such descriptive phrases as 11whisper
quiet" may be more poetical than absolute,
or perhaps an expression of hope rather than
reality.'
'

selection
of
Unfortunately,
the
mechanical equipment and appliances that
that specifically
feature noise ratings or
call attention to noise control design is
Thus,
the buyer must
extremely limited.
resort to his own wit or know what'to look'
for in order to choose quiet equipment. The
key words to remember in making puchasing
"lower,"
"slower"
and
decisions
are
particularly as they apply to the operation
The speed of moving
of
thf equipment.
or fluid
velocities,
gas
'parts,
flow
pressure .differentials, and power ratings
By
looking for
all affect noise output.
equipment displaying "slower" and "lower"
operation characteristics you can be assured
For
operation.
of
relatively quieter
are
slow-speed
fans
example;
large
substantially quieter than small high-speed
fans for a given air flow; low horsepower
motors are less noisy than those with high
horsepower ratings; likewise low-pressure,
or fluid
low--velocity
air
ventilatibn
distribution systems are virtually noiseless
compared
their
hlgh-pressure
with
high-velocity couqterparts.
the
buyer should
Whenever possible,
conduct a side-by-side comparison noise test
for various makes or typeshpf appliances or
This can best be done by dealing
,equipment.

kt.

I
with a supplier who carries a wide selection
of appliances or eqUipment made by several
manufacturers
and who
is,
willing
to
demonstrate their operation, in the show
room.
This, of course, is possible when
shopping for small domestic appliances such
as vacuum cleaners, windcdair conditioners,
etc. '
However,
large
mechanical
installations, such as central heating or
air
conditioning
systems can only
be
properly evaluated in-place.

from major noise sources must be attenuated
before reduction of the noise from secondary
sources, such as surface vibra'pion, well
have any signifiCant effect. The need for
with
these
investigations "increases
increasing
size and complexiy of.
machinery. ,In short; the larger and more
complicated the machine, the more difficult
it is to quiet.

The.following summarizes the features
that*the buyer should look for and the steps
, he should take in selecting quiet ecuipment.
(1)

lbw-noise certoification,

(2)

of
advertisement,
operation,
evidence
noise-control design,

'

"quiet"
of

(3)

emphasis on/lower" apd "slower"
operating characteristics,

(4),

conduct' comparative side-by-side
in
noise
tests
the
dealer's
showroom,i

(5)

request an on-site inspection bf
mechanical equipment of the. type
7(3u
are considering, that the
dealer has previously installed,
for the purpose of making your own,.
evaluation of the noise output.

REQUIREMENTS FOR QUIET OPERATION

Most 'mechanical
devices
such
as
automated
appliances
and machinery are
complex noise ' generators
that
contain
numerous sources of noise. For example, the
overall noise radiated by a' clothes washer
may be generated by the drive motor, gear
train,
pump,
pulleys,
cams,
bearings,
electrical
switches, automatic valves,
and
water flow.
Reducing the noise output of
such
a
device
usually
requires
a
considerable amount of study to identify the
major .sources of noise and their respective
transmission paths.
In other words, it is
important to know whether it is the motor,
gear train or the pump that is the main
cause of noise-i- and whether the noise is
radiated directly from the source into the
air as airborne noise, or whether it is
transmitted structurally as vibration to
other parts and surfaces of the machine
which,
in
turn, vibrate and radiate the
noise.

Obviously,
the most effective-way of
manufacturing
quiet
equipment
to
is
incorporate good noise control techniques in
the basic design stage. This is, of course,
a
concern of
the
design engineer and
manufacturer. But if you, as a consumer,
are
familiar
with
certain
principles
governing "noise - in equipment operation you
can know what to` look for when 'making. a
purchase, or when attempting to Control
noise
from
appliances
and
equipment.
Whether,. one is concerned about designing
quiet equipment of faced with the problem of
quieting, an
existing
noisy device the
following
recommendations and corrective
Measures should be considered alkd applied
wherever possible.

-

1. .REDUCE IMPACT)DR IMPULSIVE FORCES
-Many machines and items of equipment
Strike designed
with .parts
that
forcefully against 'other parts, producing
noise.
Often,
this striking action, or
impact is
essential
to the. machine's
'function.
A familiar
the
example
is
typewriter
its keys must strikd the ribbon
and paper in
order to
leave an inked
letter-impression. But the force of the key
' alsd produces noise as the impact falls on
the ribbon, paper a d platen.
age

,

7--

Other common devices
that
produce
impact noise include quick-cting cut-off
valves found in washing machines and furnace
humidifiers.
they often
TAe loud '"thump"
make can be startling, annoying, or in the,
case of some furnace controlsp they can
disturb sleep.
.Several
steps can be taken to reduce
noise from impact forces.
The particular
remedy to .be applied will be determined by
the nature of themachine in question.' Not
all of the steps listed below are, practical
'.for
for
every
and
every
machine
impact-produced- noise.- But application of
even one /suggested measure can often reduce
the noise appreciably.
A knowledge of the
principles underlying impact-noise reduction
can also assist you in purchasing quieter
equipment.

A thorough study
of
the cause of
.,-)machine noise is important because the sound

,
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4.1

NOl THIS

THIS

Impacting
Mas(es

Reduce Mass

Use Non-

Metallic
Head

.

Re uce Heigh/.

of Fall
Metal Surfaces

4'

' Fig. 3-1. METHGDSOF REDUCING

a)

b)

Reduce weight, size or height
fall of impacting mass.

the

keys hittig against

of

a short period to achieve the 'same
result.
e)

f)

the

pldten.) In some situations,
you
may,
a
insert
layer
of
shock-abbrOing
material -*behind
each of
the impacting heads or
objects to reduce 'transmission of
impact energy to other parts of
the machine.
c)

TO LOWER NOISE-RADIATION `,

FOFIC

Cushion the impact by-inserting a
'layer of shock' - absorbing material
surfates.
between the impacting
example,
(For
insert
several
Sheets of paper in the typewriter
behind the top sheer to absorb
some of the noise-producing impact
of

Insert resilient
material at points
A or B to cushion
the impact.

Whenever practical,
one of
the
impact heads or sucfaces'should be
made of non-metallic material to
reduce "resonance or ringing" of
the heads.
Figure 3-1 shows tTe
application of measures a, t, and

Smooth out accelertion of.moving
parts;, apply_ accelerating, forces
gradually.
Avoid
high
peak
.acceleration or jerky motion.

Minimize
overshoot.,
ba&klash,
loose play in cams,
followers,
gears, linkages, etc.
This canobe
achieved
by
reducing
the --'
operational speed of the machine,
better adjuftment,!:_oi 13..);, using
spring-loaded
restraints
or
iuides.
Machines, that Are well
made, with pelts machined to close
tolerances generally produce$ a
minimum ol such iMpact"nOise,

.2.
REDUCE SPEED,IN MACIITiES, AND FLOW
-VELOCITIES AND PRESSURES
IN FLUID SYSTEMS
_
/
'Reducing
of
rotating and, -,
the speed
moving parts in machines and mechanical
systems results in smoother operation and
°

c.

lower: noise output.
d)

Substitute the application of a
small impact force 'Over a long
time period for a large force over-

.

.

Likewise, reducing
velOcities
in
air,

1'6
1.

21.)

pressure and flow
gai
and
liquid

circulation
systems
lesseng
turbulenc.t
resulting ib decreased noise radiatiOn:
(a)

(b)

high-speed
units
for
quiet
operation.
In
shbrt, maximize
diameter and minimize tip speed.

For
quiet
operation,
fans,
impellers,
rotors,
turbines,
blowerg, etc., should be operated
at the lowest bladetip speeds that
will still meet job needs.

(c)

Use large-diameter low-speed fans
rather
than
small-diameter

Centrifugal
squirrel-cage
type
fans,
sometimes used in furnaces
or on exhaust
ducts, are less
noisy than vane axial or propeller
type fans, all other' factors being
equal.
The,,two
types of fans are
illustrated in Fig. 3-2.

tr

Squirrel Cage ,qr
Centrifug'al Fans

Propeller or
Varieaxial Fans

.

Fig. 3-2. FOR A GIVEN MASS FLOW, SCIIJI RR Et CAGE FANS, GENERALLY ARE LESS NOISY
THAN PROPELLER TYPE FANS
19
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4
.

Water .pressure in individual home,
or
office,
apartment plumbing
systems, should be limited to. 35
pounds
per ,square
inch
(241
kilopascals) and flow velocities
of the order of 6 ft/sec (2 m/sec)
for quiet operation. A competent
plumber
can
perform
these
adjustments.

(d)

(e)

.

.

3.

BALANCE'ROTATING PARTS

One of

the main

sources of machipery

noise is structural vibration causedby the
rotation of poorly balanced parts such, as
fans, gly wheels, pulleys, cams, shafts,
etc. Measures used
to correct
this condition involve, the
addition of counter
.weights to the rotating unit or the remeval
of some weight froth the unit as indieated in
Fig.
3 -3.
You are probably most familiar
with
noise caused by imbalance in the
high-speed spin cycle of washing machines.
The imbalance results from clothes not being
distribUted
evenly.,
in
the
tub.
By
redistributing £11b clothes,
balance
is
achieved 'and the noise ceases. This same
principle - balance - can be applied to
furnace fans and other common sources of
'such noise. On
some furnace blowers driven
by a single,belt, an unbalanced load may be
applied if the blower pulley can move out of
pulley;
direct alignment with,.the motor
if the load is applied symmetrically through
pair of belts driving 'pulleys on either
a
side of the fan -and the motor .shafts,.bothip
shafts 'will tend to stay, centered and the
pulleys aligned, resulting in less noisy
operation and reduced wear.

In air
ventilation systems, a
50-percent reduction in air flow
velocity
may lower the
noise
output by 410to 20 dB, or roughly
to
1/2 to 1/4 of the original
loudness. Air flaw velocities of
'-8 -lift /sec
(3 m/sec) as measured
at a
supply
or return grille
produce a low level of,noise which
usually .is unnoticeable in most

--..;4:eldential or office areas.
In a
given system, reduction of air

flow velocity can be achieved by
operating at lower motor or blower
speeds,
installing
a
greater
number of ventilating grilles, or
by increasing the cross - sectional
area of the
existing grilles.
Your heating and air-conditioning
contractor
can
make
these
adjustments and modifications..

.

Vibration

'Rotor

Rotor

(a) Static Unbalance

.

(b) Dynamic Unbalance

4it

Black blocks are heavy parts of rotor that cause vibration,. White blocks are locations where
counterweights must be placed to eliminate the vibration.

Fig. 3-3. EFFECTS OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC UNBALANCE ON ROTOR OPERATION
3\

4.

REDUCE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE

Similarly, reducing `flow resistance in air,
gas and liquid distribution.systems results
in
less noise radiation.
In most ,cases,
applying any one
e'
a
combination of the
following corrective measures should provide
a noticeable.Leduction
reduction in noise output.

between rotating,
Reducing' friction
moving parts in mechanical
sliding
or
in
smoother
freqlently results
systems
operation and lowei machine noise output.
20
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4

Reducing Resistance In Mechanical Systems

See Fig 3-4)
moving,
Lubricate:
rotating,
all
sliding, meshing or contacting parts
should be lubricated with-apRropriate
lubricant for quiet operation l,
all
of
Proper
alignment
Align:
rotating, moving or contacting parts
results in less noise output. Maintain

Lubricate at points A.
Align between points 'A....A'.
Polish surfaces at Points B
Counterbalance at points C.

good axial and directional alignment in
pulley systems, gear trains, shaft coupling,
power
transmission systems,
bearing and axle alignment, etc.
Highly polished and smooth
between sliding, meshing or
contacting parts are rdquired for quiet
operation, particularly wherebearingS,
rails, and guides,
are
gears,
cams,
concerned.

Polish:
surfaces

Balance: Static and dynamic balancing
of rotating part8 reduces frictional
resistance and vibrationr resulting in
lower noise output.

Avoid eccentricity or out-of-roundness%
of
or
off-centering
Eccentricity
rotating parts such as pulleys, gears,
rotors, shaft/ bearing alignment causes
Likewise,
noise.
and
vibration
out-of-roundness of wheels, rolldrs,
and gears causes uneven wear, resulting
in flat spots which generate vibration
and noise.

a

Reducing Resistance In Air or Fluid Flow
Systems (ee Fig. 3-5)
The

key

advice

effective

to

noise

Fig 3-4.

REDUCING FRICTION OF ROTATING AND SLIDING
PARTS TO DECREASE NOISE RADIATION

is
systems
in
such
control
This holds true
"streamline the flow".
regardless of whether one is concerned with
air flow in ducts Dr vacuum cleaners, or
Streamline
water flow in plumbing systems.
nonturbulent,
is
simply ,smooth,
flow
low-friction flow, but it.is the essential
requirement for quiet operation of 'any type
of fluid flow system."

The two most important factors which
deterAine whether flow will be streamline or
and
the
velocity
flow
turbulent are
cross-sectional area of the flow path - that
The rule of thumb
is, the pipe diameter.
operation is to use a low- for quiet
velocity, largeidiameter pipe system to meet
requirement.
a
specified floW capacity
system
can
even
such
a
However,
inadvertently generate _noise if certain,
aerodynamic design features are overlooked
or
ignored. A system designed for quiet-

QUIET DESIGN

NOISY DESIGN

Smooth Joints

Al&

Ragged Joints

Are eumanrnur.war,enraWa'Ar.,,A,awar/AfintlAWAY.411/ I'Aranir _Z
-%-....

Small

Dam.

1 :."..0
\Th
.. ..., Th-

"1iC...1.

N

"I

.0*
s"---"' Fast Turbulent Flow
.---06 ---%
----4 lb ----41.
---*".. .../r. iip.'k /...-lk _V.. --

--4" 0 ...I/Jr 2'4' ) ,1

Loge

Slow Streamline Flow

Diam.

_.+ _44

offor.r:osil#,...-1-......lowcww&Ane rAgelruir
Rough Surfaces
Smooth Surfaces

.

Fig. 3-5a 'DESIGN OF QUIET FLOW
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NOLSY DESIGN

Sharp Corners 1

QUIET DESIGN

1

j

"-

,

Sharp Transition

(s1

,

--

RoUnd
Corners

.-

Smooth Tfansition

__..

....--

/

P F-----

Simple Layout

Complicated Layout

Fig. 3.5b. DESIGN OF QUIET FLOW SYSTEMS
operation.
feqtures:

will

employ

the

fo1lOwing
.

flow
Low flow velocities:
Low
velocities avoid turbulence, onse of the
main causes of noise. Flow velocities
to 10 feet
should be of the order of 8
per
second
(3
m/sec)
in domestic.
forced-air
heating and
ventilation
systems and plumbing systems for quiet
operation.

Long-radius turns:
Changes in
flow
direction' should be made gt'adually and
smoothly.
It has been suggested that
turns
should be made with a curve
radius 'equal to about five times the
pipe diameter or major cross sectional
dimension of the duct.

Smooth boundary surfaces: Duct or pipe
systems with smooth interior walls,
joints
generate
less
edges,
and
turbulence and noise than systems with
rough or jagged walls or joints.
Simple layout:

pipe system with a minimum of branches,
turns," fittings
and. connectors is
substantially
less
noisy :.than
a
complicated layout.-

Flared sections: Flaring of intake and
exhaust openings,
particularly in .a
duct system,
tends to
reduce flow
velocities at these 'loons, often
with substantial reductions in noise
output.

A well-designed duct or

WET DESIGN

NOISY DESIGN

Calming Chamber

Flexible
Sleeve

Round
Corner
Square Corner

High Speed
.

-

Blower

Smooth Flow

Turbulent Flowr

Fig. 3-5c. DESIGN OF QUIET FLOW SYSTEMS

f-",

U
a

QUIET DESIGN

NOISY DESIGN

Flare End

'1\

.(11111km,k

(.34
Turbulence Caused by Rectangular Devices
Remove or Streamline Objects in

Flow

Path

Fig. 3.5d. DESIGN OF QUIET FLOW SYSTEMS

.

For example, a water pump fastened to a side
panel of a washing, machine, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 -6, will cause the panel to vibrate
and produce greater noise output.

Streamline transition in flow path:
Changes in flow path dimensions or
cross-seetioval areas should be maple
gradually,ank smoothly with tapered or
flared transition sections to avoid
turbulence. A good rule of thumb is to
keep,Pthe cross- sectional area of the
flow path as large and as uniform as
possible throughout the system.
The
Remove unnecessary obstacles:
greater the number of obstacles in the
tortuous,
path,
the
more
flow
and 'hence the noisier the
turbulent,
and
required
'flow.
All
other
functional devices in the,path such as
structural supports, deflectors, ando
control dampers,, should be made ,as
small and as streamlined as possible to
smooth out the flow patterns.

In other cases, parts with perforatisps,
slots or other openings permit air leakagek
through or around the part qs it moves, thus'
eliminating air pressure buildup, the chief
cause of flexing and pulsation. Such action
wheh there is n9 air leakage gives a popping
sound - as the noise produced when squirting
Oil from an oil can.

ISOLATE VIBRATING
5.
THE MACHINE'

ELEMENTS 'WITHIN

In all but the simplest machines, the
vibrational energy from a specific moving
through the machine
part is transmitted
structure forcing other component parts and
surfaces to vibrate and radiate sound that
often with greatet intensity than
generated by the originating source itself.

-

The vibration generated by moving or
rotating
parts of a machin4 should be
confined as clbse as possible to the area
In
containing the source of vibration.
short, the vibrating unit must be isolated
as much as possible from the structural
The
most
ftame or
machine housing.
effective
method of vibration isolation
the
of
involves the resilient mounting
vibrating component on the most massive and
structurally rigid part of the machine. All'
attachments or connections to the vibrating
part in the form of pipes, conduits, shaft
couplers, etc., must be made with flexible
or
couplers
resilient connectors or
otherwise the vibrational isolation afforded
by the resilient mounts will be bypas'sed or
4
pipe
example,
shortcircuited.
For
connections to a pump resiliently mounted on
the structural frame of a machine should be
made of resilient tubing, preferably as
Resilient
the pump as possible.
,close
to
pipe
supportg or hangers. may also be
required to avoid bypassing of the isolated
system.
In addition to these measures it is
often good practice in .the ease of large
appliances such as washing
machines or
or air
refrigerators
machines, dryers,
conditioning, equipment to set the entire
to
prevent
machine on resilient mounts
vibrational excitation of the supporting
noise
floor,
and thus avoid radiation of
into
the area below or adjacent _treas.
These measures are illustrated in Fig. 3-7:
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NOT THIS

THIS

Radiating
Surface

Separate'

Direct Contact
Flexible
Connector

Direct
Contact
Resilient

Mount

Fig, 3-6. ISOLATE LARGE RADIATING SURFACES FROM VIBRATING PARTS
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L.

i-Ale.:eV1Y;tqUiV,WiftWel

I
rti

Cabinet

Machine
Chassis

Install motors, pumps, fans, etc: n mOst massive part of the machine.
2. Install such components on resilient mounts or vibratiori isolators.
Use belt drive or-roller drive systems'in place of gear trains.
16'3,
44 Use flexible hoses and wiring instead of rigid piping and stiff wiring.
5. Apply vibration damping materials to surfaces undergoing most vibration.
6. Install acoustical lining to reduce noise buildup inside machine.
7. Minimize mechanical contact between the cabinet and the machine chassis.
8. Seal openings at the base and other parts of the cabinet to prevent noise leakage.
1.

,

Fig. 3-7. 'TECHNIQUES TO. REDUCE THE GENERATION OF AIRBORNE AND
STRUCTURE- BORNE NOISE IN MACHINES AND.APPLIPNCES
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33

1

Large Vibrating
Suifaces

Reduce Size of Part or
Cut, Out Excess Material

1\-

THIS

OR

THIS

ww

Fig. 3-8. REDUCE THE AREA OF VIBRATING SURFACES TO LOWER NOISE RADIATION

2

6.

REDUCE

RADIATING

AREA (See

Fig.

3 -8)

Generally

speaking,
the
larger the
surface, the greater the
noise output.
The rule of thumi. for quiet
machine design is to minimize the effective
radiating surface areas of the parts witiout
impairing their
Operation or structural
strengph. This, can be done by making parts
smaller, removing excess material, or by
cutting openings, slots or perforations in
parts. Par example, replacing a large,
vibrating sheet metal safety. guard on a

vibrhing part

or

machine with, a guard made of wire mesh or
metal webbing might result in a substantial
reduction in noise, because of the drastic
reduction in surface area of the pat.

7.
APPLY
(See Fig. 3-9)

VIBRATION DAMPING MATERIALS

Since
a
vibrating body or surface
radiates noise,
the application of any
material which reduces or restrains the
vibrational motion of
that
body
will
decrease
its
noise output.
Generally
speaking, when such materials are applied to
a
vibrating
body
they
dissipate the
vibrational energy in the form of frictional
heat which is, generated by the flexing,
bending and rubbing
of
the fibers or
particles of the damping material.
For
example, these materials could be applied to
of
surfaces
washing machines,
dryers,
refrigerators, room air conditioners, etc,
to help control noise due to vibration.
Of

-

icourses
you
w ild probably apply
the
materials to the ill ide surface to preserve
1\,
the appearance of -the appliance.
Three
basic typesLQf vibration- damping materials
are available.
(a)

liquid mastics which are applied
with a spray gun and harden into

However the following guidelines should be
observed in the selection and use of such
Vibration damping
materials to maximize
efficiency:
(a)

shoqld
be
Damping
materials
applied to those sections of a
vibrating 'surface where the most
flexing, bending or motion occurs.
These usually are the thinnest
sections.

(b)

For

(c)

of
Sandwich -materills made up
metal
sheets bonded tq mastic
("sheet-metal
viscoelastic
much
more
are
composites")

c

solid materials, the
'relatively
most
common ,being
automobile
"undercoating";.
(b)

pads

Tubber, felt, plastic
vinyls,
adhesive
leaded
,tapes or fibrous biankets which
vibrating
are
glued, to
the
surface;
of

foam,

(c) ishee metal viscoelastic laminates
or composites which are bonded to
the vibrating surface.
;
The type ofInaterial best suited for a.
particular vibration problem de'pends on a
size, mass,
number of
factors such as
operational
and
frequency
vibrational
of
structure.
function
the
vibrating

SINIGLE LAYER

'

a
single layer of dampiqg
material, the stiffness and mass
should
be
of
the
material
of
that
the
to
comparable
to which it is
vibrating surface
kpplied, This means that single
layer damping materiels should be
about two or thtee times as thick
as the vibrating surfa$e to which
they are applied.

Vibrating
Vibrating Surface

,,,,....."
Mastic coating should be 2 to k

.4

times as thick as the vibrating t4
surface for maximum effectiveness.
J

Apply .damping material first to
surface with strongest vibration. In
most cases this will be thinnest

Vibrating Surf

Composite
Layer

Mastic Layer

surface.

Constraining Layer
For effective vibration' damping,

each layer should be about, 1/3 as
thick as the vibrating surface.

Fig. 3-9. REDUCING VIBRATION WITH DAMPING MATERIALS
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NOT THIS

THIS

Openings Ara nd
Pipes, Conduits; Etc.

Input Opening

Cover Plates

- Caulk or
Gasket
Se§Js

))

Output Opexang

/

1

Gasket
S.

Seals

,

Relocated
Vent

Open Vent
Cover Skirt

Absorbent
Material

0'
Fig. 110. TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING THE RADIATION OF NOISE FROM OPENINGS

,

effective vibration dampers than
single
layer
materials;
the
thicknesses of the sheet metal
constraining
layer
and
the
viscoelastic layer should each be
about one-third the thickness of
the vibrating surface or panel of
the abpld.ance to which
they are
applied.

8.
REDUCE NOISE LEAKAGE
INTERIOR OF THE APPLIANCE

or _cabinet should be 'sealed
with
rubber gaskets or a
suitable non-setting caulk.

i
(iii) If practical ,
all other
functional
or
required
or
ports
whic$
Openings
radiate
noise
should
be
covered with,lids or shields
edged
with
soft
rubber
gaskets to effbct an airetght
seal.f For, example,
the lid
of
a
top-lbading
washing
machine may be fitted with a
rubber gasket or with rubber
strips to prevent. the escape
6f,
the
noise
from
the
agitator.

4

Fgbm THE

.10

(See Fig. 3-10)

.

In many cases machine cabinets can ,be
into
rather effective
soundproof
enclosures through 'simple design changes,
and the application,of some sound absorbing
treatment. Substantial reductions in noise
output may be achieved by adopting some of
the following recommendationsy especially if
some of the vibration isblation,tecliniques
discussed earlier are also used.

-made_
.

'

(a)

(iv) Other openings required for
exhaust,. cooling or ventilation
p'urposes
shbuld
be
equipped with mufflers
or
acoustically lined ducts.

Seal or cover all openings

(v)
,..

(i)

A MACHINE

All

unnecessary holes . or4
particularly
at
joints, should be caulked or
closed off.

Relocate 'Ordirect openings'
away from the ^operator and
other people.

...cracks,

(b)

Apply acoustical materials
:Xi')

(ii) All electrical or plumbing
penetrations of the housing

Install
sound
absorbent
lining on inner surfaces of
cabinets to
noise
reduce

1

'
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NOISE CONTROL IN THE TRANSMISSION PATH

buildup in the reverberant
cavities.
(We will discuss
reverberation. further
in
Section
3
under
Factors
Affecting
ehe,
Travel
of

After you have tried all possible ways
ing the noise at the source, your
of co
defense is to set up barriers
next
f
or othe devices in the transmission path to
block or reduce the flow of sound, energy
reaches your ears. This can be
before
it
done in several ways:

Sound)
.vibration
damping
(ii) Apply'
the
material
to
inner
surfaces ,of
all vibrating
panels.
V.
CHOOSE QUIETER
REPLACING APPLIANCES

you can
path,

(a)

.

a

Selection
of
the
most
effective
technique will depend upon various factors
such
as the pize and
type of source,
intensity and frequency range of the noise,
and the nature and type of environment. IR
addition one should have a basic understanding .of the characteristics'and behavior
of sound that influence its propagation or
travel through the air.

Replace plastic blender containers
containers ,made ' of heavy
Often both alternatives
are available; glass ill:eta very
wir
little more.
Substitute rubber or plastic trash
Some
cans for noisy metal cans.
raminat0t5metal trash cans have
been made for industrial use; the
new concern with quiet may make
them
fbr
ordinary
desirable

Use wood
instead
units.

As we
before, a sound wave
traveling
through the
crates
air
a
succession of compressions --. high-pressure
waves
=,followed by rarefactions,
or
low-pressure 'waves.
These waves move away
from the source in an alterhating manner
much like the spreading cof ripples in a pond
into which
a
pebble 'vas dropped, as
illustrae0 in Fig. 3-l1.
The 'distance
between adjAceft-peaks of the high presure
waves is the wavelength of thd sound. The
the sound "f" and its Speed of
-frequency of
travel
"c" determine
L.
the wairelength.
These three quant t es are related by the
equation c = fL.
ce
the speed of sound
relatively constant for
in air
is
all
frepencies,
the wavelength decreases as
frequency increases.
Sound travels at a
.speed of about 1130 feet (345 m) per second.
Therefore, the wavelength for a 100 Hz"tone
would be approximately 11 feet (3.45 m)
whereas for a 1000 Hz tone it would be about
shall seesboth
1.1 feet (34.5 cm).
As we
the
freq4ncy
wavelength 'affect
and
propagation of sound in air and the manner
in which it interacts with the environment.

(d)

(e)

or fiberboard cabinets
the noisier metal

of,
.

1

°

Select sliding or folding closet
doors made of wood dor laminate
instead of metal doors which:are
to
rattle or vibrate when.
apt.
moved.

High velocity air flowing over the
corrugated surfaces inside a hse
often generates a whistling not e.
Replacing tat corrugated hope of a
smooth,
with
a
vacuum cleaner

surfaced hose

will reduce

this'

noise.
(f)

high-speed floor
Replace- small
fans or exhau t fans with larger-,
slower-movi
units.

(g)

Subgtitdte a belt-driven iurnace
operated
by
A
blower
resiliently-mounted motor, for a
motor-coupled blower,

0

by placing
insulating

boX 'or enclosure.

domestic uses
(c)

the

you can deflect the sound in some other
direction away from you by placing a
reflecting barrier in its path, and
you can contain the sound
the source inside a sound-

pith

(b)

the sound' along

MACHINERY-. WHEN

. This advi#e is, of course, of
little
comfort if yon find yourself the owner of a
new, noisy appliance. In due time, though,
it will heed to be replaced, and this is an
opportunity for
choosing ap effectively
QUIETED device.
However, some minor changes
in accessories can reduce noise problems:

,

absorb

,

FACTORS AFFECTING4TRAVEL OF SOUND
,

1.

We
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Absorption:

know

from

Soaking Up Sound
experLence

thht

air,
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Fig. 3-11. PROPERTIES OF SOUND

especially
abs6rbs
sound,
high-pitched
That is why we hear 'only the
sounds.
low-pitched roar of exhaust noise from a
high-flying jet plane and not the shrill
high-pj,tched
turbine noise we normally hear
the airport when the plane takes off.
at
The low- pitched r
of
stant thunder
sounds almost harmle s compared' to the sharp
terrifying crack'of th nder when heard close
by.
The
high-piAkhed components of a
thunderclap are absorbed by the air before
they reach a distant listener.

WAVIP

qualities, such materials As draperies and
carpeting are excellent sound absorbers.
Upholstered furniture and bed furnishings
also
have
good
sound /Ehbsarbing
characteristics.
However, the installation
of
acoustical tile on ceilings in rooms,
corridors and staircases is a practical
method of controlling noise along its path
of
travel.
'Depending
on
the type of
installation, and the frequency distribution
of ohe noise, acoustical ceilings can absorb.
from 5D to 80% of the sound energy that
strikes the surfaces. A soft..thick carpet
with felt padding, placed on the floor will
absorb abodt 50 to 60% of airborne sound
energy striking it.
In addition,
it will
muffle
impact
and footstep noise very
effectively.
Pldated drapery will absorb
about as much sound energy as carpet for the
same amount of surface coverage. With these
materials on ceilings, floors and walls,
much of .the sound energy is absorbed along
the path before it can cause annoyance in
other areas.

Air absorbs high-pitched sounds.4ore
effectively
than low.
However,
if
the
distance between a source and a listener is
great enough, low-pitched sounds also will
be absorbed Appreciably by then air.
For
example, we might not hear any sound at all
from a jet plane flying at an altitude so
great that only its vapour trail is visible.

With the exception of
very
ldrge
auditoriums%
convention halls,
oT sport
'arenas, the absorption of sound by air
within typical
or, rooms is
buildings
negligible. However, j.n most buildings and
roams
a
significant
degree
sound
of
absorption can 6e achieved through proper.
ftimishings.
.Because'of their soft porous

ILen
sound
waves
strike
such
materials, they penetrate into the pores and
air
pockets-of the Material.
There eftty
bounce around haphazardly causing air in the
potes and the fibers of the material to
30
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The assumption that sound travels in
straight linestg. valid only fir wavelengths
that am* short compared to the dimensions of
Sound
open spaces, rooms or passage ways.
waves travel in straight- lines until they
encounter.some obstacle in 'theirs path. If
the
to
small compared
is
the obstacle
Wavelength of the sound, the wave front will
a;dly be'disrupted.

vibrate;
this motion dissipates the sound
energy in the form of beat because of
frictional resistance between air molecules
and fibers.

Drapery
carpeting
absorb
and
high-frequedcy sounds much more effectively
long
their
low.
Because
of
than
waves
wavelengths,
low-frequency/ sound
are
many times
that
require materials
.thicker and have much larger pores and airabsorbing
pockets. than those used for
high-pitched.
sounds.
For
efficient
the
frequency sounds,
absorpticin of low
pores
10f
the
thickness, Openings and
acoustical material should bear' the same
proportion to the wavelengths of -these
sounds as the thickness, openings and pores
of absorbers for high-frequency sounds bear
wavelengths.
their
respective
to
absorbing
Unfortunately,
materials
for
are
somewhat
low-frequency .
sounds
impractical in a' house becauge of their
large size and bulkiness.

%

*
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2.

Sound

Refle'ction:

-.Bouncing

When a sound wave strikes a solid flat
the
large compared to
surface that is
wavelength of sound, the wave is reflected
slmilar'to the way a sunbeam is reflected
As sound waves strike a
frqm a window pane.
flat surface, they rebound at an angle equal
tp
the one at which. they originally struck
the'surface, as ghowp in Fig. 3-712.

A listener exposed to.both the direct
waves and reflected %Alves from a distant
sound source Will perceke the direct wave
to be mucl))louder than the reflected wave.
At
one time or another,
you might have
noticed tihat an echo of a' person's handclap
or a yell in a large hall- or canyon seemed
to
be much less intense than the original
sound.
This reduction in loudness of the
reflected wave or echo is due eo-the longer
distance it has traveled, -11Iiir also to the
loss
of - energy due to abgorption
by
reflecting sux.fdEes and perhaps the air.

Although sound waves generally keep qn
traveling in the direction, in which they
originallyo started, .high-frequency sounds
tend to follow narrower and more beam-like
paths than do low-frequency sounds. We have
noticed how highly directional the sound of
or "psst", or a whistling- .tea
a- "hiss"
kettle is compred, for example, with the
a washing 'machine.
sound
of
rumbling
Low-frequency sounds tend to spread our
uniformly in all directions TIZe noise
gths.
source because of their long wa

Hard
Surfaces

\

Direct

yes

Reflected Waves

\\\\\\
\
FiCarpe1N..

of

Sound

.

\

\

/02,) \\\
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Fog 3.12. PROPAGATION' OF DIRECT AND REFLECTED SOUND WAVES IN A RAM.
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t.

Reverberation:

reNierArant,

Multiple

requires

acoustic

Although
excessive reverberation of
soundd in
most instances is a problem
associated with the interior of buildings Or
rooms, it can occur 'as well out of doors,
The most ccmmon example ii
the reverberant
echoing and rumble of thunder in mduntainous
areas.
The high Boise levels caused by the

in a reverberant space of
However,.
small dimensions, the reflected and direct
sound waves tend io merge to produce *a sound
that is'louaer than the direct sound alone.
If successive reflections follow one another
within a time interval of less than 35
the ordinary person perceives
N. millisecond
no echo.
This corresponds to a spacing
between successive reflections of lesg than
about 35 feet (10 m). This type of sound
reflection frequently is not only desirable
Whtn
but can be put to practical use.
properly used it will gnhance the sod of
music, or, as in the case of a band shell,
it
will reinforce the music reaching the
audience.

reverberation of traffic noise between tall
buildings in major cities isfamiliar to all
-of
us;
The court areas of
shaped apartment buildings
tend
to
be excessively
reverberant and noisy, particularly if they
are usedas recreation areas or if they face
traffic arteries. Very little can be done
to
remedy problems of natural
origin;
can be avoided
however, ,flan-made problems
through proper planning in the design stage.
For
example,
a U shaped court yard should
not front on
traffic artery.'

You, perhaps, have taken advantage of
this phenomenon, if you have mounted your
stereo loudspeakers on a wall or in the
to get- greater sound
corners of a room
intensity for the same setting of the volume
Control.

4.

Diffraction: 'tending

or Squeezing

of Sound

When
a
sound wave.
encounters
an
obstacle or ap opening Which is comparable,
in size to its wavelength, the sound will'.
bend around the obstacle or squeeze through
the opening with 'little loss of energy, ad
shown in Figs. 3-13a, 3-13b. This action is
Diffractiop occurs
.known as diffraction.
when sound waves strike the edge of a solid
barrier.
This edge acts as a focal line
from
which
a
new -train of waves
is
generated. These new waves which spread out
into the area behind the barrier are of the
same frequency em the original waves but
-lower id intensity. This explains` why We
caa hear traffic noise from a busy highway
even though it is hidden from 'view ,by ,a
large building Or a hill.

Have you ever. noticed upon entering a
bare, unfurnished room how much louder your
The merging of the
voice appears to be?
reflected waves builds up the sound level.
This effect, which is walled reverbratiorf,
with hard
rooms
is
most prominent in
.refleCting
surfaces such as a
typical
bathroom with its ceramic tile and piaster
surfaces.
A

than any
This phenomenon, more so
other, gave birth to the so-called BATHRO6M
Rooms like the bathroom, which
BARITONE.
are highly- r'everberant,_ would he described
Many basement
as being acoustically live.
areas and recreation rooms. 4woul4 fall in
this category. Bedrooms and living rooms,
on the other hand, would be considered as
because of, the large,
acoustically dead
materials
sound
absorbent
of
amounts
normally found in 'these rooms. Obviously,
the-Bathroom Baritone rarely performs in
voice
rooms because his powerful
such
suddenly would,sound weak or dead, just like
the environment.

=

'and

.,trealment.

Reflecti44of Sound

With regard to ,sound, passing through
small openings, you may have noticed how
readily sound passes. through a, door that is
conventional
ajar.
With
the.
slightly
practice of installing doors with a 1/2 to,
3/4 inch (13-19 mm) air space at the bottom
to
provide for the circulation of return
is nbt surprising :that we get no
air,
even .when the door is closed: The,
privac
amount of sound energy .that passes,through a.
small hole or hairline crack in a Wall is

Highly reverberant Irooms tend to be
The
most. effective
excessively noisy."
method of dealing with this problem. is to
large amount of sound' absorbent
-Install a
treatment in the form of carpeting, drapery,
or
an.- ,acoustical
upholstered furniture
he sound
As a rule of thumb, if
ceiling.
a
of .a person's handclap or a
- particular room takes longer, thanfa second
..too
to
the room
die away,
dr,.two

far-getater than one would predict based on
This points out how
the size of the crack.
important it is' to' caulk or seal-all cracks
etc., which
walls,
doors,
openings
separate areas Where privacy is desired.*.
Inside buildings,
the combined effegis
of diffraction and reflection permit sound
.
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New Waves Spread Out

Spherically and Fill Space
Wave Front

New Raves Are of Same

Frequency But Lower Intensity

Fig. 3-13a. DIFFRACTION OF A SOUND WAVE PASSING THROUGH A SMALL HOLE

New Waves Spread

Wave Front

Out Spherically

A

New Waves Merge With Original
Wave Front and Set Up
Interference Patterns

rt

Fig. 3-13b. DIFFRACTION OF A SOUND WAVE AT THE EDGE OF A WALL

to

travel

staircases

along winding corridors,
and through duct systems

the surface area pf a sphere centered at the
source increases.
For each doubling of
distance from the source, the surfade area
increases fourfold.
Consequently, for each
doubling of the distance', the power drops to
one-fourth or the pbwEr level drops by 6 dB.

up

with

surprising ease.
"QUIETING" IN 'THE PATH

1.° Separate

the Noise
Source
and
Receiver As Much'As PossibleNh.

Any source _ that is
located ate a
distance that .is large compared to the size
of the source acts to the observer like, a
point source along a direct line between him

sound coming from a
In open spaces,
point source, which is defined- as one that
radiates sound uniformly in all directions,
tends to spread out in a wave front that"ls
spherical its shape.
The power at any point
away from the source drops in proportion as

and

the

itself

sburCe, even though the sourca
be relatively large, and. may

may

radiate more sound in some direCtions than
in others, Thus, a power mower located at `a
33
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distance

of .100

However, further from the source,
source.
.reductions of only 1 or 2 dB occur for-each
doubling of distance; due to the reflections
of_ sound off hard.wall and ceiling surfaces.

feet

(30 m) and a 'large
at a distance of 1/4
mile (0.4 km) from the listener could both
be considered as point sources so far as the
listener is concerned.

noisy factory located

2.

.

Increasing your distance from a source
of noise is a practical means of noise
abatement, if you can manage it. 'If you can
quadruple your distance from a point source
you will have succeeded in lowering its
loudness by at least one-half or roughly 12
dB. However, if you have to contend with an
extended or a line source such as a railroad
train, the noise level drOps by only 3 dB
for each doubling of distance from the
The main reason for this lower rate
source.
of attenuation is that line sources radiate
cylindrical in shape.
sound waves that are
waves
only
The
surface area of such
for each doubling of
increases twofold
distance from the source. However, when the
distance fiom the train becomes comparable
to its length, the noise level will begin to
drop at the rate of 6 dB for each subsequent
Figures 3-14a and
doubling of distance.
the noise levels drop.
3 -14b illustrate how
distance increases from bath types of
as
noise sources.

Use Sound Absorbing Materials

Sound
absorbing
materials such as
acoustic tile,.carpets, and drapes placed on
ceiling, floor or wall surfaces-can reduce
the noise level in most rooms by about_5 to
10 dB for high-pitched sounds, but only by 2
3
dB
for
low-pitched
sounds.
Or
Unfortunately, such treatment provides no
protection to an operator of a noisy machine
who is in the midst of.the direct noise
sound
field: Fo/ greatest effectiveness,
absorbing materials should be installed as
close to the-noise source as possible.
If
you have a small or limited amount
of sound absorbing material and wishto make
the most
effective use of it in a, noisy
room,
the best place to put it is in the
upper trihedral
corners of the room, formed
by the ceiling and two walls. Due to the
process of reflection, the concentration of
sound is greatest in the trihedral corners
a` noisy room.' Illprefore, the acoustic
of
material which absorbs a fixed percentage of
surface
the sound energy that strikes_ its
sound
of
remove a greater amount
will
corners
when
placed in such
energy

level generally
the noise
Indoors,
drops only from 3 to 5 dB for each,doubling
of distance in the near vicinity of the

s

Fig. 3.14a. REDUCTION ININOISE LEVEL WITH DISTAI!CE FROM A POINT SOURCE
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Fig. 3-14b. REDUCTION IN NOISE LEVEL WITH DISTANCE FROM A LINE SOURCE

noise.
reducing
of
way
effective
transmission, providing that the barriers
are large enough in size, and depending upon
or
the noise is
high-pitched
whether
low-pitched.
Wood or metal panels lined
with acoustical materials and placed in
front of or around some noisy machiu might
attenuate the noise reaching a worker on the
other side by about 10 to 15 dB if the noise
in a room
is high-pitched. 'For example,
relatively free of echoes, the noise from a
card-punch machine, which has a fundamental'
frequency of about 3000 Hz, can he reduced
in the shadow of a barrier which measures
about 5 feet (1.5 m) on a side by at least
Low-pitched noise, however, might be
10 dB.
Figure 3-15
reduced by only 4 or 5 dB.
illustrates the application of measures 1,
2, and 3.

than somewhere else in the room. ..The upper
the
protect
locations
also
corner

ligh-weight fragile material from damge.
However; becaUse of their light weight
and porous nature, acoustical materials are
ineffectual when applied to wall or ceiling
surfaces to prevent the transmission of
either airborne or structure-borne sound
In other words,
from one room to another.
if you can hear people walking or talking in
installing
apartment above,
the room ox
tile on your ceiling will not
acoustical
In most
reduce the noise transmission,
the installation of a soft, thick
cases,
the floor above will reduce the
on
carpet
noise
footstep
of
transmission
reduction of both
substantially. However,
noise might
footstep and' conversational
require the addition of either a floating
suspended gypsum
a resiliently
floor or
board ceiling to the exiting floor-ceiling
construction.
3.

'originates
sound
If
intruding
out-of-doors, you may be able to quiet the
interior of your house by increasing' the
sound insulation of the exterior shell.
Windows and doors are common leaks for both
Properly fitted and sealed
sound and heat.
storm windows and doors will cut down the

Use Sound - Barriers and Deflectors

;Placing
deflectors in

screens,
barriers,
noise path can be

the

or
an

0
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NOT THIS

THJS

Acoustic

Acoustic Tile"

Enclosure

or Barrier

Drapes.,

.07
"1

-Carpet

r

Fig. 3-15. NOISE CONTROL OF HE TRANSMISSION PATH

intrusion of outdoor
reduce heat transfer.
4.

o

sounds

as

well

acoustical lining are quite possible for
(In metric units, the
high-pitched sounds.
reduction is about 10 dB/m for an acoustical
A comparable degree
lining 2.5 cm thick.)
of noise reduction for the lower frequency
sounds is considerably more difficult to
achieve because it usually requirgs at least
a doubling of thq thickness and/or lengthof
acoustical treatment. Various types of duct
lining and silencers are illustrated in Fig.
6
3-16.

as

Use Acoustical Lining

Noise transmitted through ducts, pipe
chases or electrical channels can be reduced
effectively by lining the inside surfaces of
sound absorbing
passageways
with
such
typical duct installations,
materials. In
noise reductions of the order of 2 to 3.dB
thick
(2,5 cm)
1"
per linear foot of

lab
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Metal Duct

Inner Metal Duct

' Glass Fiber
Board Liner

Glass Fiber
Board Liner

tr

Outer Metal Duct
Glass Fiber Blanket

SINGLE & DOUBLE WALL LINED DUCTS

Metal Duct

Metal Duct

2

Glass Fiber Board Liner

Glass Fiber Board Baffles

I

Silencer Honey-Comb
Glass Fiber

Air
Flow
Silencer
SinusOid Glass Fiber
p

Fig. 3-16. VARIOUS TYPES OF ACOUSTICAL DUCT LINING, BAFFLES AND SILENCERS
S.

'

5.

Use

Mufflers,

Silencers,

etc.
model airplanes,
toys, power tools,
Such devices should also'be /used in all
installations in which large quantities of
gasses,
high-velocity
high-prgssure,
liquids, steam or air are discharged into
the open air as illustrated in Fig. 3-17.

or

Snubbers
....

be
should
silencers
or
Mufflers
installed on all gasoline or dies'el engines,
regardless of size, including those used in

t.

t.

r
..
r
..-
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Open Air Discharge

NOT THIS

Noisy Flow

High Pressure Air':Steam or
Vapor Exhaust Lines

Silencer

THIS

Quiet Flow

Fig.3-17.

ILENCER FOR HIGH PRESSURE EXHAUST LINE

1

1

Use
Vibration
Flexible Couplers
6.

Isolators

and

In cases where the noise, transmission
path
is
structure-borne
in
character,
vibration isolators in, the form of resilient
mountings,
flexible couplers, or structural
breaks
or
discontinuities
should
be
interposed between the noise source and

receiver.
For example, spring mounts placed
under an apf/lianceor machine may prevent
the floor from vibrating;' or an expansion
joint cut along the outer edges of.a floor

in a mechanical equipment room may reduce
the amount of vibration transmitted to '-the
structural frame or walls of a building.
Such measures are illustrated in Figs. 3-18
and 3-19.

If

At'

.
I

Pump Connector 0

Expahsion Joint

I

\)

e

,

.

Flexible Pipe
Connectors

l
a

6

V

c

i
Flexible Sleeve

tO

a

Duct

0.

.

Multiple Arch

Flexible
Coupler

a

.Flexible
Hose

.

.

Fig. 3-18. VARIOUS TYPES OF FLEXIBLE DONNECT011ik
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Neoprene Mounts and Pads

Fiberglass Mounts and Pads

Spring Mounts

al

Hangers

Hangers

Located
at the

Clevis Type

Ceiling

Hanger

Located
in the
Rods

.

(Preferred
Method)

.

Rigid Support

Mounted Unit

Rigid Support

A

Fig. 3-19. VARIOUS TYPES OF VIBRATION ISOi.ATORS
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7.

'

PROTECT THE RECEIVER

Use Enclosures,

tields
When exposure -to inten
is required, as when operatihg chain saws or
other very noisy equipment, measures must be,
taken to protect the receiver 'mom hearing
This can be done by employing some
damage.
of the following techniques.

Sometimes it is much mere practical and
=economical to enclose a noisy machine in a
separate room or boxuthan to quiet it by
altering its design, operation or component
The walls of the ,enclosure should be
parts.
reasonably massive, and airtight to contain
the sound. Absorbent lining on the interior
surfaces of the 'enclosure will reduce the
reverberant buildup of noise within it.
Structural contact between the noise' source
and the enclosure must be avoided, or else
source vibration will be transmitted to
.the
the enclosure waas ,and thus short circuit
the isolation. ,Figures 3-20 and 5-21 show .
the design and effectiveness of various
Total enclosures
enclosure configurations.
should be used where large noise reductions
dB.
15
exceeding
i.e.,
are required,
or'
U-shaped
enclosures of LPartial
configurations may be adequate in area
requiring smaller noise reductions.

USE EAR PROTECTORS

Molded and pliable earplugs, cup type
protectors,
and helmets are commercially
Sdch
protectors.
availatle as hearing
devices may provide noise reductions ranging
However, such devices
from, 15 to 35 dB.
,should be used only, as d last resort, after
all other methods have failed to lower the
noise level to acceptable limits.
ALTER WORK,SCHEDULE
'Suppose you have done all that it is
possible to do to quiet an 'appliance - and

40
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are masked only by
However,4 sotinds
rival sounds that are quite near- them in
of birds cannot
Thus,
the songs
pitch.
obscure the snpring .of a person sleeping.
Although lower-pitch,masking has a greater
effect on high -pitch sounds, the requirement
that the masker must be in the frequency
range of the tone to be masked is dominant,
as we can recognize from the fact that
orchestral music is heard as an ensemble.
broad-band
Effective masking requies a
if
you can't
source of masking sound,
predict the frequency range of the noise, br
have to deal with broad-band interference. ,000°°'

You ,should then
still it makes noise!
which
will cause
operate the unit at times
the least amount of dititorbance to you and
Waiting until
esp4ially your neighbor.
,later on Saturday and Sunday mornings to,
operate your' lawn mower and power saw won't
..reduce the r noise levels, but it may reduce
the inten ty of your neighbor's complaint.
Inherently noisy operations, Such as street
factory
".repair, municipal. trash collection,
operation and aircraft traffic should' be
curtailed at night and early,morning to
avoid disturbing the sleep of the community.
Limit the amount of continuous expoSure
Ih terms of hearing
to high noise levels.
ptotection, it' is preferable to schedule an
for a short
operation
intensely noisy
interval of time each day over a period of
several days rather than a continuous 8-hour
run for a day or two.

In order to make
less obtrusive,'as in

some use has been made of background music
Clearly the
as an "acoustical perfume".
requirement for broad-band masking imposes'
bland,
complex
the
use of relatively
harmony, with a limited range of volume.
Other usable .sources of acoustical perfume
are rippling brooks at4d splashing fountains.

At home there are several intensely
or
gardening
such
as
chores
noisy
landscaping with power mowers, tillers, and
If the home (Avner
chain saws to name a few.
is concerned about protecting his hearing,
should intersperse periods of quiet
he
activity during such chores to rest his
he should avoid finishing
In short,
ears.
intensely noisy jobs in continuous or overly_
prolonged runsr unless of course, he is
,wearing ear protectors.
plant employing a
In an industri
large number of peo e,an intermittent work
schedule would benefit not only the operator
but also other
of the noisy equipment
this
Indeed,
the vicinity.
in
wp.k.kers
practice would be even more beneficial ifthe noisy work were performed at night or at
some other time when a minimum number of
employees would be exposed. This assumes,
of course, that noise created at night would
be confined to the plant area and thus not
rb residential areas.
Ydi

use
acoustic
However,
efforts to
perfume for reduction of noiii-annoyance are
not likely to succeed if, the noise levels
rival the levels of conversational speech.
In order
to override these levels,- the
background sound must-begin to intrude into'
-the higher levels where ',the ear's behavior
is nonliAtar. As a result,-sounds-would no
longer necessarily retain their harmonious
character. Where people working in noisy
areas have been allowed to bring in radios,
observed that the listeners
it will be
prefer strong rhythmic patterns and solo
melodies.

A general characteristic of acoustical
can be used. to
'it
perfume -p evident:
enhance die surroundings in. an excessively
quiet environment. People prefer some noise
as opposed to notenough noise_ or too much
noise.
Most people feel quite comfortable
in an environment with a low level, steady,
soothing,
unobtrusive sort bf background
noise, such as can be found,plong secluded
or quiet countrysides.
'beaches, ,forests,
However,' it is impossible_ to produce a
peaceful enirironmenb.in an already noisy
place merely by obscuring the sounds, with

-t

IS THERE AN ACOUSTICAL PERFUME?

Masking is d very prominent feature of
If you listen to
the behavior of our ears.
tone against'a background of rival
a pure
it will seem to fade as the rival .
sounds,
pl fact, the sounds
background increases.
of ordinary surroundings are sufficient to
obscure recognition of our heart beats and
breathing, which are quite audible in a very
For some people, the awareness
quiet place.
of breath sounds is enough to break up the
rhythm= of breathing, and this becomes a
source of'discomfort.

conversational speec14
A crowded restaurant,

rival stimuli.

Although the use of masking noise can
be beneficial in certa,in cases,'.it has been
extended and overemphasized_to the point
fails- more freqUently ,than it
it
...where
The concept of masking noise in
succeeds.
involves using an
this context
simply
artificially induced noise or 'the ambient
for:
environment beneficially
acoustiCal
,
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overriding annoying intruding
sounds. A descriptive definiplon of masking
noise might be any steady sound which has
the following pleasing charqterlstics:

masking

or

loi intensity with a wide-band
frequency distribution, void 'of igny
pure-tone components;
(a)

an omnidirectiongl source, such
that its location is not evident UT the
(b)

.observer;

(c)'"the ability
noise
intruding

to over-ride or mask
becoming
without

'annoying itself.

Hence such masking noise may itself become a
using
source
of annoypce.
Likewise,
or
to ,,"trade
off"
acoustic` perfume
colvensate for acoustically inferior party
walls in the design of apartment buildings
backfires..
However, commercial
usually
devices which electronically produce masking
noise can be used to improve privacy in
For example, using
specialized situations.
acoustic
perfume in reception rooms or
dentistso or lawyers
offices of doctors,
provides additional privacy for the patient
or client.
However, the presence of masking noise
by whatever name interferes to some extent

Alit the ability to discrtminate sounds.
Ms. the presence of acoustic perfume in a,.,
Many _examples of sources of masking noise
most%
doctor's office might interfere with' his
are given in the literature; the
is
examination'', of a patient.
,commonly mentioned being vehicula
lit
TA,
--"IxDoA4, , -0 'example, that
and heating and air conditioning .o
'..t*r.
t241INION
ira---- --11bea:eUnfortunately neither is suitable.
from a stethoscope i
noise is seldom steady, and the heating or
levels exteed 45 dB.
equipment is cyclic.
conditioning
air-

ttrolg74

C
52,
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Chapter 4

NOISE CONTROL AT HOME

of neighborhood''
(d)
The intrusion
noise, the level of which unfortunately is
increasing with the growth of automobile and
of
aircraft. traffic, and with the use
outdoor powered equipment and appliances.

The peace
and
quiet traditionally
associated
with
the
home
is
fast
disappearing. Indeed at times the noise
levels
within and outside the home or
apartment approach those found in industrial
plants.
As a consequence,
the
typical
homeoWner or apartment dweller finds it
rather difficult to isolate himself from the
00 noise. This ,unfortunate situation is due
primarily to the following facto

TRANSMISSION OF AIRBORNE AND

oisy appliances

Increasing use of

(a)

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 illustrate some of
the more common indoor and outdoor sources
of noise that the typical apartment dweller
or homeowner is exposed to on a daily basis,

in , virtually all areas of jfhe home.

STRUCTUREBORNE NOISE:

.

the home
in
The control of noise
involves reducing the travel or transmission
And
airborne noise
of
both
structUreborne noise, whether generated by
By
sources within or outside the home.
that - is
airborne noise we mean noise
by
a source which
initially
produced
radiates directly into the air. Many of the
noises we encounter daily are of airborne
origin; for example, the roar of an perhead

The open-spac
layout Of many
(b)
homes.
Wide doorless
ass geways between
rooms,
waist-high partia
alls, and open
screen room dividers permit noise to travel
freely to all areas of the home.

The poor sound insulation provided
the exterior shell of the dwelling
floors, and
and by the partition walls,
doors within.
(c)

both by
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jet plane, the blare of an auto horn, voices
stereo sets.
of children,
or music from
Airborne sound waves are transmitted simply
as pressure fluctuations in the open air, or
in buildings along continuous air passages
such as corridors, doorways, staircases and
duct systems.
The disturbing influences of airborne
noise generated within a building generally
are' limited to the areas near_ the noise
This is due to the fact that
sources.
airborne noises usually are of much smaller
power and are attenuated more easily than
structureborne noise. The sound from your
neighbor's stereo system may cause annoyance
which
'are
in rooms of your apartment
adjacent to his, but rarely in rooms farther
removed unless doors or passagaways are
open,

Structureborne noist occurs when wall,
are set
or otherbuilding elements
bratory motion by direct contact with
vibfng sources such as mechanical
This
equipment or domestic appliances.
mechanical energy is transmitted throughout
the building structure to other wail .and
floor assemblies with large surface areas,
which in tuns are' forced into vibration.
These
vibrating
surfaces, which behave
somewhat like the Sounding board Of a piano,
transmit their motion to the surrounding
air, causing pressure fluctuations that are
propagated as airborne noise into adjacent
floor

area,0''

The intensity of structurdborne noise
generallyAs,much higher than tiv
by a wall or floor struiture)1'
been excited-into vibration by an airborne
sound wave because.the vibrating source is
more efficiently coupled to a structural

member than it is to the 'surrounding air.
air,
the
propagated
in
Unlike sound
vibrations are transmitted rapidly with very
attenuation through the skeletal
little
frame of the buildihg or other structural
These vibrations frequently reach
paths.
large light-frame structures which perform
rather efficiently as sounding boards4 and
radiate the noise at high levels.

All*

"SOUNDING BOARD" EFFECT
s

It might be well to consider briefly
the so-called "sounding board effect", a
reinforcement or amplification of sound,
which so frequently is involved in the
noise.
of
structureborne
radiation
Generally speaking, the efficiency of a
directly with the,
sound radiator varies
ratio of its surface area to the wavelength
the larger the area of a radiator
of sound;
A sound
the 'greater its effectiveness.
source with a small radiating surface, such
as a water pipe, produces relatively little
but on the other hand, it
airborne sound;
sounds
more
radiate high-pitched
will
efficiently than low-pitched sounds,'eall
If: a small
other factors being equal.
vibrating sour, e, which by itieleradiates
or
rigidly
airbor e noise, is
little
-mechanically coupled 'to a large surface such
the
plywood or gypsum wall panel,
was
volume of sound will be
intensity
or
substantially reinforced or amplified.
A
of
this
piano provides an illustration
effect. ,g,we were to remove the sounding
board of a piano?, the sound ganerateA.by the
vibrating strings Ipuld be almost- inaudible;
_llecause of their small radiating surface.
i:5 .era,

I
.

.g.

airborne
certain conditions,
noise may produce structureborne noise whi4h,
in turn may be radiated again asZlirborve--..
Under,

40.
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The chief flanking transmission paths"
of airborne noise,between two'adjacent rooms
corridors,
common
invon-e
usually
grilles, duct systems, openventilation
plenums which span. both -rooms,'
ceiring
louvered'doors, and -close spacing of windows
In addition to the flanking'
between rooms.
benoise
leaks,
may
there
paths,
particularly along the ceiling, floor and
Also,
side edges, of'the partition wall.
and
noise' leaks may occur around pipe
back-to-back
conduit
.penetrations,
installations of ca,binets and electrical
jmperfect
outlets in the partition wall.
workmanship .may result in sevious noise
leaks, e.g., poor mortar joints in masonry
core -walls which often are concealed behind
furred walls, panels or built -in cabinets.

For example, an airborne souipi wave
striking one side of a wall may cause the
entire wall to vibrate .like a solid panel.
Thus, the sound is transmitted to the other
is radiated
- side of the wall from which it
some of thg
However,
airborne sound.
as
wall vibration will be transmitted to the
and
walls,
adjacent
floor,
supporting
through other structural members to various
parts of the building where It eventuall,z
emerges as airborne sound.
noise.

There are many noise sourcest which
' generate both airborne sand structureborne
usually
Sources
simultaneously.
noise
considered to be strictly airborne noise
generators may produce a substantial amount
of .structureborne noise and vibration if
they are fastened rigidly to wall and floor
loudspeaker
For example, ita
structures.
built into a wall.enclosure might cause not
to Vibrate but perhapi the
only the wall
source has
-Every noise
rafters as well.
A
vibrating, elements which radiate noise.
window air condieioner suspended in mad air
would produce a substantial amount of airborne noise; however, when the unit is
a
manner
conventional
a
mounted , in
structureborne and
both
combination of
is
airborne noise rof greater intensity
produced, due,to the induced vibration of
wall.
supporting
and
window
the
Occasionally, a noise source may produce
vibrations so low i, frequency that they can
In. some instances,
be felt but not hea
such a sourcemay.lnduce a wall or floor
structure to resonate at its own natural
the audible
frequency, which may be in
the low-pitched drone of a
Thus,
range.
passing airplane tmay cause a wall or window
that
than
to resonate at. .a higher pitch
radiated by the plane itself;

,

.

:

.

i

As we see in Fig. 4-3 airborne noise
may travel from one room to another over a,
number of different paths, some of which are
not only complicated butoften hidden from
view.
of
paths
transmission
Flanking
structureborne noise, as illustrated in Fig.
4-4, are about as numerous and difficult to
NOise and
trace as those of airborne noise.
vibration producing equipment such as fans,
compressors, pumps, ventilation and plumbing
their
dommunicate
readily
systems
vibrational energy to the building structure
The
if no precautionary measures are taken.
long
over
quickly
travels
vibration
through the skeletal, building
distances
structure with: no appreciable attenuation,
forcing other building elements like wall
and floor assemblies in other parts of the
building to vibrate and, to radiate noise.
transmission
vibration
pr
'While noise
are
rooms
adjacent
'roblems
`between
it may be
relatively simple to resolve,
-extremely difficult to determine the reasons
for excessively 'high noise or vibration.
levels. in rooms far removed from the noise
The difficulty'arises initracing
sources.
the specific flankifig pathd and identifying
the operating equipment ,at fault.

N,

.

'

FLANKING NOISE TRANSMISSION
one
noise from
of
movement
The
completely enclosed room to an adjoining
.room separated by a continuous partition
wall may be either by direct transmission
indirect
by
or
wall,
that
through
walls,
adjoining
through.
transmission
ceilings and floor's common to'both "rooms or
through corridors adjacent to the room.
Noise transmission by indirect paths is
Quite
flanking transmission.
as
known
kequently one is faced with a noise problem
that involves a combination of both direct
and indirect transmission paths, .and in
which noise from the indirect path may be
the more serious offender. Such indirect or
flanking transmission commonly occurs with
structureborne-ns-well-as airborne noise.

A'good rule to follow is to conduct an
inspection of the apartment buAding in
order to locate, all excessively noisy areas..,
IdenAfy and examine the major noise sources
including their mountings and
in each area,
other accessory equipment and hardware to
which \they are connected. Then, starting
reduce as
to
with the noisiest source try
noise
the. airborne
as possible
mush
radiation and vibrationNi motion of the
techniques
various
the
using
source,
discussed throughout this gdide. This, of
that the building owner
course, presupposes
47
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FLANKING NOISE PATHS

NOISE LEAKS

Fl OPEN PLENUMS OVER WALLS, FALSE CEILINGS
UNBARED DUCT RUNS
F3 OUTDOOR PATH, WINDOW TO WINDOW
F4 CONTINUOUS UNBAFFIED INDUCTOR3INITS
F5 HALL PATH, OPEN VENTS
F6 HALL PAINS LOUVERED DQIORS
F7 HALL PATH, OPENINGS UNDER-DOORS
F8 OPEN TROUGHS IN FLOOR-CEILING STRUCTURE

Ll POOR SEAL NE CEILING EDGES,
U POOR SEAL AROUND DUCT PENETRATE
L3 SPOOR MORTAR JOINTS, POROUS MASONRY BLK
L4 POOR SEAL AT S I DEWALL,FILLER PANEL ETC.
L5 BACK TO BACK CABINETS, POOR WORKMANSHIP
L6 HOLES, GAPS AT WALL PENETRATIONS
L7 POOR SEAL AT FLOOR EDGES`
18 BACK TO BACK ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
L9 HOLES, GAPS AT FLOOR PENETRATIONS

OTHER POINTS TO CONSIDER, RE: 164K$ ARE IA/ BATTEN STRIP NO POST CONNECTIONS Of PREFABRICATED
WALLS, 1E9 UNDER FLOOR APE OR SERVICE CHASES, ID RECESSED, SPANNING LIGHT FIXTURES; (D) CEILING
4 FLOOR COVER PLATES OF MOVABLE WALLS, 1E/ UNSUPPORTED NO UNBACKED WALL BOARD JOINTS (F) EDGES
& BACKING OF BUILT-IN CABINETS &APPLIANCES, IC/ PREFABRICATED, HOLLOW METAL EXTOFfeR CURTAIN

eoe

WALLS.

Fig. 4-3. COMMON AIRBORNE NOISE TRANSMISSIQN PATHS INBUILDINGS
-

el

or management will

permit-such a survey to
be done. However, most owners faced with
noise
'Complaints can be
persuaded
to
cooperate, especially if the chances are
good
that
the
installation
of
some
inexpensive treatment', or
simple devices
would alleviate the noise problem, as for
example
inserting vibration isolators under
a
p&p or elevator motor;
or
perhaps
installing pressure reducing
valves
in
certain locations of the building plumbing

GENERAL SOLUTIONS FOR NOISE CONTROLt
IN THE HOME
General solutions for
he control Of
noise in the home or apartment involve aya
three step approach, namely:
(1)

system.
1481

5;

Stop or reduce the transmission of
airborne sound by installing a
wall or floor structure in its
path.
Ideally,
the
structure
should
4-educetirelevel of
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IN BUILDINGS.
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,1 carpet with felt or rubber padding
A floor of
will be adequate.
might
construction
ligh t-fsame
require not only carpeting, but
ceiling
gypsum beard
also
a
suspended on resilient Tliannelsto
achieve the same degree of impact
isolation.

to
intruding sound sufficiently
make it inaudible, or at least
in
areas
where
unnoticeable
The sound
privacy is desired.
of , a
insulating effectiveness
on
dependent
wall is
s ingie
weight; there is a gain of allont 5
or
sound
insulation
dB
each
fOr
loses
t ranmAlssion
doubling of the wej.ght of the
However, single walls are
wall.
not very effective where a high
sound insulation is
degree of
For the same overall
required.
weight, a double wall or one using
resilient studs or 'Channels can be
made to provide a higher degree of
sound 'insulation than a single
well.
(2)
4

(3)

,

Stop or reduce the transmission of
impact or sEructureborne noise by
installing a structure, whether a
wall dr a floor, that will cushion
the impact or interrupt the path

coiyFrete, floor slab, a thick

Stop or reduce sound reflection
which tends to amplify ortbuildup
the level of noise, particularly
Ordinary .
room
rooms.
in
carpeting,
like
furnishings
drapery and upholstered furniture
are effective sound absorbers and
to
therefore, be used
should,
reflection.
excessive
control
Found reflection off hard ceiling
surfaces can be minimized by the
an
absorptive
of
installation
ceiling.

Techniques for the control of airborne and
stractureborne noise transmission through
re llu tr
Fig. 4-5.

soft
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XGB
BACKGROUND
NOISE LEVEL

))
A.

/MS S IVE WAU.

C

ISOLATED SURFACE

B.

DOUBLE WALL

SOUND ABSORBER

D

'S.

SEAL MOLES

IN CAVITY

\

CUSHION IMPACT

&

4

c.

FLOAT FLOOR

AND CRACKS

SUSPEND CEILING

D.

SOUND ABSORBER.

IN CAVITY

E.

ISOLATE AND SEAL

-

PIPING, ETC

Fig. 4-5. METHODS OF CONTROLLING AIRBORNE AND IMPACT SOUND TRANSMISSION
,
THROUGH WALLS AND FLOORS

v
.

resistancto

SOUND ABSORPTION VERSUS SOUND INSULATION

the passage of sound through
A brick wall on the other hand, 14 a
very poor absorber of sound but it is an
extremely
effective
sound
insulator.
Because it is
massive, it resists the
passage of sound. Perhaps a better example
illustrating
the
difference
between
absorption, and insulation is the ordinary
blotter.
The
blotter is a very good
absorber of liquids, -but one would never
consider using blotting paper to _form the
walls of a swimming pool.
When, the blotter
absorbs the liquid to its saturation point,
the liquid readily passes., through it and
leaks away.
d
it.

The
reduction and control of noise,
whether in machinery, buildings,.orrooms,
generally
involves ,the
use. of
sound
absorbing materials and sound insulating
materials.
These materills have different
properties
and
are used
for different
purposes, which can not be anterchanged.
But due. to confusion, both materials often
,

are misused.,

J
absorbing materials such
as
acoustical tile, carpets and drpery play an
in controlling noise
indispensible part
generated within a room or in reverberant
areas
such as lobbies,
corridors
and
staircases.
Although such material9 are
highly effective as sound absorbers, they
ire relatively poor sound insulators because
of their soft,
porous
and lightweight
construction.
I; short, they transmit noise
very easily.
To
illustrate this point,
imagine
a
wall Aconstructed solely of
acoustical tile, carpet or drapery material.
,
,SoUnd

Because
sound insulators and sound
absorber
are
tbth
ctalled
1%acoustical
treatment", confusion arises between their
proper
uses.
Improper application
of
sound-absorbing
treatment to reduce the
transmission of
noise between adjoining
areas in an, existing building has often been
an expensive and annoying error.
-MARNING1-- SvuUd db5uLbit 6 materials are

-.00

.

5b

/1

gene4ally light and porous.. They should not
b4 used on the interior surface of one room
with the sole intention of preventing the
transmission of'sound to the next*,room. the
'porosity
of
material
actually
the
facilitates sound transmission.

'

the design stage of the'home. This can best
be doncoby adopting the following design tnd
noise control features.
(1)
Choose a floor plan which locate's
the kitchen as 'far as possible from
such- noise sensitive areas as bedrooms,
studies'or formal living rooms.

KITCHEN NOISE
With rare exception,, then kitchen is the
noisiest room in the'home.
This is due to
its hard sound reflecting surfaces, and
the.
frequent
and
oftentimes
simultaneous
operation of the various types of very noisy
power=driven
appliances
found
in
the
kitchen.
These include. garbage disposers,
dishwahers, blenders, mixers, can openers,
ice crushers,
exhaust' fans, etc. Althomgh
kitchen
noise generally subsides before
bedtime and ehus rarely
interfers with
sleep,_
it
ranks
as
one of the most
irritating disturbances during daytime or
early evening periods of relaxation and
entertainment.
Even though most kitchen
appliances are operated for relatively short
periods of time, it is the intensity, random
intermittency and the periodic or cyclic
characteristics, of
the noise
that are
especially annoying, as for instance the
noise associated with filling,
washing,
draining and rinsing cycles of a dishwasher.
Kitchen noise like most building
noise
problems can .be avoided if
good noise
control techniques are incorporated early in,

(2)
Design the kitchen as a completely
enclosed sound insulated room.

,

(3)

insist

Select
"quiet"
appliances and
on proper vibration isolken.,

mounting or installation, and
Install sound.,absorbing materiaks
room surfaces to reduce the noise
buildup due to excessive reverberation.
Materials such as acoustical, ceiling
tile, dr'aperies and curtailips,
carpets
or throw rugs and evdn racks of exposed
towelling 'On provide a considerable
reduction in kitchen noise level.
(4)

on

That can be done to control the noise
from an
existing
kitchen with typical
appliances and furnishings? A significant/
reduction of both the level of noise in tfill41
kitchen area and
the
amount of noise
escaping to other areas of the home can be
achieved by adopting the recommendations
illustrated in Fig. 4-6, and described in,
greater detail below.

(6)

(1) !rivall solid d r with gaskets
(2) Use vibration i 'ators & mounts
m cabinet with rubber
(3) Isolate appliance

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

gasket

(4) Insert rubber gaskets behind cabinets and
appliances to avoid wall contact
(5) Place rubber pacI3 under small units, dish racks
and in sink basins

Install rubber or cork tile On backs and shelves
of cabinets
Apply vibration damping material
Install acoustic tile
Install exhaust fan on rubber mounts
In3tall acoustic ceiling
Install carpet or foam backed tile

ItOR REDUC:INCI KITCHEN NOISE
51

.59
pl

the transfer of machine
vibration to the supporting floor.
Pads measuring 1/4 to 1/2 inch (6
in thickness with an
to 13 mm)
square inches (13
ar2a of about,2
adequate
provide
cm )
should
vibration isolation for most large
appliances. 4To,preveniscrewttype
legs from sinking too- deeply in
the pad, place a hard plate on top
ofthe pad to distribute the load
The
legs may
more uniformly.
require some adpstment to prevent
rattling agbinst the hard plates.
py_event

Install Doors.

Completely enclose the kitchen: area by
Ddors
installing doors in all passageways.
should be of solid core construction and
equipped with soft rubber or plastic gaskets
at the top, sides and at the bottom, as
Hinged or sliding
illustrated in Fig. 4 -7.
doors may be used, providing good edge seals
Such an installation' will
are maintained.
confine the noise to the kitchen area.
Control Appliance Noise
1.

appliance

the

Vibration isolate
from the floor

.

2.

Isolare appliance from the gall
Under no conditions should any
appliance make rigid contact with
A space of at least 2
a wall.
inches (5 cm) should separate the
Flexible
appliance from the wall.

Place pads of-resilient materials
ribbed
rubber,
such as sponge
neoprene or.solid rubber under the
large, heavy
legs or corners of
,like wash machines,
appliancef
to
refrigerators
and
dryers,

plastic or rubber hoses should be

4.
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PLY
VENEER

FACES

FACES

SOLID WOOD

CORE

CORE

STRIPS

USE IN CLOSET
AND STORAGE AREAS

USE IN ENTRANCE,
BEDROOM & BATHROOM
AREAS

HOLLOW CORE DOOR

SOLID CORE DOOR

ME
DOOR

'OPEN

SOLI D
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. t

used in the installation of food
waste disposers, and of dish or
to
avoid the
clothes washers
transfer of machine vibration to
the walls containing the plumbing
Otherwise,
outlets or fixtures.
the vibrating walls acting like.
tend to
sounding, boards would,
amplify the machine-hoise.

when
the
excessively
vibrate
devices are used. To prevent the
transmission of the vibration to
the back wall, strip gaskets, as
above,
should
be
described
inserted behind the cabinet to
avoid rigid contact with the wall.
This will eliminate the- tendency

'

of the wall to act as a so finding
Such gaskets- will also
board.
.radiation
noise
reduce impact
caused by the stocking of cabinet

Isolate the appliance from cabinet
enclosUre

3.

'

shelves and the closip of drawers
and cabinet doors.

Appliances. such as dishwashers,
disposers, compactors; etc., which
are built into or enclosed by
counter-type wall cabinets, should
preferably be installed with a
'perimeter strip type gasket or
spacers made of soft rubber to
vibrationally isolate the cabinets
from the machine. A strip gasket
1/4 inch (6 mm) thick and 1/2 inch
(13 mm).wide attached to the top
and side edges of the cabinet
opening into which -the appliance
is to be installed would provide 4,t.
adequate isolation.

5.

Isolate small appliances
most cases it is extremely
to
reduce the noise.;
difficult
countertop
'output of the small
appliances that you presently own;
the devices usually are built so
that it is virtually'
compactly
impossible to vibration isolate
the case or housing from the motor
and gear -trains, which generally
are the main sources of noise.
The lack of room also precludes
case
with
sound
lining
the
In

appliances such
as'blenders;mixeis, ice crushers,
can openers, etc should be placed
on small pads of soft rubber. to
prevent the transfer of vibration
to the countertop.Small counter -top

.

folded
a .temporary't measuie,
under
small
placed*
be
effective.
appliances
can
However, in using these schemes,
one must
be careful to avoid
c5
blocking any air vents used
cooling purposes that might be
As

towel's

4"..
'

located in the base of the u is
ight
Otherwise, the appliances
tend to overheat with pr longed
use.

soft rubber sleeve-type gasket .4('''''
the
mounting,
inserted between
waste isposer and a
flange of
sink basin will t nd to prevent
the sink from vib ting and thus
noise.
amplifying the d poser
Figure 4-8 illustr tes the proper
A
87
installation. of a disposer' for
C
quiet operation.
D

A

4.

E

Isolate the cabinet enclosure from
wall

Rubber Gasket
Sink
Acoustic Mat'l

Cabinet
Mastic Coat

Fig. 4-8.

Countertop wall

cabinets

with
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Rubber Sleeve

P

Rubber Hose

H

Disp'I- Housing

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF A
GARAGE DISPOSER FOR QUIET
OP ERAT4014----

.

absorbent
material.'
Sometimes
lining the inside surfaces of an
appliance with a -metal or lead
foil-backed adhesive - coated tape
will damp° the vihration of the
case
and thus result
in
some
reduction of the noise.
Aside
from operating the units at low
speeds, about all the owner can do
is to vibrationally isolate
the
'units from the
counter tops by
placing soft rubber pads under the
base.
This
scheme
at least
prevents
the
counter top from
amplifying the noise as a sounding
board
and
thus results in a
noticeable
reduction
in
the
overall noise.

Tamping treatment applied to the
interior surfaces of the metal
cabinets and tumblers of larger
appliances,
especially
washing
machines and dryers, :would result
in a 4talticeable reduction of noise

due to cabinet vibration.

'<dnstalling acoustical'tile on the
interior walls of the sink cabinet
will minimize the noise buildup in
the hollow:reverberant enclosure.
space permits, this treatment
If
shodld be applied to the cabinet
dishwasher or
that encloses the
any other appliance.

,

'

Install acoustical lining

8.

_Placing
rubber
mats in
sink.
basins,
and
on
countertops
alongside the
cook range,. and
under dish drying racks or baskets
will cushion or absorb the impact
noise
caused
by
handling of
dishes, poto and pans; further,
such mats Will tend to suppress
the drumhead type amplification of
impact
noise
by
the
hollow
reverberant cabinets.

g.

Install
mounts

9.
.

Cushion
cabinets

impact

noise

in

that

the

rubber
.
.

are mounterigidly to the

ducts, which in turn are connected
to the ceiling by means of tfie,fan
grilles.
These structural paths
carry the fan vibration to the
ceiling,
which acts like a large
sounding beard -.and amplifies the
noise. You can reduce the noise
level noticeably by following this
three-step
procedure:
If
possible, remount
fatia on
-the

rungi--grommets or
'spacers
to'
isolate it from tie act, as shown
in Fig., 4-9.
In addition, try to
break contact between the
t and
IIN soft
the ceiling by inserting
sponge rubber gasket or spacers
between
the
grille - and
the
ceiling.
Operate the fan at its
.
lowest speed.

Placing soft rubber bumpers or
small strips of foam rubber on 'the
inside edges of the cabinet, doors
will reduce the noise caused by
the
the closing or slamming of

'In the case of a hood, type fan
installed
directly
above
the
stove, it is unfortunately much
more difficult to reduce the noise
output because of the severe space
limitations.
In most situations,
the only measures you can use to
lower the noise are to operate the
fan at its'slowest speed, and to
keep 'the oil and 'gredSe
from
accumulating on the fan blades and
clogging up
the pores of
the
filter pack.
If
it
is
at all
possible to do so, install the fan
on rubber mounts; this will reduce

doors.

7.

on

4

Install_ soft rubber or cork tile
on the shelves' and back surfaces
of
the
kitchen
cabinetS
to
minimize the impact noise caused
by placing-, disbware
or
food
supplies in the cabinets.
The
tiles will _cushion or absorb, the
' impacts caused by such'chores.

.

fans

Most ceiling exhaust systems.use
high speed, noisy, propeller-fans

_

6.

exhaust

Apply vibration Vamping material
wpink basins equipped with a food
aste disposer should be undercoated with a thick layer of a
damping ,
mastic type
vibration
types
of
material
or
other
vibration dampers- as illustrated
in Fig. 3-9. Such treatment will
suppress the vibration of the sink
by
and resulting noise caused

W---the-notsetuer hood vibrac

operatitstrufttsechariscraer.
51+
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MOUNT ARM
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71/

__GRILLE

CEILING

CEILING MOUNT

SUPPORT BRACKET
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SUPPORT _BRACKET ,

' .--COVER PLATE

RUBBER MET

GRILLE
FASTENER

A

MOUNT ARM

1

WA"'

1

WALL MOUNT

Fig. 4-9,

PROPER INSTALLATION VF AN EXHAUST FAN

When replatment

of a ceiling or
hood exhaust fan is duei-remember
that squirrel-cage type fans are
less noiwil,than:propeller blade
unit$,as-TiFustrated in Fig. 3-2.

absorb a noticeable
amount of
noise
For ease of_cleaning and
Suiv
maintenance,
vinyl or membrane
tile
are
available.
faced
Draperies, curtains and :racks of
exposed toweling also- are good
sound absorbers, particUlarly at

.

avoid
solution to
exhaust fan noise is to install a
on rubber
squirrel- ,cAge---fan
mounts at the discharge or outdoor
end of the duct instead of at the

-Tht==-rideel

high frequeficies.
11.

intake end in the kitChen ceiling.. _
combined with some
acoustical lining near the fan and
a
flexible link between4he duct
-arid the ceilifig would result in a
operation.
relatively noiseless
These measures should be used in
of
bathroom
the
installation
exhaust fans as well.
These mea'sures

10

Install carpet or foam backed tile

Ot

Installation of foam - backed tile
type
_indoor /outdoor
an
or
carpeting,
which
is
stain
resistant; is an effective way of
reducing impact noise caused, by
footsteps and dropped-objects.
T

12.. Quieting of large appliances
basic
application
of
The
noise-control principles in the
stages
of large
early design
appliances would eliminate much of
the noise and disturbance such

Install acoustic ceiling
The installation of an acoustic
ceiling in the kitchen area will

55
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a

devices cause.
This, of course,
is an engineer's responsibility,
and should have been incorporated
The consumer can
in the design.
encourage such practices by giving
preference to quiet applies.
Existing appliances can be quieted
to some degree by apPlying the

(d)

With such units in operation,
run your fingers lightly over
the surfaces of the machines
to find
areas of greatest
these points
At
vibration.
damping
Vibration
install
inside
materials
on
the
surfaces. This will tend to
suppress the vibration and
reduce the noise output.

noise control measures ilftfUraed
in'Fig.'4-10, and listed below.
(a)

Install ribbeW`ineoprene or
soft rubber peas under the
legs of the units.

(b)

Adjust screw'- leveling legs to

31*

prevent units from wobbling.
Tighten all loose parts and
panels to prevent them from
rattling.

(c)

Iffstall soft
rubber gapkets
and
around
pipe openings
along the perimeter edges of
doors, of washing mfthinds,
dryers,
and ,dshwashers to
prev6nt noise leakage from
inside the'machines.

(f)

Apply glass fiber board on
the interior.surf4ces of the

USE RUBBER PADS AND GASKETS
TO VIBRATION ISOLATE
APPLIANCE FROM CABINET

AIR LOCKS TO REDUCE
WATER HAMMERING

FLEXIBLE
CONNECTORS

-

11.

Y4

WINDOW

PERIMETER
RUBBER GASKET

RUBBER PAD--..

MASONRY
WALL

.

AIR

,

0

CONDITIONER

fi-CititET-OPERATiON

Fig. 4-10. 11-(01'
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f

hear their children at will anywhere in the
sound
the
compromising
without
house
isolation'that other members of the family
might enjoy.

cabinets to reduce the noise
bu ldug in these reverberant
enc oStres.
technically
more
The
competent person might try
mounting motors and pumps on
and
isolators
resilient
sleeyes
inserting
rubber
around pipes and conduits at
points of support or contact
with large cabinet surfaces.

Noise in recreation rooms caused by
playing such popular games as darts, table
tennis; and billiards can be made less
disturbing, without detracting from the fun,
by placing a rqber, pad behind the dart
board, undercoatl"ng the tennis table with a
vibration damping compound, and by placing
rubber pads at the bottom of the billiard
pockets and lining the ball return chutes
Such treatment
with rubber or cork tile.
will cushion the impacts and muffle the
resultant noise and di*traction.

ANK10

Incorporatiop of the above acoustical
measureA will'inake a substantial reduction
of the noise in the kitchen area.

Earphones or headsets can be used when
anyone wishes to listen to a sound system,
radio or television set without disturbing
'other members of the household. /This use,
does open the possibility that
of
course,
the listener unwittingly can turn the sound
to
levels hazardous to his
volume up
hearing. some limit should be set, either .
inserted at the
by en
attenuation pad
earphone outlet (which can be installed by a
serviceman) or by marki4 a stop position on
the volume control, beyond which it should
not be turned.

RECREATION OR PLAY ROOMS
Other rooms .of the home can be as noisy
These rooms are the family
as the kitchen.
the
rooms, here members of
or recreation
family, especially chiltren, are permitted
listen to
television programs,
to watch
their stereo Sets, play games or practice
Such rooms tend to be
their music lessons.
somewhat reverberant and noisy because the
floor
surfaces and furniture
wall and
generally found in these rooms are made of
be
stain
designed to
materials
hard
the
In addition,
resistant and durable.
rooms generally have wide open passageways,
which permit the sound to travel to other
areas.

Basement Recreation Tboms
,

the
on
tile
acoustic
Installing
ceiling, drapery on the walls, and perhaps
piecing A few pieces of shag carpeting on
the floor will reduce the noise buildup, and
diminish distraction and annoyances

While such measures will reduce noise
they do
'levels in the, recreation room,
little to keep the noise from spreading to
other areas of the home where a quiet and
relaxing atNsphere may be desired even
The most effective
.during daylight hours.
measure to decrease the leakIof noise
slais to
from rooms with open pass,ag
insulating doors, as was
install sound
recommended in the case of the kitchen area.

J

. In one-story homes,
special attention
must be paid to prevent the transmission of
located, in
sound from recreation rooms
basements to noiset.ensitive areas' on the
In many cases, recreation
floor above.
rooms art located directly below bedroom and
quiet
privacy' and
study
areas where
desired.
The
most
are
surroundings
installation of a sound insulating 'ceiling
assembly -will alleviate such problems. A
ceilirig assembly which will provideladequate
sound insulation under most circumstances
would consist of the following construction,
as illustrated in Fig.-7-11.
(a)

floor' joists are exposed,
(7.6 cm) thick
inch
of glass fiber 'insulation
lay sr
betLeen'the joists,

If the

install a. .3

mothers' in
people,
some
However,
particular, might object to having rooms
closed off for fear that-they may not be
able .to hear what their children are doing
Of course,
the house.
of
in other, parts
when needed, doorways'can always be ,kept
open, but a more 'practical solution to this
problem is to install an intercommunication
house.
he
.'This
throughout
system

electrtuic -tievi-eew-i+ienei4eme-ther
57

(b)

attach metal resilient channels to
the under edges .of ,the joists.
The channels should be installed
so that they are perpendicular to
the joists and spaced 2 (feet (60
cm)°apart.

(c)

At ach a 5/8-inch

(l

thick

4

p

di/

......

.... .....

.......

1. wood floor joists
2. wood subfloor
3. wood finish floor

a

5.

resilient metal channels

6. gypsuni board, 5/8 in. thick
7. acoustical tile

4. glass fiber blanket, 3 in. thick

Fig. 4-11. DESIGN OF A SOUND INSULATING CEILING FOR A BASEMENT
RECREATION ROOM

resilient
channels
self-tapping strews.

D.

with

CORRIDORS, HALLS, STAIRCASES

In most apartments and homes, corridors
or halls separate the noisy kitchen and
family, areas from the bedroom and study
areas %where a relatively high degree of
privacy and quiet is desired.
The mest--.effective way of preserving this privacy is
to
a
install
solid
core
door
at the entrance of the hall leading
tfle
bedroom area. Such doors, *hen in alled
with proper gaskets, become very effective
barriers against the noise escaping from the
kitchen or family room /areas of the home.
In addition, installing a soft thick carpet
in the hall and staircase will muffle the
impact noise of
foot steps and reduce
reverbefation 'thus
leading' to a quiet
environment.-

Provide
a.
1/4 -inch
(6
mm)
clearance* -around the'gperimeter
edge -of
the ceiling to
avoid
contact wit
the walls, and fill
. the
space
ith
a
resilient
0
non-setting cau

(d)

(e)

To 'reduce excessive reverberation
in the recreation room, cement
acoustic tile to the gypsum board
ceiling.

As mentioned prelrioysly,

the application

of the acoustic

-tTle will

not improve the ...sour4
insulation .of the new
ceiling

construction, but will only reduce
the noise level.in the recreation
'

room.

InstalLta

IMPROVING THE PRATACY OF YOUR BEDROOM, STUDY
BATH AREAS

soudd insu1 tit g door with
at
the entry ce .ta . the

proper gaskets
staircase leading to the basem nt recreation
room.
This measure will,confine the noise
to the recreation room area.

Although
slee

rterference with aporson's
ast, to be tolerated, especially

at

night, there are times when one desiAs
qtiet and privacy during the day.
Areas
requiring such privacy are the bedroom,
study, and bathroom area's.
Unfortunately,
in most homes and apartments
the flack of

Install carpeting on the stairs ,to
absori
both airborne noise and the impact
noise of footsteps.

58
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privacy in these areas is obvious. This
arises from
the
use of the following
°building constructions and practices,:
(a)

thin, vepeer, hollow-core. doors,

(b)

open at spasequnder doors that
provide for the circulation of
return air, and--

(c)

the poor sound insulation provided
by light Ulterior walls throughout
the hoMe, particularly in bedroom
areas.
0

Ge

air paths l*come sound paths that nullify
rivacy ordinarily provided by walls and
an
0
door

The obvious solution to this problem is

to:
install solid core
gaskets
perimeter
closure,

The common practice of installing a
forded-air iventilation
system
in some
ntral'closet location is responsible for
lack.of privacy in homes and apartments.
nce such a system often uses a central
hall or corridor as the main air return
duct, all other rooms bordering on this hatl
must vent the return air through open air
spaces under the doors.
Unfortunately, such

Acoustic Lining
se,

For quiet o elation: Use large
size grille; 6 t. length of acoustic
lining in eac duct run, rounded
duct corners and stream-lined
deflectors or ide-mesh grille
face. Avoid harp edges.

Alternate Position

ON WALL°

IN WALL
.6"

Fig. 4-12. DESIGN AND INSTALLA/ONOF A QUIET AlFj RE URN DUCT

./

with
drop

possible,
install separate
return air ducts in each room.
Sometimes this-can be done in-if
the floor
one -story houses,
joists and ductwofk-are exposed in'
If this, is not
the area, below.
acoustically
possible,
install
grilles 'Or
lined air transfer
'ig.,
ducts, as illustrated in
4-12.
Such ducts re commereially
available.
-°
if

<

41'.

doOrs
and a

.

59
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During construction of the house,
similar return .air ducts could
have been
built.
between
the
studding of the bedroom'walls, by
simply lbling the inside surfaces
of
the wallboard with acoustical
'duct liner and providing an outlet
grille at the top of the duct on
the hall side of Althe wall, and an
intake grille at the bottom of the
duct on the bedroom side of the

structure is the sound transmission loss.
The sound transmission loss is defined as
the number of decibels by which sound power
randomly incident on a partition wall is
reduced in transmission through the wall.
This is illustrated 'in the left top diagram
of Fig. 4-5, which shows a wall with an StL
value of 30 dB reducing an incident wise
level of 70 dB to a transmitted level of 40
dB, a 30 dB reduction, --fin this case, the
transmitted
noise level is .above
the,
background noise,. and as a result is audible.
The right diagram shows a 50 dB wall undeithe same
noise conditiots reducing the
transmitted noise to an inaudible level,
i.e., below that of the background noise.
In this instance, the background noise is
said to mask the `transmitted noise.
In the
first example,
the wall would not provide
satisfactory, sound insulation whereas in the
suond 'case, adequate insulation would be
achieved under these conditions..

wall.

If one is disturbed by conversation, TV
sounds, etc., coming through the walls in
bedroom areas, he should also look for noise
-leaks at
the base of the walls and at
electarical outlets.

The sound insulation of an existing
wall may be improved by eliminating such
sound leaks or by laminating another layer
of wallboard, preferably to both sides of
the wall.

the satisfactory performance of
wall
in
a
given situation hinges
primarily on three factors:
(1) the sound
level on the source or noisy side; (2) the
sound transmission loss of the wall; and (3)
the background nose level on the receiving
or quiet side of the wall.

Thus,

(See Fig. 4-13.)

the

IMPROVING THE SOUND INSULATION OF WALLS

A quantitative measure .of the
insulation provided by. a wall or

sound
floor

1 /4 "p Filled With
Resilient Caulk

Non-setting
Adhesive

Existing Wall

Temporary
Nails

1/2" Thick

1/4" Gap Filled With
Resilient Caulk

O

44

Wallboard

8.8

Fig 413 _.1MPROVIBG THE SOUND INSULATION OFAN_EXISTING WALL
60
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As we recognize from daily experience,
sound transmission loss differs for"...
sounds
of ,various
frequencies.
Tice
low-"-frequency
sounds of, a -passing
truck
travel through a wall structure much more
readily than do the high-frequency sounds
generated by chirping birds,
In order to
cope with this variation in a practical way,
a frequency-weighted single number rating,
called the sound transmission class (STC)
,was developed. The STC rating of a building
structure is derived in a, prescribed manner
from the sound transmission loss values
Measured in sixteen frequency bands spaced
between 125 and 4000 Hz. The higher the STC
rating of a partition, the greater is its
effectiveness as a sound insulator.
Table
4-1 shows the performance of various wall
`structures with different
STC
ratings
described in terms of their approximate
effectiveness against intruding speech.
th

especially party walls
Many walls`,
separating apartment units, are particularly
leakage,
The
noise
to
vulnerable
of
back-to-back electrical
installatipn
outlets, medicine cabinets, and master 1W
outlets are common causes of noise leakage.,
Openirigs
around pipe penetrations and 'ductwork are also causes of noise leakage.
Cracks aC the ceiling and floor edges of
walls caused either by settlement or poor
construction allow the transmission of noise

fromNe space to another.
The sound insulation of many such walls
can be improved simply by eliminating°the
noise leaks and flanking paths.
(a)

Sealing

holes and

cracks:

(see

.Fig. "4-14)
or
openings around
All holes
and
fixtures, piping
plumbing
drain pipes should be enlarged
slightly to provide a clearance
The opening
pipe.
around. the
should then be filled with a fiber
and
sealed
packing
'glass
completely with a resilient caulk.
. This same treatment should be used
in openings around ducts, grillek
and electrical outlets.,

Due to conventional building materials
and construction, most interior walls within
a typical home or apartment would have STC
ratings between 30 and 35. The first five
the end of
entries in the bibliography
architectural
this
Guide
contain
illustrations of various wall and floor
structures covering a wide range of STC
ratings.

TABLE 4-1

SOUND TRANSMISSION-CLASS (STC) FOR VARIOUS WALL STRUCTURES

STC
Rating
25

30

Wall Structure

Privacy Afforded

°

Normal speech easily
understood

1/4" wood panels nailed on each side of 2x4 studs

Normal speech audible
but not intelligible

3/8" gypsum wallboard nailed to one side'of 2x4 studs

35

Loud speech audible
and fairly
,understandable

5/8" gypsum wallboard nailed to bf3th sides of 2x4 stuffs.

40

Loud speech audible
l'Eluknot intelligible

Two layers of 5/8" gypsum wallboard nailed to both
sides of 2x4 studs

45

Loud speech barely
\\
'audible

Two sets of 2x3 studs staggered 8" on centers fastened
.4
to 2x4 base and..head plates with two layers of 5/8"
gypsum wallboard nailed on the outer edge of each.set
of studs

Shouting barely
audible
55

Shouting not audible

2x4 wood studs with resilient channels nailed
horizontally to both sides with 5/8" gypsum wallboard
--screwed to channels on each side
3-5/8" metal studs with 3" layer of glass fiber blanket
Two layer's of 5/8" gypsum wall -1
stapled between studs.
board attached to each side of studs. °.
61

4.cc

4

"or

Caulk
2. Lead Wrap
1.

V 3. Glass Fiber Packing
4. Electrical Outlets

7.
8.

5. Wall
6. Ceiling
v.> r

Floor

>42

Pipe

a a aaalex,aaaaasa,Ks

v.., I

1, 11,0" as. .orst

Fig. 4-14. SEALING COMMON NOISE LEAKS IN EXISTING WALLS
a

pack -glass, 'fiber wadding around
your neighbor's outlet, and insert
thick sheet of
a 1/16inch (1. mm)
lead to form an airtight barrier
wall.
Reinstall your outlet box,
fill the remaining voids- with the
glass fiber and caulk and replace

Settlement cracks at the ceilint
edge of a wall should be sealed
with a resilient caulk, preferably
applied, under pressure with a
Cracks at the floord
caulking gun.
edge of the wall, should be handled
in
the same manner, although it
might require removing the toe,
molding and base boards to do a
thorough job.

the-cover rate.
the parO.Walr is of wood stud
construceion, you may be able to
rewire and install you outlet in
the adjoining stud 'space.
Till
the voids around both ouelets with
the glass fiber wadding and seal
the former opening with a piece of
If

.

(b)

Sealing leaks behind backtoback
(see Fig.
outlets and cabinets:
4-15)
,

t

.

If you hear your neighbor's noise
an
electrical
through
coming
outlet, remove the cover plate and

wallboard.-

Noise

transmfasion
through
recessed medicine cabinets can ba

If
the
opening.
examine
necessary, remove your outlet box,
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MOUNT CABINETS
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SW I TCHOR ELECT R I CAL OUTLET:

USE OUIET.TYPE LIGHT SWITCHES
THROUGHOUT APTS., PARTICULARLY

DISCOURAGE PLACEMENT OF TV SETS

AGAINST PARTY WALLS BY PROVIDING
TV ANTEK OUTLETS IN NON-PARTY WALLS
AVOIQ RECESSED BACK-TO-BACK

IN PARTY WALLS.

MOUNTING OF ELECTRICAL OUTLETS

Fig. 4-15: PROPER INSTALLATION OF CABINETS AND ELECTRICAL OUTLETS IN WALLS

(c)

handled,

in a
similar
manner.
However, if space permits, you may

existing wall must he made. Where only a
of sound insulation is
moderate degree

or a-dreet of plywood as a barrier
between the twq cabinets. In this
case
You
should
the
caulk
perimeter edges of tile intervening
barrier
before installing 'your
cabinet.

layer of gypsum wallboard preferably to both
sides of the existing wall with a resilient
non-setting adhesive, as illu§trated in Fig.
In addition, provide a 1/4" -(6 mm)
4-13..
clearance along the perimeter edges of the
space °with a
fill
the
wallboard and
nqn-setting caulk compound.

Eliminating
FLg. 4-16)

flanking paths:

';

_

(see

The chief flanking paths in homes
add in apartment buildings are
ceiling
plenums,
open
attic
spaces, basement areas and crawt
spaces which span freely across
dwellings, units or adjacent rooms.
Such areas should be completely
subdivided
with
full
6eight
partitions or barriers
installed
directly above and below the party
walls
separating
the' dwelling
units or rooms in question.

,

A much higher degree of privacy would
require the attachment of a wall of special
design to the existing wall. The new wall,
as shown in Fig. 4 -17, would be constructed
as,follows:.

If the above recommendations, fail to
improve the Sound insulation of the'party
Wall sufficiently, then modifications to the

(a)

Fasten 'wood

(b)

resilient metal
Nail
channels
perpendicularly
to
the, furring
member's; channels shOuld bespaCed
24" (61 cm) apart.

(c)

furring
members,
spaced 16" (40 cm) on centers
vertically, to the existing wall.

space
between
the
and ,the channels
with a glass fiber blanket.

Fill

the

existing wall
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CEILING
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0
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0
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0
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Fig. 4-16. METHODS OF,CON-f ROLLING FLANKING SOUND TRANSMISSION PATHS
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NS.

O

Wood
Furring

Caulk

Existing
Wall

.

-..--Caulk in
Corners

Resilient Channel

AO

1/2" Gypsum
Wallboard

Caulk
Sound Absorptive
Material

Caulk

Fig. 4-17, METHOD OF OBTAINING A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN SOUND INSULATION FROM AN
EXISTING WALL

(1)

(7

Altik
Attach, 1/2" (13 mm) thick gyisuin

If both

footstep and conversational or

-------wallboa,td,,,ta-the.guetalclaanne..1s-...,XY-DP.U.A-trqkX19..29m aboye annox_you

(e)

ceiling must
remedy the problem* 'A gypsum
on
resilient
supported
ceiling
board
' channels' should be attached.to the existing
This second ceiling, which Is
ceiling.
be
would
'Fig.
4-18
in
illUstrated
?modifications to the - existing

.
with self-tapping screws.
,
.
clearance
Provide a 1/4" (6 'mm)
around the perimeter edge of the
avoid, restraining
wallboard to
contact with adjcining surfaces of
the room; fill the clearance gap,
non-setting
resilient
a
with

be made

to

'constructed asjollows:

caulk.

INSULATION
SOUND
THE
FLOOR-CEILING CONSTRUCTIONS
BIKPROVINd

,

A floor-ceiling Construction separating
two rooms or apartment units will provide
adequate sound insulation or privacy, if,it
can reduce the, intrusion of conversational
or TV 'sound and footstep or impact noise to
non-disturbing levels

-

-

members,
furring
wood
Attach
16"
(40 cm) on centers to
spaced
the existing ceiling.

(b)

metal channels
resilient
Nail
the furring
perpendicularly to
members; channels should be spaced
24" (60 cm) apart.

by
the
disturbed
are
you
transmission of only footstep or impact
noise from the room above, thinstallation
of a. soft thick carpet, preferably on a felt
or 'foam rubber pad on the floor above will
elimipate the problem in most cases.
T.

(a)

OF

(c)

Fill space-between the existing ceiling and the channels with a
glass fiber blanket,

(d)

Gypsum wallboar

'

-
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(13 mm)
-1/2"
fastened with
should
thick
the
b're
s
to
self-tapping
resilient channels.
,

1.

Existing floor-ceiling structure

5

(

3.

Carpet

4.

Resilient metal channels

Wood fUrring

6. Glass fiber pad
7. Gypsum ceiling board,

2. Pad

Fig. 4-18. METHOD OF INCREASING THE AIRBORNE, ND IMPACT SOUND INSULATION
OF AN EXISTING FLOOR-CEILING STRUCT RE

(e)

Strips r sections of both sub-flooring and
finish
loor also cause squeaking.
This
faulty
problem
ly
is
the result of
workmanshi., the use of defective materials
or poor s uctural design; such as:

Provide a 1/4" (6 mm) clearatice
around the perimeter edge of the
wallboard ceiling to, avoid contact.
the walls, and fill the gap
with
with
a
resilient, non-setting
caulk.

(a)

o r nai in :
The aost frequent
cau e of floor squeaking is the
fail re to nail the sub and finish
floor ng 'materials tightly
and
together and to' the
secure'
support'n
joists or structural
floor.
is
failure results from
undersize or improper
the use
nails, exc sively wide spacing of
the
nails
and- faulty nailing
practices in general.

(b)

defective materials:
° Another
cause of'floor
qUeaking is
the
use of 'warped o
twisted floor
joists, buckled or bowed,subfloor
sheathing, or wood Nrock or strip

ceiling
assembly should not only
eliminate the airborne noise transmission,
but should make a substantial reduction in
the footstep' noise
level.
However,
if
additional reduction in footstep noise is
desired, then a carpet and pad placed on the
floor above will solve the problem.

-This'

,CONTRWTT-71,00R SQUEAKING (See Fig. 4-19)
Squeaking
floors cause considerable
irritation because they generally produce
high-pitched noises to which the person with
hearing
is
average
highly
sensitive.
Although the squeaking floor koblem is more
commonly found in :homes of wood frame
construction,
it. occurs quite often in
apartment buildings with concrete floors
surfaced with wood block or strip flooring.

'*
4

floorings with defect vie' tongues
and grooves. When lay rs of such'
maperials--are fastened rogether,
,between
air-pockets or gags fo
Upport.
them resulting in poor
This allows the materials. t 'rock,
the
deflect causing
Move
or
squeaking under foot.

Causes of Floor Squeaking:

In general, floor squeaks are caused by
rubbing or sliding of sections of
over
the,
subfloor.
finished
flooring
between adjoining wood blocks,
Movement
the
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(c)

The installation of diY flooring
in damp areas often results in
squeaking
floors
because
the
absorption of
moisture by tkie
floorihg causes it, to swell or
buckle,
if
especially
no
allowances
were
made
for
expansion.'

(d)
.

e
"'

poor structural *plan:
Al6hough
a
floor joist system may,
be
adequately designed in terms of
structural and load requirements,
it may deflect sufficiently under

(e).

the
problem,
'have
someone walk over the squeaking
portion of the' floor while, you
examine the surf4e closely.
If
you hold a flashlight/so that its
beam grazes the floot surface, it
is quite easy to see the motion.

(b)

If you see no motion on wood block
or strip flooring, the squeaking
may be due to slippage,between the
and
tongues
grooves..
Apply
mineral oil sparingly at the seams
between adjacent floorboards to
ltibricate the tongues and grooves
where the
slippage
is
taking
plgce.

(c)

Looseor bowed finish flooring may
be securely
fastened
to subflooring by surface nailing with

-

Maintain proper moisture content
of flooring prior- to installation.

the subfloor and preferably the,
joists.
Recess the nail heads and
fill the hole with a wood sealer'
that matches the floor color.
If
the,
nailS tend to split
the
flooring, predrilling a very fine
hole through the
finish floor
before nailing will eliminate the
problem.

(d)

the floor joists are exposed,
and the,finish flooring, is warped,
you
can drill.- clearance holes
through, the subfloor and drive
wooci screws through the holes into
the finish floor. The screws will
draw the two
layers
flooring
tightly together.0,.

(e)-

places where the joists' are
warped or bowed, gaps will occur
between the subflooring and the
joists:
Inserting
w,edges
or
shimming material, tightly in the
gap usually
will
remedy
the
problem., If the gap is very long,

In general,
floor squeakingikcan be
minimized
by
observing
the
following
construction techniques.

Use
straight,
true;
properly
seasoned flooring materials and
joists.

locate

To

(a)

.

The problem of floor squeaking can be
avoided by using properly designed floor
structures, good qualit
materials,
and
groper installation techniques. With regard
to floors consisting of wood blocks laid in
mAstic over wood or concrete subfloors, the
manufacturer's
instructions
should
be
followed closely relative to the pieparation
or priming of the subfloor, application of
the mastic and the laying of the wood
blocks.

(d)

that squeak, the
should help you
O

Squeaking in

Build a rigid well-constructed and
properly supported floor system.

z'

If
you have flOors
following recommendations
correct the problem.

.

(b)

nailing techniques,
on proper spacing

Ways to Remedy Existing Problems:

(d)41-bsence of a sheathing layer: For
reasons of economy, builders no
'longer adhere to the long-standing
practice of inserting
a
layer of
'building
paper
between
the
sub-flooring
and
the
finish
flooring.
This omission is comnpn
in current floor construction And
makes floor squeaking caused by
rubbing
and
'sliding
,contact
between thejloor surfacee'a much
more serious problem in modern
housing.

(a'

Employ, good,

with emphasis
and angle.

-foot traffic to permit movement of
the
surface
flooring;
this
generally occurs when either the
depthof the joist is tool/ shallow
or the spacing between joists is
too wide for a given floor span.

Methods of Avoiding floor
New Construction:

Insert building, paper or
'felt
between finish and subfloor layers
to-eliminate rubbing -or sliding
contact.,

If

!
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x 4" pace pressed up against
subfloor and nailed securely
to the waged joist will provide

construction
techniques.
As
you
will
notice,
remedies of the
the causes and
problem also are similar Eo those associated
with the problem of floor squeaking.

the'

adequate sapport..
(f)

Excessive
deflection
of
the
structural
floor
due
to
lightweight
or
widely
spaced
joists may be corrected by the
insertion of4 a few extra joists,
if the under surface of the floor
is exposed.
However, if there is
a
finished ceiling below
the
floor, cress- beaming with support
columns may be the most expedient
corrective measure.

'61

Stair squeaking may be caused by:
(a)

.(b)

-

loose or warped treads
horizontal steps), or

(the

flat

binding and rubbing of the
treads against the top _or bottom
edges of the risers (the uptight
or vertical boards).
the

'

Reraedies:

CONTROL OF STAIR SQUEAKING (See Fig. 4-20)
.

(a)

inthe case of floor squeaking, the
problem of stair squeaking can be avoided by
using a properly designed structure, good
quality building
materials,
and proper
As

the
treads are loose,
they
should be nailed securely to
the
center and side stringet-s--- (the
saw-tooth framework that supports
If

thir staircase).

0

.

7. Wood screws
8. Insert thin wooden

1, _Tread
2.

Riser

3.- Stringer

4., Toenail with ring
nails

9. Apply mineral oil
at Joints

5. Warped treads
6

4

wedges

Provide clearance holes

10...ksert wooden braces
11
Reinforce with metal bracket

Fig. 4-20. TECHNIQUES FOR THE CONTROL OF STA.14QUEAKIN

4
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(b)

treads
are
warped,
the
inserting wedges between the tread
stringer
usually
and
will
eliminate the rocking motion of
the tread when it is stepped on.
Drilling clearance holes through
they
are
the
treads,
where
supported by the stringer, and
driving long wood screws through
the holes into the stringers will
'pull a warped tread down tightly
onto the stringer.

(c)

Lubricating the top and bottom
edges of the risers with mineral
oil or silicone spray often will
remedy the squeaking problem.

and tenants alike often
Homeowners
complain that their sleeR is, seriously
throughout the night because-Of
disturbed
the noisy equipment. The noise also is a
constant source of irritation and annoyance
-to them even during their leisure hours.
However,.they have no choice but to tolerate
the noise or else suffer the discomfort of a
poorly heated or air-'conditioned dwelling,
ifthey turn off the equipment.

If

.

Causes of the Noise

0

(d)

Sometimes, nailing

Outdoors
(a)

Thg
noisiest
Compressor:
component of most air conditioning
the
compressor
systems
is
a
It
consists of
assembly,
compressor, motor and fan encased
in a metal cabinet that is usually
installed outside of the dwelling.
As a consequence, it' frequently
disturbs the neighbors more than
the home' owner, especially if the
neighbors sleep in bedrooms with
open windows ghat overlook the
compressor unit.

(b)

The most objectionable noise is
the
operation cf,
cyclic
the
;he
in particular
compressor,
low-pitched starting groan of the
Blade-frequency noise of
motor.
flow
the fan and high-pitched
to
the annoyance.
add
noise
ccas ona Ty, a sIipp ng Tan'bell
highs-pitched
a
will
produce
screech, especially as the units

the front edge

tread to the riser or
at
inserting thin wedges
the
bottom of the riser will correct
the squeaking proNiem.
of

(e)

the

back of the stairs is
the
accessible, the back edges of the
thee
may be nailed to
treads
Additional bracing also
risers.
May be provided by fittiig a 2" x
4"
brace between the stringers,
pressing it up against the bottom
edge of a riser and nailing it
securely to the stringers.
If

I

CONTROL

VENTILATING
AND
OF
HEATING
AIR-CONDITIONING YSTEM NOISE:
(In Basement, Attic and Central Closet
Installations)

k

,

starts up.

problem
associated with
The noise
heating, ventilating and air- conditioning,
,systems is due primarily to the -current
and
in
homes
.of.'
installing,
trend
compact units driven*by
small
' apartments,
high-speed, motor-coupled blowers.
noisy
The large return grilles, which usually are
the
coupled with short unlined ducts to
blower intake port and the open corridors
that serve as centralized air-return ducts,
aggravate the problem.
.

(c)

the sound waves
The reflection of
adjacent
between .the walls of
houses builds up the noise level.

Indoors
(a)

The problem reaches serious proportions
reasons, such units are
instilled in a closet centrally located in a
The typical closet
hduse or an apartment.
no
sound attenuation
provides virtually
its light-frame construction,
of
V
louvered door, and large return grille.
Vbecause
Thus thp' noise escapes with undiminis d
throughout the home or
intensity and_spre
Vv
apartment.
*nen., for economic

70

Motor and Blower: /In a typical
installation, the High-speed motor
and blower, which generally .are
m
are the main
coupled together,
sources of noise. The mechanical
noises of bearings, Brushes and
the
siren-like
and
switches
noise of the
"blade-frequehcy"
transmitted throughout
blower ar
the dwelling both by air through
the duct passages and by vibration
of the ductwork and supporting
walls or floor structures. "The
"blade frequency", noise of the
by
determined
blower
may be

.

4-

multiplying
revolutions

its speed (nuffiber

areas and selects quiet heating and air
conditioning equipment. Equipment should be
selected on the basis of low noise output.
The more progressive manufacturers.provide

of

minute), by the
blades
and
=number of
blower
dividing the product by .60.
per

,

(b)

(c)

(d)

Noise Resulting from Air Flow and
Turbulence:
Ventilation systems
are
using- high-speed
blowers
characterized
by high air-flow
velocities.
High
velocity air
flowing past obstacles in the duct
air stream (sharp corners, ragged
joints,
dampers
and
grilles)
generates a considerable amount of
the highly'
turbulence.
However,
turbulent air flow that Asually
occurs et the discharge port of
the predominantis
the blower
cause of .duct vibration in most
ventilation systems.
Rigid Mounting of the Equipment:
In most installations, the heating
and air-conditioning equipment is
mounted directly on the floor with
all ducts coupled directly to wall
As
a
,and
floor structures.
consequence,
the wall and floor
structures are set into vibration
and
radiate
the
noise
with
increased intensity throughout.the
dwelling.

sound power ratings of most types and sizes
Such ratings,
of equipment t y market.
which frequentl contain sound power ltvels
in various frequ ncy bands under different
conditions, are useful for acoustical
load
(design purposes. A few salient points,Worth
remembering ,are:
It

(2)

Centrifugal or squirrel-cage fans
than vaneaxial
are less noisy
propeller fans, all other factors
being equal.

(3)

For a
given air flow capacity,
large- diameter, slow-speed, beltdriven blowers are substantially
small-diameter,
less noisy than

high-speed motor=coupled blowers.

'

(4)

Central Air
Return Duct:
The
installation of the central return'
duct of a typical home size unit

The return duct usually is coupled
to the blower by a short- length,unlined duct with a relatively
large
cross-sectional area. As a
result, the grille end of the'duet
from
the
the noise
radiates
motor-blower and air turbulence
intensity.
undiminished
with
Since
there often are no air
return ducts in individual rooms,
doors
are
undercut
entrance
approximately 1 inch (2.5 ,cm) at
the bottom to provide passage of
the return air and thus'complpte
Unfortunately,
the, circulatiOn.

is less expensive to install
quiet equipment than to reduce the
noise output of a cheaper unit by
costly
acoustical treatment or
construction.

(1)

slab-on-grade
or
Basement
locations, far removed from living
quarters,-- are preferted for the
and
cooling
heating
typical
installations.
Attic
equipment
locations should be avoided.

install equipment that is designed
to meet the building'' heatingrand
cooling requirements, instead of
installing
smaller units which
must labor continuously at maximum
to
speed in 'order
meet the
building's minimal emands.
Although the above advice may be useful
homOuilder,
the
potential
it
unfortunately offers
no c4Mfort to the
have
a
noisy heating and
tenants who
air-conditioning system in Wiligx home or
apartment.
to

! If
and
you have a noisy heating
ventilation
system, check' the following
<possible causes of the noise and respective
remedies.

the large air - gaps -under the doors

.art-extremely efficient flanking
noise paths which allow the noise
-to intrude into bedroom or other
is -most
privacy
'rooms
where
-desired.

Remedies:

(see Fig. 4-21)

Compressor:.

If you are planning to '1)
insist that the builder install
'and return ducts in al,lbedroo

a home,
h supply
study

(a)

71

If :necessary, relocate the
compressor as far as possible

'
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Fig. 4-21.

TECHNIQUES FOR THE CONTROL OF NOISE FROM EXISTING ATTIC OR BASEMENT

INSTALLATIONS OF FURNACES AND AIR- CONDITIONINj NJ
-.N
from the bedroom areas- of
your house and 'those of your
neighbor s louse as well.
ideal
location
for
the
installation of compressors
would be in the area between
face-to-face
kitchens
of
adjacent houses, especially
if they are of rambler-type
or one story construction.

nstall the compressor
on
ilient mounts, preferably
on a flat, leyel concrete
slab that is at least 1 foot
(30
cm)
away
from
the
exterior wall of the house.

(d)

Lubricate the bearings of the
cooling fan, clean the blades
You
and balance the unit.
can balance the fan simply b741
spinning
it by hand
and
marking the bottom blade when
it-stops.
If the samg blade
stops at the bottom following
attach
two
or three spins,
strips of adhesive tape to
blade
urftil
the opposite
balance is restored.

(e)

speed,
Reduee
blower
if
and
clean
possible
protective screen to ensure
adequate air flow. 'Tighten
fan belts and`
and
align
pulleys.

r

-

(c). Install
rubber sleeves or
collars around all piping,
refrigerant
lines,
and
conduits at points of support
or .penetration through the
exterior wall of the house,
to prevent the transmission
of compressor vibration to
the building structure.

(f)

1g)

Tighten loose p*.edi-or panels
rattling
or
to
prevent
vibrational resonance.

or
sound barriers
partial enclosures around the
compressor
to
',shield
or
Install

:/tr-

t

72

sd.

'

47

direct

the noise 'away from
or
other
noise
sensitive areas.

(b)

VSedroom

Motor and Blower:-

or
Insert flexible 'canvas
the
plastic connectors at
blower end of both the supply
ynd return duct?.

Thespbove measures should
noise output significantly.

Central Retur

(c)

balance the unit as described
in item (d) above:

(a)

blower is
replace worn or
adjust tension
prevent belt
"drumming" and
alignment.

All interior surfaces of the
be
duct should
return air
treated with acoustical duct
lining, or

(b)

the

If

belt
driven,
frayed belts,
on belt
to
resonance or
check pulley

Mount motor' and blower
resilient
isolators,
possible.

.

4

(a)

possible,
reduce
the
rotational
speed
of
the
blower.
A 25% reduction may
decrease
the
total noise
output
as much as 8 dB.
However,
consult
with
a
professional
heating
and
air-conditioning engineer for
proper
advice
and
instructions,
especially if
rewiring'of motor connections
is required.
If

Place
vibration
isolators
under both the motor-blower
and
the
heating
and'
air-conditioning
equipment.
Sufficient isolation may be
obtained by mounting all the
.equipment on a 5/8" (16 mm)
thick plywood base -resting on
a 5/8"
(16 mm) thick pad of

.

Replace the
louvered door
with a
solid
core
otilF,
equipped
with a perimeter
rubber gasket and a threshold
,drop closure.

(b)

If the wall studs are exposed
e of
the closet,
build or install an acoustically linedihair transfer
grille. betweePthe studding,
as illugtrated 1 Fig. 4-12,
required
to
preserve the
and
noise
ventiletion
isolation.

(c)

Nail
resilient J channels
iphorizontally./p the studding;
space channels 24" (60 'cm)
apart; fill space between the
the baotwall
channels and

#

with glass

fibe) blanket;

thick
ttach V-2" (13' mm)
the
wallboard
to
(gypsum
channels yith self tapping

screws. "
(d)

a
ceiling
Install
construction'similar to
(e) in the closet.

of

item

..

C
(e)

-isolation.

,

1

(see

a

.A 2-1/2" (6 cm) square, 5/8"
(16 'mm) 'thick pad of ribbed
rubber or neoprene covered
with a hardboard or metal
plate
placed
under
each
corner 6f the equipment wtuld
also
provide
adequate

,

Closet:

Caution:
The door. louv rs
provided the vehtilation of
the closet for proper heating
is
combustion.
and
It
the
.necessary
that
ventilation be maintained by
other means. See next item.

(glass fiber,.

'

Central

if

Mounting of Equipment:

)

duct 'Should. be - fitted
with a suitable prefabricated
silencer.

Construction of
Fig. 4-22)

on

-(f)---Instell-acousti-cal-duct-Itner---..,
on the
interior surfaces of
the motor-blower enclosure.

(a)

Eck r -D

_t,loweLglades. _and--

(b)-

(e)

the

Lubricate or oil bearings.

(a)

(d)

reduce
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.

Apply acoustical tile to both
ceiling and wall surfaces in

)

oiv
O
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Fog. 4-22. TECHNIQUES FOR THE CONTROL OF NOISE FROM CLOSETINSTALLED FURNACE
AND AIRC01IDITIONING UNITS

vo

the clote
buildup.

CONTROL OF DUCT

NOISE:

to

reduce

noise

creaking and snap,ping noise due to the
expansion and contraction of metal parts are
easily transmitted through the ducts to all
areas of the house.
t
.

(see Figs. 4-23 and

4-24)

If any of these noises are a source of
annoyance, you can reduce the level of noise
°output substantially by installing sound
absorbing lining material or a prefabricated
sklencer in the ductwork. Such treatment is
most effective when it is installed in both
supply' and return branch ducts serving the
individual rooms, and preferably near the
open or ,grille end of the duct.
, The
installation of a ten-foot length of duct
liner,
as measured from
the grille or
diffuser"; may reduce the loudness of the
noise° as, much as "in or 10"dB.

Because
metal ducts are
extremery
efficient transmission paths of airbgrpe
noise and vibratinsn,, considerable attention
must
'be
given
'to
the proper. design ,
construction
and
installation of
duct
networks.
0

ment Noise

Airborne noises such as motor hum,
blower-blade no se, hearing or pulley noise/
furnace. igniti
flame noise, ,and
the
*4?
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Acoustic
Lining

Men!
Duct
Flexing

Brace

Fig. 4 23. METHODS OFREDUCING NOISE DUE TO AIR FLOW AND VIBRATION IN DUCT SYST
Cross Talk

to another may'also occur by w.
of ,openings
holes
around
poorly sealed' duct
penetrations
through_ wail : and
floor,
structures.
and

2

Metal ducts ac

like speaking tubes

on

a ship.
Noise front one room may be carried
to another room through an unlined duct
serving both rooms.- For
example,
the

'Such noise

transmission _paths by -pass
sound' insulating effectiveness.of the
intervening
party
walls
and
floor
structures.

problem of "Cross Talk" frequently Occurs in
a
pommon return duct serving back -to -back
bathroom installations,
or
in common ducts
in which tVhe
grille
openings
serving
seRprate rooms or apartment -units are too
c;osely spaced. SuCh problems also arise in
expoCed,, tbi.Gyall main ducts which span
across adjacent apartment units, even though
such ducts.
might
not have ally grille
openings.
Household noises may 'penetrate
the thin walls of
the
ducts
in
one
apartment,
travel through the 'short duct
passage through tht party wall and
emerge
from the thin-wall duct in the adjoining
apartment. Noise transmission from one room

the

Noise transmitted through 4ucts,
pipe
electrical ,channels, or
other
can be, reduced effectively
by
liOng
the
inside
surfaces
of
_such
passageways witb!sound. alsOrting materials.
In typical duct,- tinstallItions
it
is
poseible to obtain, noise reductions
for
high-pitched sounds tif the order of ? to 3
dB per linear 'fogf
1", f(2.5 cm) thick
acoustical lining.
(fn metric gaits, the
reduction'ia' about 10'dB/m,for an acoustical
chakes,
passages

.
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Fig. 4-24. METHODS OF CONTROLLING CROSS TALK AND THE TRANSMISSION OF FL'ANKING NOISE IN DUCT

cm thick.) A comps able degree
lining 2.5
of 'noise reduction for the
low-pitched
sound's
is
considerably more difficult to

seal,
Remove
existing
grille,
opening, and reinstall grille in
the duct at a location as far as
possible from the party wall.

(b)

athie've beca.tse it usually' requires at least

a doubling ofthe'thickness and /or length of
gcouStical treatment. Variobs Xypes of duct
lining and silencers are illustrated in-Fig,

a

(c)

(d)

If you are distufbsd by noises rom an
adjoining room or apartment that seem to be
coming through a ventilation grille or, the
walls.of the duct in your room, try o e or
more of the following remedies to alleviate
the problem.
(a)

openings where
Seal all
penetrate through the

ducts

If the noise is coming through the
enclose the duct in a
bpx made of gypsum wallboard.

.clUct wall

buct Noises

The creaking and snapping'noises caused
by the expansion and contraction of ductwork
due to temperature yariation often are a
source of disturbance.

Line the intervening duct run with
acoustical material or install a
sound silencer,
preftrably at the

Likewise the booming

wall junction.'.
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noise

caused

by

1.

per second are quite acceptable for
(4.5 m)
However,
to be
most homes and apartments.
on the safe side, flow velocities in noise,
sensitive areag'should be loweredCto about-V
/
or 9 feet (2.5-3 ml per second.

the ballooning and collapsing of thin-wall
ductwork as the blower cycles on and off may
be.loud enough to interfere with a person's
sleep.

If you are troubled by noisy ductS, the
following,meaSures may be useful in reducing
or Fontrollingthe noise:

The most
flow velocity
speedof the
not interfere
efficiency of

Support ducts' on resilient mounts/
hangergb to prevent ,wall and
or
floor structures from amplifying
the noise. The resilient mounting
will permit 'the ducts to expand
binding
cont act
without
and
or
floor
against
some: wall
canstruc ion.

(a)

Wrap the ductwork with two or
three layers of, building paper
which. will act as a' vibration
The paper may be taped in
damper.
place or held with' wire ties.
tend to
sill
treatment
This
suppress any vibration 'set up'in
the duct walls and restrain the
"ballooning" action of the,ducto by
adding some much needamps and
"bracing to the flimsy duct work.

(b)

'AP

Mm)
thick
(19
Install
"3/4":,
glass -fib.er board sound absorhing

(c)

.

lining on the.inside surfaces, of
"ballooning"
where
ducts
the
The gliss-fiber; board,
occurs.
which is rigid enough dig- support
the duct walls, and to/apt as, a
vibration damper, will(aasq,absorb
generated
of the noi?6s
some

expedient way of reducing air
decrease the rotational
is t
blower, providing that it,does
with the heating' or cooling
the system.
//

Grille Noise

Noises generat d within induction units
the
facei of outlet grilles or
at
diffusers 'give/rise to numerous complaints
intensity
and
The
from_
tenant's.
characteristics of such noise are dependent
upon the air flow velocity and the size and
'design of the outlet units. For example,
high ;Velocity -air striking the face of an
outlet .grIlle often generates a high-pitch
whiitling noise,
or

the grille fiqrs a simple
of
Removal
/expedient test to ,determine ehe cause of
/ noise. If there is no appreciable reduction
ip the noise output without the grille; the
noise Maypbe due to turbulence Within the
discharge duct. or some other source farther
back in the duct system. If there Is a
_parked reduction in the noise output, without
the grille, it 'is evident that "the grille
be
should
ate.
fault and -therefore
was
br the
replaced wieh one of better design
should be reduced if
.speed
air
flow
practicable.

within the duct ?Stem.
worth
are
points
f011owing
The
remembering when choosing outlet grilles and
diffusers for quiet operation.

install
(d) " bgl.ng sv2el-m al screws,
bars or
of metal
'braces mad
.

tips .6f sheet metal
the .largest 'or Wiiiest
,Sectiohs of ductwork or it pl!&es
wherever "ballooning" occurs. The
prolide
adequate
braces
'Will'
(support of the duct.walls.and thus
prevent this type of inotdon.
folded
acros5

.
(a)

!

d'eflLtors devoid
corners-or edges.

Air Flow Noise
.

velocitie-i. of

of . any

sharp

/

air diffuser will
lo14:-spread
generate substantially less noise
than a large spread unit,
/bother factors being eqOalt

-

High velocity air flow generates noise
/ not only within'the ducts but at the face of
The
4the outle_grille or diffuser as
intensity of flow noise is strongly. velocity
duct
area,
given
a
dependent.
- For
50%
may
-decreasing- the flow velocity
decrease the output noise level as much as
15 to 24 dB.,
floW

Grillesor'diffuserswhich radiate
of
made
are
noise'
little
with
'metal
heavy-gage
streamlined
widely-spaced

(b)

A

(c)

Grilles co nstructed of'wire mesh
or
perforated metal faings with
large openings are less noisy than
those with tightly 'woven or small
openings- which restrict the air
flow.

about 15 feet

1111,
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Hot Water. Baseboard Heaters

Furnace Co mbus ion; Noise
.

,

,

Causes of'Noise

There are two types of noise/associated
with furnace combustion that sometimes cause
annoyance.
They are the muffled explosion
noise when the gas or oil is ignited and the
very high-pitched whistling noise caused by
high-velotity gas flow through the fuel
nozzle or burner jets.

The noise produced by such hRatets
generally is caused by:
(a)

the expansion. and contraction of
pipes,
heater
components
and
housing,

(b)

water flow and turbulence, and

(c)

pump and motor vibration.

,

The most expediept way of dealing with
this problem is to have a heating engineer
adjustothe fuel ,pressure or install nozzles
with proper openings for quiet operation.

the furnace oration is still

If

too

noisy
following such . adjustments,
the
installation of sound absorbing material in
the ductwork will
reduce the noise
to
acceptable levels.

Remedies
(a)

nections ankpoints'of support or ,
contact with building structures
during -expansion and contraction
temperature variation.
to
dire
are
rigidly
When
the `units
connected to walls and floors,
behave
like
these '- structures
souriding'boards and amplify the
Therefore, in order to
noise»
this
problem,
minimize
heat-resistant resilient sleeves
or collars 'should be placed at all,
,supports
and 4.4
pipe
clamps,
wall
and
penetrations through
structures.
Similar
floor
be
'taken
to
measures should
units from the
hea
isolate the
.
ors
using
. and
f
walls
heat-resistant rest 1.144.0pacers

.

Steam Heat Noise
The hammering and knocking noises in
steam pipes and radittors may result from
water being trapped in the
es.
This
. 'frequently
is
caused
by
vapor
lock,
Partially open valves, or improper drainage
o
pipes and radiators.
If you have noisy radiators, you
alleviate the problem,by:

may

o°

;

Opening all valves completely till
allow trapped' water in the system
to drain back to the boiler.

(a)
-

o

(b)$'Placing
thin blocks or wedges
under the, ARgs'of
the radiator
opposite the input end to increase
the drainage angle, and thus allow*
-any trapped water to drain away.

(c) _Replacing faulty pressure
valves.

and lee
.

release

(d) Ins erting heat-resistant resilient
material around the
pipes
at
,poinesrof support or pepetrationst.
throdgh waI18 or floOr-structureh-,
to eliminate the rubbing contact
and the - resulting noise caused by
the expansion and contraction of
the pipes.-

'' ''`°

mounts.

Reducing
the
expansion
and
contraction noise of the heater
assembly itself es somewhat more
..difficult to achieve'.
SometiMes
attaching
of
braces
folded.
sheet-metal strips ,,e0 the long
narrow
panels of -t4
heater
assembly-will suppress the noise
due to buckling andR"opping"o the
-. panels during the heating,6YcXfe..
7

.,;
.. (b)

If

the

pipes

high - pitched

HomeotAiRrs'and apartment dwellers alike
frequently
,cdfilpiain
about
the
noiY
operation of baseboard heating system s; in
particular, the hot water heating system and
the electrical hia.g.ng system.

%

Securely fasteniall loose ,panels
and
hardware -on
the
heater
assembly to suppress buzzing and
rattling noises.

.

'Noise from Baseboard Heating Systems

piping
associate d
Heaters and
geherally creak at joints, con-

indicatieln

\high-veldOty,

tend- to
sing a
this is, an
there
_is
turbulent flow in

tone,
that

the
s em, 'which- generally Is
causedY?
y using An oversize, high-

speed pump and undersize-.piping.

,

re

levels by a large wall which is
the
connected
to
directly
assembly.
heater
resonating
Structurally iso 1.,,, ting the heater
the floor and wall with
from
heat-resistant, resitient spacers
and leg mounts should reduce the

problem
be
can
best
This
decreasing
the
alleviated, by
rotational speed of the pump or'
replacing it with a slow-speed
model.
(c)

Pumps' and drive motors should be
to
mounted
on resilient ,pads
prevent vibratidttl excitation of
vhe floor.
Flpxible

hose

similar

to

noise output to acceptable levels.
Attaching braces made of folded
sheet-metal strips to the long
of
the
heater,
narrow panels
assembly will further suppress the
noise
or
low- pitched
humming
esonance.

auto

heate.or rad tor,hoses s +tould be
U- shaped
a.
installed
fin
configuration between the pump and
pipe
system
to
suppress
the
transmission of pumi"vibration to
the pipe system.

Installinga surge

ta9k

in

(c)

the

system at the discharge end of the
will
further
flexible
hose
suppress vibrations from the pump
and dissipate pulsation from the
impeller.'

If your thermostat is excessively,.
noisy, remove the cover plate to
determine what ,type of unit was
The noisy thermostats
Installed.
bi-metal,
use
generally
electromagnetic- assisted contact
elements which operate off high or
The
voltage.
"Silent"
line
mercury - filled
use
thermostats
tubes as the contact elements and
operate off a low voltage supply.

Electrical Baseboard Heaters
Consult with your heating engineer
for advice regarding replacement
or interchange of:,such units.

Causes of Noise
(a)

The major

source of noise is the
expansion and contraction of the
component
heater
assembly and
parts and the amplification of the
noise by wall and floor structures
in direct tontact with the heating

There are a number of methods that
may be.used to reduce the clitking
Howevgr
noise of thermostats.
power must bg shut off befoKe the
following methods can be tried.

system.
(1)

(b)

Another source of annoyance is a
resonance of the
low frequency
heater assembly, which sounds like
of
a
the
low-pitched
hum
transformer.

(c)

Soe installations have individual
ermOstat controls in each room:
The eliking 7of a thermostat in
the st41, of She night`",an be
extremely irritating, particularly
,if a persoR is trying to sleep.

(2)

Remedies

cover plate and
thermostat from
electrical
box!".
the
with
the
unit
Reinstall
Or
other
rubber grommets
resilient mounts to" isolate
it
from the" box and 'wall
structure. Replace the cover
plate.

Remove
:remove

the
the

If additiOnal noise reduction
is'destredr_Wrap the outside
surfaces of the electrical
box with a pl.:I-layer of lead
or metal-roil tape to damp
the' vibration.

(a)

of
the
noise
alleviate
expansion emd contraction of the
heator, assembly, use the method
discussed
Above for hOt water
heaters.

CONTROL Of/PLUMBANG,NOISE

.

(b)

Most homeowners Awe apartment dwellers
readily admit that no- se atising" from the
use ZT plumbing facilities anywhere within
the home geherally can be heard throughout

the
installation,
noise
'humming,i
low- pitched_
generally is radiated at amplified
In

a

Pace lead or

tape'on the back of the" cover
plate.

To

typical

79
yr
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the

dwelling,_ and frequently ip,adjacent
dwelling units as well.
Probably because of
this characteristic invasion of a person's
privacy, plumbing noise ranks not only as an
irritating disturbance but as the w most
offensive noise to which building occupants
.
are exposed:

Noise from Turbulence and

.

High-velocity Water Flow

In any case, it is extremely difficult
to isolate yourself from plumbing noise or
to
prevent
it
from
disturbing other
occupants in the building.
4

Causes of Plumbing Noise and
Methods of Control

gl-Irkth,,resultant
High water pr
high
flow
cause ft ugulence
veil), ties
particularly arolftld bends, valves,s.and
connectors which usually contain many sharp
faMiliar
and constrictions.
The
edges
that frequently occurs. at
hissing noise,
taps, is associated with
paitially opened
It has been suggessted that this
turbulence.
noise is due to the combined action of
eddies and collapsing water vapor bubbles.

Although turbulent flow is considered
to be the chief cause of plumbing noise, the
onset of cavitation in a plumbing system
levels.
in much higher noise
will result
Both conditions may exist simultaneously,
especially
around constriction in
high
pressure systems. Cavitation is associated
with the collapse of vapor bubitles, which
are formed at the constriction by a critical
combination of
high
velocity
and low
pressure:

Water pipes and fixtures are rather
ineffective noise radiators because of tileir,
small radiating areas.
The major protlem
arises when such sources are rigidly coupled
to large efficient noise radiating surfaces
such as wall, ceiling and fl
Boor structures
Such surfaces, acting as sounding boards,
radiate the noise at amplified levels.

'

Techniques for
the
reduction
and
control of common types of plumbingnoises
are given below.
They
are
listed in
preferential order and should be combined
for greatest effectiveness.
.

rgolationtof

1

velocity
flow in a plumbing
,High
system, due chiefly to undersized piping,
gives rise to turbulence which frequently
A noticeable
generates excessive noise.
reduction
in noise level maybe,obtaiAed by
using proper size piping to lower the water
velocity.. Flow velocities of the order of 6
ft /sec (2 m/sec) or less in domestic systems
have been- found to be quite acceptable.
Specified flow capacity requirements can be
met and a substantial reduction in noise can,
both
pressure
by
using
be
obtained
regulators and larger diameter piping in the
plumbing system.
4V
systems
are
High-pressure plumbing
the resultant`
inherently noisy,
:due to
turbulent
flow
generated 1 within
such
of
main
systems.
The stel4ic presAure
Idater-supply lines of buildings with three
stories or less should .be regulatel,spthat
it will not exceed 5.0 psi (345 kilopascals).
The water pressure inlbranch lines serving
individual apartment:unitsashould not exceed
35 psi
(241 ItiloPascals).
In high-rise
structu
where high-pressure main supply
fines att required, pressure reducers or
regulators sttould be used in supply branches
at various floors to maintain water pressure
within the above Limits..

.

bing System

Unfortunately, most of the plumbing
sysEem,ls installed within the walls ad is
thus
inaccessible to the home .owner or
dweller.
He,
therefore,
i#
apartmedt
somewhat -restrained in
using,
the mos1t

effective measure to remedN;poiumbing no*
problems', that is.to vibration isolate the
piing from all large wall and floor surfaces which
act
as
sounding
hoards.
However, he should make every attempt to
isolate xposed piping with bands or sleeves
of
rubber, neoprene or glass fiber at all
,points. of support, including pipe clamps,
straps, and penetrations through wall
floor p.!ftictures.
If .necessary, oversized
clamps shOuld be used to accommodate the
thickness of the resilient sleeve.

and

.

Expansion and Contraction of Pipes
,

%.;

The ex6nsion and

contraction of pipes
liaroduce a.staccato-like series of creakingv
squeaking and snapping noises, whfcti arse
cautelk by the sliding or bindlng of' the
pipes g4inst -studding or other supports.
.

!,-;,

--AC.;.

..-,,,,,,

Isoltting,-tht,pipes from 15fiilding structures
alleviate
the'
'as . described 'above will

(The
system

..: ...problem.
i,

s

Pipe,Hammering, Chattering and Vibration
'

iS

noisy hammering . of
usually caufed by

a

the

plumbing
sudden

.

.

.

.",

.

Since
such
clothes
and
dishwashers.
electri&lly
have
eppliances frequently
air chambers or
operated shut-off valves,
should be
other shock absorbing devices
installed in supply and drain lines to
prevent water hammering of the plumbing
The air pockets, rubber inserts' or
system.
spring elements ,in such devices act as
shock-absorbing Cushions.

interruption of water flow; for example, by
The sharp pressure
a
quick-closing tap.
build up at the point of interruption fortlis
a- shock wave which reflects back and forth
in the system.
The multiple reflections
produce a series of hammer-lik noises which
gradually decrease in loudness as the energy
of the shock wave is dissipat ti
d. The4udden
'release of pressure by a quick- opening valve
which discharges- into a section of piping
tee
with "a narrow constriction, elbow or
connector also may cause hammering of the
plyabing,system._ '

.

Noise from Draining and Dripping Water
%

Hammering can also occur when pipes are
loosely supported on V-shaped wire hangers.
Water surges or pulsations in the pipes may
cause them to bounce or vibrate in the
hangers, or perhaps to swing and strike
building.
of
the
against -other cparts
Replace the wire hangers with pipe clamps.
Inserting a rubber sleeve around the pipe at
the clamp and fas,tening it securely to some
solid structure will remedy the problem.

The draining of watef from bath tubs,
basins and toilets produces gurgling noises
which frequently are more annoying than
those associated with the filling of such
The noise problem is intensified
units.
wh n vertical drain/ systems do not run
but branch off
d ectly to the,ibasement,
1
into horizontal pipe runs which usually are
Falling water
supported fromCfloor joists.
striking the,:horizontal piping sets. the
drain system into vibration, which in,turn is
transmitted to the buildinestructure.

Defective; loose or worn 'valve stems,
faucet washers or seals give rise to intense
The
chattering of the plumbing system?
be
can
frequently
,defective
device
since,
difficulty,
without
,pinpointed
immediate use of the device causes the
vibration which generally' occurs at some low
flow ve
ity'setting and diminis es or
,For
,disappears at a higher flow settin
a
occurs - hen
,example,
if vibration
particular faucet or tap is ppened, partially
fully 6pened, the
and diminishes when it is
loose or,
,faucet more than likely has so,
defective parts.

The noise of splashing of water such as
that associated with filling a bath tubcan
Attaching a long resilient
be irritating.
hose to the faucet which will reach the
bottom-Of the tub is an effective way of
eliminating this noise problem. In, the case
where the noise of a dripping faucet is a
source of annoyance in the still _of the
night, as a temporary solution, attaching a
string or°driping a wash cloth from the
faucet will channel the water drops to the
replacing
drain without noise. Of course,
a
more
seal would -be
the worn washer
permanent solution.

'Pipe vibration frequently i) caused by'
motor driven pumps which, by virtue of rigid
transfer'
their
coupling,
mechanical,
vibrational energy to the piping system.
such sources are easily
due to
Noises
recognized,
since they consist mostly of
,pure tones associated with the rotational
'speed of the puMpi or motors. The-current...
trend toward uslog miniaturized, high-speed,
shaft-coupled motor pumps has intensified
this ptoblem.

'Noise Due to Entrapped Air in Pipes

..--

.

41.

,

4, relatively common noise problet that
to newly constructed
is gentrallyt cbnfined
buildings is caused 4,5,,rapped pockeis of
air in the plumbing systeNs. The combined,
action of water pressure and compression of
the air pockets may Produce intense noise
disturbances
which
are
vibration
and
characterized by explosive hursts>spewing
and spitting,of water 'and air from open
faucets or tap's and hammering or knocking of
Such problems seldom are
the piping system.
a,so ce of complaintt, unless they persist
for xtended periods.' .Generally speaking,
itself by
th problem eventually corrects
adual release of .the entrapped,air through.A.
ontinued use of the plumbing services.

.The above pipe noise problems generally
uSing. flexible
by
be
alleviated
connectors and air chambers in the piping
system and by replacing worn or defective
valves and faucet Oesherg.. Pitted valve and
washer seats also should be refinished or
replaced.
can,

HOW,TO DESIGN AiQUIET PLUMING. SYkEM
used in
coupling supply,and drain-pipes'to vibTating
appliances,'such as pumpi, garbage disposers,

Flexible connectotaellald be

4
11/4

If

with .a

are planning to build a home
yo
you 'must
q et plumbing system,

f
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(bt

incorporate' the following design elements, in
the early stages of your building plan.
(a)

A well designed plumbing system
with a minimum of fittings and
substantially less noisy
bends is
than a complicated layout. Proper
fittings and large-radius
size

Vibration Isolate all Plumbing
and
4-25
Figs.
(see
Systems:
4-26)

"elbows or bends should be.used fOr
Large diameter
quiet performance.
piping should be used for all main
Separate branch
supply lines.
lines of smaller diameter should
each
serve
to
*be installed
individual area where required.

1 modern home'or apartment
A ty
eseparate piping
may have
cold water
system; the hot a
the drainage and
supply system,
venting system, and the hydronic
includes
system, w
piping
nd steam ,an
air-conditioning,
One of
hot water heatic systems.
solutions t
ve
the mosveffec
pipe noise prob ems is to keep t
resilie t
pipe
isolated
with
sleeves and hangers from build ng
structures with large radiat ng
ceili gs,
surfaces such as walls,
Pipes. in build ngs
and' floors.
forks
sing
behave like tuning
such structures as sounding oards
to amplify th noise /eve

(c)

Entrapped Air

Install Pipes Away, from

Quiet Areas:

Pipes should not be installed in
enclosing bedrooms,
any walls
living roots, -studies or other'
rooms where privacy dnd 'quiet
For.
surroffndings are essential.
example, in order to prevent the
transmission of noise into bedroom

,

`.Cap

Use a Simple Plumbing Layout:

b

Glass Wool Blanket

Compressed By

Water Level

Water Pressure

Between Studs

Stud Or

4

Cylinder
Or Pqie

Staggered-Stud
Dry Or Plaster

I

/Wall
"1---...Install In Each

Cover Plate

Rubber

Long Run Of piping

Water Pipe

Gasket
Rubber Sleeve &
clasket

Air Lock

FInt.sh Floor

Baseboard

Plywood
Sound

Toe'Mold

o i

- ----ij_
;
4.7.-..."="."..,=ti.1"'"7-10.4
Dead Bd.

VCauiR

I g

ilt

~Sub Floor
2x6 Split Base
Plate
JO.

PROPER HOOKUP OF FLEXIBLE CONNECTORS.

,Wire Hanger

Gypsum Board

Rubber Sleeve

Fig. 4-25. TECHNIQUES FOR CONTROLLING)NOISE IN PLUMBING SYSTEMS
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FLOATING FLOOR

RESILIENT MATERIAL

RUBBER SLEEVE OR
-GLASS ZLER. PACKING

SUB FLOOR

WALL

CAULK
PIPE

RUBBER
SLEEVE

40- PIPE IN RUBB ER SLEEVE

WATER PIPE
SOUND I

-WATER-AIR TIGHT
RUBBER GASKET

PLY UNO RtAY
-WOOD LK

WATER PIPE

WATER AIR TIGHT
RUBBER GASKET

CARPET

UL-8D.

GLASS FIBER'

PL-Y SUB-FLOOR

PIPE ELBDW

FLOOR SLAB

- GYPSUM BD
CLIP P.

RUBBER -PRO

PIPE
SUPPORT

Fig. 4-26. METHODS OF INSTALLING PIPES FOR QUIET 013.ERATtON

(
areas,
, should

t

supply.' and drain
not' be ins talled in

pipes

.Fixtures

Install ,

'

r 00

et and flush

to

actable

fixtues with
.

A

tank
flow

.

...ialvesP alt considerabl less noisy ._:--,,
TaWps
than, Conventional- rtiodels.

Ustng full - ported
faucets
with
equipped
and
`rlozz les
.
anti-splash or aeration devices
'
picduce little noise .
...
and

.

. ,

..

,--

(a) _Install Batkroom Fixtures .on
Resilient Bases and Mount's-:'
.-(see-Ffgs ..4-2rand 4-28)
_ . ...
.

-

-

_

Seal Air Leaks Around ripe
.1
Penetrations:

.

*

all
openings aroa d pipe penetrations
through wall-, and floor strac.res
waterproof
a non-setting
With
Party walls'
caulking compound.
6e
should
'bathrooms
between.
To . prevent npi e ,leaka-rseal

...-

,I

underlayments of cork, rubber, neoprene
or
. or other .resi,lient materials
installed on -floating ,- floors to
reduce- the_traw.mission_ of noise
Likewise;
- due to falling _water.
the fixtures sh6uld,be )Libr-ation
isolated'` from supporting walls by
resilient gagkets. Such
means o
,precautions should be
mountiog:to
;respect
obterved
stailatilon of wash basins and
ucet-tixtures -as well.

L:.,

,
.

Siphon7jet

shower'

.

44%alls-----

separating baihropp.s_and bedroo.
Piping should .-Se -ins Eal led .in
,sepatatewhic
partition walls
OT
kitche*
bathroom
adjacent
Supply-and ',drain pipes
areas.
must be isolated ffbm internal
'
studding or wall surfaces.
(d)

toiidts and
till's,
Bath:.sf:611s .should be set on

Apt. A

Apt. B
Wall Continuous To Floor.

6

Both Sides (Stag'd Studs)

Basin & Cabinet
Isolated From Wall

Vent Pipe

Rubber Gasket

/Rubber Gasket

Staggered

lor.Tub

Stud Wall

Tile On Concrete

Sound Isolat. Bd.

--Exterior Plywood
Rubber Sleeve

Drain Pipe

Rubber'
Sleeves

Split Base
Plate

Bath Tub Shower

Installation"'

,cfftiti Et MI,
Q

.

a

'0 C2 4,1"00,
C3°,0:rot,'

o

Drain

Fig. 4-27. PROPER INSTALLATION OF BATH TUBS AND WASH BASINS

r
a

3/16" Neoprene, Pad

Mounting Bolt
Fixture
Pack

Rubber
In Shear
Resilient

CaUlk

Hanger

7,
(
Fiesilie4t P'ad

No Co'ntact At
Ceiling Hanger

Wax Ring
.

In PiKHanger

'Ring

Glass Fiber
II

)

Caulking

Soil Pipe

.

Neoprene.

Detail 'A'

Fig. 4-28. PROPER INSTALLATION OF A TOILET FOR QUIET OPERATION
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9

compl ely finished to the floor
level o b h sides, particularly
in back.-t
ack tub and/or shower
installations. Failure to surface

should be used to minimize disturbance from
such noise.

the walls behind tubs results in
serious
'noise
transmission
problems.
Likewise;
both
subflooring and fiiish flooring in
bathroom
areas
should
be
completely finished before tubs
and showei stalls are installed., P

4

(g)

Enclose Large, Pipes:

Large
diameter pipes "in- -high
pressure
stems
frequently
radiate
con isterable
noise,
especially when they We'-exposed.
Such pipes should be boxed in
gypsum
board encloAtes,
preferably
tined
with 'acoustical
material.
An alternate,
though
somewhat less effective, technique
is to
enclOse the pis in thick
glass fiber jackets with heavy
outer coverings
impervious`
of
-plastic or leaded-vinyl"materials.
It has been suggested :that the
glass fiber jackets should have a
density of about 6 lb/cu ft (96
--,--4cgim-)--and a thickness of at least
1 inches (8 cm)_. The mpervious
covering should2 weigh ar-least 1
lb/sq ft (5 kg/m1).

.

Avoid
installing
drainpipes 4 outside of
areas.

b.

Structurally
isolate
vertical
from
drains
the building
by
inserting soft rubber or neoprene
sleeves or collars taround the
drainpipes where they re clamped
to the wall,

c. -"Replace- the conventional metal
elbow at the base of the drainpipe
with a soft rubber boot o'r plastic
hose.

replacing
exigting
When
rain
gutters,
select unfits made of
heavy gage metal, vith rounded
corners, and coated with vibration
damping material.

Refer to Fig.
4-29 for proper,installation
of rain gutters and vertical drainpipes.

.

CONTROL OF NOISE
SPOUTS.

vertical
bedroom

a.

_

FROM RAIN GUTTER4AND

.

An
iettCating
source
of
noise,'
particularly_
the still of the nigbt,' is

A
B
C

thessturbulent flow of rainwater in gutters
and downspouts *luring astorm,
and the
incessant:dripping and plunking of tise.:Uater
after theJstorm is over
Rigid attahment'.
of the downspouts or drain pipes
the
exterior walls of-_bedroom areas is the 014ef
cause of the problem. The interior susVacis
of
the walls,
whicH perfprm as soffildAs1
bclards,,
tend to reinforce or amplify

0
E

Rubber Sleeve
Drain Pipe

Pipe Clamp
Rubber Boot
Sewer Drain

0

"in pipe

The

.,

Fig. 4;29. METHODS OF CONTROLLING NOISE FROM
FtAiN GyTTERS'AND D0WN'SPOUTS

following measures,`

.

7
1...

4

t
IL

It
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Chapter 5

HOW TO INSULATE YOUR HON

AGAINST OUTDOOR NOISE
interior partitions enclosed and supported
If this
by a light-frame exterior shell.
and formed
an
shell
were
continuous
air-tight seal around the enclosed space, it
would provide at best a, limited amount of
sound
s lation.
Such
construction
typiedlly has, a sound transmission c]ass
However, this
rating of about STC 30-35.
shell usually contains several windows and
doors.
With their customary gir and noise
leaks,
he windows and doors may reduce the
shell of
STC rat i
of
the exte or
house to a value as low s STC 20. Howeve
there are wayOrof pre enting, this reduction.
and of improving the. sound. 4onsulation of the
house.

As we know from experience, residential
areas that formarly were quiet and peaceful
in time become engulfed by highly digturbing
sources
of
noise.
.Changes in
zoning
ordinance) often permit developments of noisy
industrial parks
or shoppipg centers on the
outskirts of residential areas.
Ordinary l
highways eventually'become high-speed noisy,'
expressways which invade the peace
and
tranquility
of
quiet
communities _andsuburban areas that often are encircled or
cases,
some
flAnked by
the roadway.
In
local neighborhood noise caused by traffic,
lawn mowers, chain saws, barking, dogs,
or
perhaps childnp at play
may be the most
disturbing problem.
'In
oth& cases, Ijoise
from community swimming pools,, playgrounds,
athletic fields, .amusement.parks or sport
arenas may be the major source of annoyanc
The _outdoor
noise levels generated
in
neighborhood environments, by the various
sources cited above might boWscribed as
being in the moderate to high level range,
'
roughly 70 to 95 dB.

Reducing the Idtrusion of Neighborhood Noise'
in
a
noisy
ave a
home,
and
are
disturbed by the
o
outdoor noise, the following
recommendations May dlliviate the prob.lern.
If

neighbo
intrusi

(1) 'The first rule of thumb is to
install a central he'ting and air

However, .the greatest number of noise
°complaints come from home owners and apart-,
merit occupants living in residential areas
'ear airports.. The development of medium
international airports
into
jet airports
handling much larger and noisier aigtraft
has resulted in more serious noise ,priblems
larger
.affecting
much
communities and
The exransion of small
populated areas.
private airports to handle the new breed of,
small business jet aircraft has created
similir noise problems' in small, formerly
41,
quiet communities.

ventilation purposes and thus make
easier to'eech.we The intrusion %
it
of outdoor
s

(2)

Exi tingwindows should be caulle
equipped
with 'gaskets'
provide an air-tight seal.
or

(3)

3/4

o

If
noise
'source
is
Che
high - pitched and very directional,

'.install storm window, with. caulk
or gasket seais on the side of the

'house facing
,'

-90 to 110, dB or more;
,S

discuss tirgt 'the steps for
improving the sound insulation of houses in
moderately noisy neighborhood env,ironments,
and deal separately with the more difficult
problem relative to aircraft noise intrusion
aOthe-end of this section.
We 0w ill

(4)

the source.
It is
still more beneficial to install
storm wind0a, properly sealed, on
all vexisting windows. This will
insulation
wide' . additibnal
ainst low-pitched noise as well
noise, approaching frOm other
as
direct ons.

Exterior doors

should be pro vided

with soft resilient gaskets
threshold seals. This applies

and.

to

sliding doors as well.
(5)

Generally speaking, most single-fam ly
houses are an assemblage of light-fr me

86

-9 3
11,

in-the hoZise.
This will (44.minate the need to
and
doors, for
open
windows

---dondiii."0"5ing system
.

Aircraft poise levels at the locatioli
home or apartment site will vary .
of
the
depending chiefly on its distance fr&. the
or
flight path, and type and
airport
In
any
event,'
altitude of aircraft.
dwellings near large airports or directly
under flight paths may be subjected" to
rather intense levels of noise ranging fr9mN,

_

ood

Install storm doors equipped with
resilient gaskets And threshold
seals.,
Sliding doors also should

V

beprov ded with storm doors. The 46
use o storm doors,, windows and
wild
also
w'ather
stripping
conserve energy by redbcing' air
leakage and making it easier to
indoor
constant
maintain

(3)

the

hollow-core
existing
(4) ,Replace.
entrance doors with splid%core,
soundproof doors .,;provided with
perimeter gaskets and threshold
seals (see Fig. 4r7).

temperatures.
all openings or
walls
through
particularly around water or as
and
electrical cables,
Npipes,
refrigerant lines.

(6)

(7)

or
caulk
penetr,ations

Seal

(8)

,(5)

Cover mail slos in doors; install
plates on clothes
hinged ...cover
dryer heat vents, bathroom and
kitchen exhaust ducts, and central
discharge
-dust
vacuum
system
chutes.

,

damper,
fire0.ace
the
Close
install close-fitting cover plates
at clean-out ,openings and erect a
thick removable,
1/2-1Q.0 (13 mm)
Aywood barrier in front of the

traffic
noise
intruding
If
and
your
disturbs vonl" steep
dway,.
t
bedroem
faces
ch is
a
bedro
choosing
lOcated on the opposite side of
the h'ouse.max reduce the level of
dB.
noise .about 10
intruding
Selecting a bedroom on the side of
partially,
is
the house that
%shielded' frOm the noise source
should reduce the level of the
intruding noiS',.about 6 dB.

'

%

'

%

(6)
,

. fireplace opening.

,

perimeter surfaces between
existing windows and ,storm
or
windows with acoustic tile
sound absorbent lining.
Line

Adoption of the above measures would
improve the sound insula,tion of the exterior
about 6 dB for
house
the
shell 'of
low-pitched sound and more than 10 dB for
high-pitched sounds;.thelemeasures Would
the louaness of she intruding -noise
reduce
by about 25 to 30 pItcent, respectively.

Reducing the Intwion of Traffic Noise

Install a barrier wall or ,fence
hous: a
the
our:
between
To 'be effective', the
roadway.
should
never` a
,solid,
fence
surface withoul, any
continuous
fence
The
openings or holes.
should be relatively long and tall
enough to shield, or hide, the
entire roadway whell viewed from
the nearest side of the house.
Such a barrier is most effective
of
level
the
reducing
in
travel
high-frequency sounds that
. Its
in
a
beam-like manner.
for
attenuating
effectiveness
low-frequency sounds is limited by
the ease with which such sounds
diffract or bend around a barrier.
dB
to
10
only a 5
At best,
reduction of the total sound level
but
the
expected,
be
can
attenyation of the high - frequency
an
may
in
result
sounds
in
reduction
appreciable
annoyance. Since the acoustical
efficiency of such a barrier may
improved
massive
not
be
by
it may as well be
construction,
made of relatively fight material,
such as 1-inch (2.5_ cm) , thick
,

NI

_

Homes or apartments of conventional
construction that are located very near to
heavily traoled roadways or expressways, are
particularly vulnerable to the intrusion of
excessively high levels o D. Oise. Since the.
existing wellings may be
soundproofing..,`Of
costly and impractical,-the occupants should
choose thoie solutions Which provide the
In
most noise reduction at least cost.
described
the recommendations
addition to
the homeowner should incorporate, on
above,
the following noise
a step-by-step basis,
control measures, until the noise has been
reduced to a tolerable level.
(1)

-(2)

9

In existing windows, install glass ,
panes of double thickness on the
Side of the dwelling. facing the
noise source.

Reducing the Intrusion of Aircraft Noise

Install storm windows over the
storm
Select
windows.
same
windows having glass panes mounted,
or encased in rubber gaskets.

intrusions of high-level sounds
B'rief
'are!hmong.the most troublesome to remedy.. A
recent study ,-of aircraft .flyover- noise
showed that reports of annoyapce tended to

boards.

%'.

0

87

'1

actor of only two when the'
increase. py a
flyov
rake inc eased by a factor of eight.
mistica ly, this means that if you,
Read o
can to e to one intrusion, you. probably can
tolergte two.., From the standpoint of an,
acoustical eng eftr who must
airport,area, a d the community that must
live Within', th area, the situation must be
viewed pessimis ically.
Reducing the numbers
pf
landings a d- departures per hour, eo
one-half their riginal number may leave a 'large number, of delayed and disgruntled
pasengers in remote airports that they did.
t
wish tos e, but still produce only an
ins
ificant
dent
in
the
,number
of
fr m the residents.
(For
la
'householder;
'householder;
this
statistic
is
also
important.
f
you'' must operate,a noisy
tool,
even
though very brieflyi
is
it
important to, ry to stop the _noise at the
source.
6th rwise, you may find, yourself
of a 'number of compfains
the reciPie
despite the /limited duration, of the noise
involved.) iMoreover:
soma studies ,have
shpwn that p ople do. notbeCate-acustaked
rusion'as time goes on, -but
6 noise
remain intol r

.

The most effective solution may be
to move toa gore quiet area, even
'entail some
might
it
though
financial loss in the sale or
rental of yqur_home.

(4)

The folAbwink is a discu4sion of the'
various sound insulating modifications that
may
used to reduce, the intrusion of
aircraft
.nose into the home.
intense
Figures 5-1 through 5-11 illustrate the
structural details of such modificatidns.

Ajor Sound Insulating Modifications:,
.,

given
above
recommendations
relative to reducing the intrusion
of neighborhood and traffic 'Oise.
.

l

AP.
"

Windows

(b)

Windows

4

,)

following four basic facts keforyou decide
any course of action to resolve: the

Nproblem..

(1)

The

-cost

soundproofing
an
against intense,
is
exceedingly

of

existing
home
aircraft- noise
high.

.

(2)

Although soundproofing your home
will
reduce
your
annoyance
it
does
nothing
to
indoors,
improve
the
noise en tonment
outside the home. The
re if
you enjoy gardening, pat
arties
o
or backyard barbecues,
will
c.rafti
have to tolerate ,4*th,

*

.

Aoise as!before.'

.

.

(3)/ The probability is rather 1pw of
gaining, noticeable relief from the ,
noise in the. ear future through
--quiet'er
of
the
development'
aircraft or changes in aircraft
flight
.
takeoff
landing
procedures,
In fact, the noise
environment near a large airport
generally tends to'grow worse in
continuing
with
the
time,
.44
expansion in aircraft size and
flight operations.

,

weakest

*

,

t

.

Ordinary' locked, double -hung,
provide
an
windows
generally
average noise reduction of about,
18
38:, the addition
- Of astorm
as illustrated in Fig:
window,
sophd
5-1, 'will ihCreaga "the
24
4B.
to
aboUt.
insulation
Catilking of bath gets, cf.-windOws
insulation.
sound
the
improves
the 'higher '
at
3
'dB
about
'the
if
Howeper;
frequencies
ai4rafr'noise stKi seems to be
windows,
Ole_
through
'coining
despite the fact that they were
equipped with storm windows,and
the
then
tight:
air
sealed
existing window inetafidation Will
fixed, :
have ypit,be replaced ,with
well-sealed, (idouble: pane .windoys
throughout the-hou40.
f
."
;"41I6
5-2 7
illustrated' in Figs.
. As
arid., 5-3,

'

.

the

.

on

'

ane

. acoutical barrier in the exterior
shell or walls,of most homes.

If you are one,of many home owners who
now find themselves ionstantly 'exposed, to
highly'/ disturbing aircraft
intense' and
noise, you "should consider tarefully the
3L,

A

Incorporate the 'noise-redUction

f(a)

the.wItdOrinstallatApn

,ehen would7consista two 1/4-,inchi6
(eimm) thicV panes.of glass, each '.
soft,
in
aU-'0aped
encased
resilient gasket withi'ao4-inch,(10
cm) air space between panes. Line
'surfaces within .:the
, perimeter
tile
or
framing with 'acoustic
other sound absorbent.material.

gxsr

double- window
This
installatipn when properly settled
the
sound
increase
would
insulation to apprdimately,37.dB.
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Caulk Any Open Joints
Around Frame

.

Storm Sash Installed With
2" Minimum Air space
Between Glazing

..-

Head

...

l

Jamb

1-

.

Sill
C

Fig. 5:1. DETAILS OF A DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOW WITH A STORM SASH

.4

t

-.

,
.

ft

.

,

f.

.
11

'

4

89

97

4 air Space Between Glazing

4" airspace between glazing
Head

1/4" glass installed with neoprene
"U" gasket or glazing compound

1/4" Glass in Neoprene Gasket
Jamb

Continuous Edge dasket
Around,Sash

Gasketing or weather strip to
close joints around both windows

3/16" Diameter Vent Holes
S2 per Sash) 411th Glass

Fiber

lug

Sill

Brick or concrete block veneer
installed outside existing wall

Step B

1/4" Glass in Separate

,Sash Added to Form 4" Airspace
Between the Two Windows

Fig. 6-3 DETAILS OF DOUBLE 1/4-INCH WINDOW GLAZING

a

Fig. 5 -2. INSTALLATION OF BRICK VENEER AND DOUBLE.,
1/4-INCH WINDOW GLAZING

1:3/4" Solid

(c). Exterior Doors

M

If the remaining noise now
seems to be coming through the
doors,
remove the.moulding from
the 'door frame to see if Oere are
any air gaps
or
noise leaks
between the door frame and the
wall. The conventional
practice
of installing prefabricated door
kits,
in
which the door
are'
door-frame
premounted
in
a
.assembly,
often causes
serious
transmission
problems.
sound
Builders 'generally 'provide
an "
oversized opening to receive the
preassembled door and fasten the
assembly into place with a few
wedges and nails, and completely
ignore any resulting air gaps or
leaks.
These
are conveniently
covered and hitlden from view by
finish- 'moulding.
the
thin
However, such leaks must be'sealed
if
any
improvement
in sound
insulation is to be expected, and -any "'existing
certainly _before
doors.are equipped with gaskets or
replaced with soundproof doors.

Install gasket or weatherstrip
to close joints on all sides
around bt..b doors
.

'Fig 5 -4. DOOR MQDIFICATIONS

,

90

Core Door

Caulk any open joints around
door frame

Replace existing doors with'.
thick
cm)
(4.5
inch1-3/4
soft, ,j"
with
doors
solid-core
.resilient?sperimeter gasket ,and
Install storm
threshold' seals.
1/4-inch (6 qm).thick
door's with
gLass and weather stripping. ft
noise
the
that
is eStimated
by
this'
provided
Ieductioil
combination of doors 'would 'be
about 20'dB greater than that of a
door.
exterior
conilbqional
these modifications are
Details' f
_illustrated in Figs. 5-4and 5-5.'

.

1 -3/4" thick solid core door

.

At head and jalnbs s Instalf closed-

cell polyurethane foam compression
gasket or interlocking cloth-lined
weather strip to close points around
both doors

Exterior Walls

'(d),

s

Af Vouble doors, install resilient
vinyl or neoprene gaskets

Generally speaking, exterior
,poured
of
constructed
coffcrete, cinder' block, brick or
other masonry materials . provide,
insulation
sound
sufficient

-

walls
'
.

agains4L aircraft qpise if

At threshold, install either
resilient bbmper strip or
automatic drop seal

all,

the walls
treated and
For example, ventilatidn

.

.penetrations,- through

have been properly
sealed.

)

ducts and exhaust vents must 13t,,
absorbent
sound
with.
.* 'lined
material or equipped with sound
'around
holes
silencers;./
gas or water
6f
.penetratiohs
cohduitl:,and,
refrigerant lines muse.'be seared'

L

FI& 5-5. DETAILS OF DOOR MODIFICATIONS

'

4-inch (10 cm) thick wall of brick
veneer before the 'aircraft noise
could be reduced to a toletable
as
house,
inside _the
level
Figure
illustrated in Fig.
54 illustrates the details and
sound insulating effetivenes-a df
other window-wall constructions.
s
Ceiling Modifications
Roof and
(see Figs. 5-7, 5-8, 5-9 and 5-1o)

resilient,
a
airtight' -.with
compound.
caulking
non-setting
Settlement cracks in the' yalls'or

gaps around thearaming of windows
and doet4s should be caulked or
sealed .in the-same manner.
or
struttural 'cha1nges
to
be
made
should
modifications
exterior walls 'until you -are
the
noise 'is not
the
that
sure
entering the- house through the
crawl space- Or attic
basement,
. No

areas.

(e)

Ventilated attic space

,

If the attic is to be used 'as

Exteribr walls of light-frame
construction genArally consist of:
wood studding fated on the insideon the
with gypsum board and
outside withinsulation board and
siding.
wood, ;metal or stucco
inherently
are
Such
walls
incapable of proNiding adequate
against
insulation
bound
moderately high levels of noise,
less against the intense
much
noise
aircraft
of.
levels
intrusion. Such walls would'have
So be capped on the outside with a
,

.

walk-in storage area, install
subflporing on top of the ceiling
joists and cover with 5/8-inch (16
thick gypsum board. Tape and
mm)
seal the edges and joints of the
gypsum board layer. :Otherwise,
the, gypsum board may be installed
directly on top of the ceiling
a

joists.

.

.4

Install a metal duct vent
attenuator, as illustrated In hig.
5-11, at all air-circulation vents
All other openiigs
in the, attic.

sr

.
.

.

.4

'

,

.

,

.

,

Movable WindoWs
Casement or DOubleil-lung

,.

L.

.

.

..7

.

'`

Glass

7/32" Plate

Felts7r Rubber
Perim. Gaskets

P rim' Gaskets

A ;*.

11;109'

getZ1V

1

1

1

1

Glass

Perim.

Acoustic
Lining.

"

.' 1 Itil

4-clArlkaM
'AIR 7446

Jaw

.10.'13P

°11q4A;
100.:

I

1

Glass

Feltdor Rubber

Wood
Stud

'

Laminated

Glass

, it

"

7/16" 3 Ply

1 /4" Plate

1/8" Glass

4

Fixed Windows!

Bricks

.

(Nall

Veneer

Resit.

Brih-Wsonry

Wall-

*-7,344.

Channel

. Walls

'

I

Window: Poor

Faic

Wall. Poor

`

Good
,

.

./

Good

ti

Fair

I.

.

..

,,, Wry Good
Very

°Ad

.

.,

Fig. 5-6. SOUND- INSULATION EFFECTIVENESS 6 F VARIOUSAINDOW:WALL ASSEMBLJE

glass fiber

or cracks shbuld
be sealed with
glass fiber wadding and resilient

packing and resilient

caulk.

caulk.

Install
)18-inch
(16
tin)
thick
exterior
plywood
or
moisture,- proofed gypsum -board to
ibe underside of- the floor joists.

;,.PlankCand` beam vaulted ceiling or

flat roof

Attach
preferably

wooz1

furring

or

resilient
metal%
channels to the e'xishhg ceiling.
With self tapping screws, f-asten
thick gypsum
mm)
(1#6
5/8-inch
or metalfurring
board to the
Tape and finish joints
channels.
and edges of the gypsum board in
the converitiOnal.manner.

Ventilate*
Attic Space

.--

B4sement Areas
weatherstrip
or
Caulk
existing window and-install storm
windows.

A

Weatherstrip existing hinged
or sliding doors and install storm

Double-hung
Window

doors.
Fireplace

(g)

Crawl Spaces (see Fig. 5-11)
Crawl Space ---

duct vent
attenuator with '1 -inch (2.5 cm)
liner at all
thick glass fiber
air-circulation vents. 'Seal all
with
or cracks
other, optnings

Install

a

metal

Fig 57 HOUSE WITH A CRAWL SPACE AND VENTILATED ATTIC

92

-.

.se

Plank and Be64-1 Roof

.

I

O.

47

,

.

eliding Window
Casement

Window

t.

1

Pack open joints in wall and
roof construRtion with fibrous
material and seal with a nonhardening caulking compound.
.

Fig. 6-8. HOUSE WITH ABASEMENt AND PLANK AND BEAM ROOF
,

-

-.

Y

.

18liding glass door

add

second door with 8"
minimum air space.
between, and gasket
edges with drag strip

Replace mail slot in
<

<

door or wall with
surface-mounted

mail boi

40

4

Figl,

HOUSE WITH SLAB ON GRADE AND A FLAT ROOF-

les

V4

v

40

,.

IP' t

.

.

.1
a, 0 .-4

;

,)

,

am

Install new ceilinkhpf 5/8."
gypsum board at bottom of
roof rafters
----

r

APlank and Beam Roof

Lay 5/84' gypsum board over
ceiling joist and .tapitall joints
(For alternative tredtment,
see Case C)

,.
O

14

BVentilated Attic Space
f.

,Install new ceiling of 5/8"

.

gypsum_bOard on 1" x 3"
rring below existing
ceiling g

..
Rock )'
Fig. 515ROOF AND CEILING MODIFICATIONS
IY

R

95

1 c)
vq

e

.

3

,:

Install 1/2" thick exterior ply-wood
or moisture-pro.Ofed gypsum board
to underside of foists

$

v
1.

Vent to crawl space

AAdded Floor Construction
,

4

Install sound attenuator tightly to
inside of screened openings.
See isometric detail

1'

4

B Vent Attenuators

.

.

Galvagzed steel duct fully lined
vitit6 1" thick glass fiber duct liner
in proporeions shown

ti

Fig. 5-11. CRAWL SPAPE MODIFICATIONS

96
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Chapter 6

,,

SELECTING A QUIET HOME OR APARTMENT
Xor how.to avoid making the same mistake vice)
a

respective flight patterns and air
routes relative to the proposed
Such charts may be
building site.
airport
from , local
obtained
authorities or the AA craft Owners
and'Pilot Association, Washington,

If you are planning to move to a new home or
apartment and desire.more peace and privacy
the following'
than you have At present,
recommendations can help you to select.
Howeyer; you should be
quiet location%
consider all factors j)efore
careful' Oa

U. C. 20014.

making your move, .bwausethe desirabili y.
of aiving,in a quiet community may be offset
For example, it
by some disadvantages.
might take you twice as long to drive to
worm or mid4-eity attractions from the new
location than it does from your present one.

Sites

commerciar,

large

should be avdided. if *bssible.
Residential buildings dirtctly in
runTways,
lint p with prescribed

take-off and las4ing.patterns

SELECTING A QUIE'CRESI6ENTIAL AREA

edition 'of' a.
Obtain a recent
detailed map of the area that you
propose to live in and 'study it
of
for the location
caLefully
Look,
major sources of noise.
particularly,,for such major noise
producers as airports, railroads,
expressways, and industrial areas.

:
airport but off- to the
Near
buildings
the runways,
side of
lateral
be
a
would need to
distance of about 3 to 4 miles (5
from thee flight path
,:to 6. km)
before the noise would drop, to a
tolerable level at the building

,Airports:

i

1

Zotation.

15 Miles

%

15 Miles

3 Miles
Airport

Flight Path

Pig. 6-1. TO AVOID AI RORAFT NOISE DISTURBANCE, SELECT HOMES OR AFIARtPlIENTS OUTSIDE SI-fADED AREA
-

a

%

,

S.

possible . get a
If
sectional 'aeronautical chart 'of
the area t6 determine the' location
and
their
all
airports
of

or

flight paths would have to be
and
at-J
least
located
15,
preferably 20 miles (24 to 32 km)
away 'from the 'airport before the
noif.e from jet aircraft 'fly -ovens
`would 'be relatively-w.onoticaable
to the occupants. (See Fig. 6-1.)

(a)..Obtain Maps ofs.the Area

t

near.

international o-militarfairports

r

-

1

1

97

105

k

-

.

.
(4)

Railroads, Expressways and Industrial'Areab:
If
annoyance
or
disturbance from these excessively
noisy sourcesiqs.to to be avoided,
residential buildings should be
located at a .distance Qf at least
one mile and preferaW'twomileli

Consult With Residents Living In
The Area
to
people
It ol,ften pays totalk
in the aiea,to determine
iiviAng

whether or not they are disturbed,
.
by noise, especially at night.

(1.6 to 3.2 146) from the source's.
2.
-

(b)

Check Wtth,City Zoning or Planning
Authorities
with local city ,or county
rharding
planning
authorities
future development plans for the
area.
a
result of future
rezoning action,'quiet residential
areas frequently are- bordered by
industrial parks or tige shopping
malls.
Although such business
may not,
-centers by themselves.
cause any annoyance, 'the noise
of
from .0114
increasing flow
automobile traffic and shipments
by heavy trucks to and from the
especially at night, may.
areas,
'of
become' a
major 'source
disturbance for you.

SELECTING A QUIET LOCATION WITHIN'A
HOUSING OR APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT

thing that you
first
select and 'inspect an
thaj
advertises
development
'apartment
and floor construction,'
:'soundproof ". wall
central airconditioning
quiet, efficient
interiors,
carpeted
and- fully
systems
i6cluding entrance( foyers, corridors and
hallways.

Of'course
is

should -(1,5

,Consult

the
to

,

.

-

In addition, it is.important,to choose
an apartment that has a ventilation system.
with -air supptravkd return breach ducts
serving individual _rooms,' and well - fitted,
solid -core doors with perimeter gaskets and
threshold seals installed in bedroom areas.
furnishings- are
and
construction
Such
quiet
a
ensuring'
for'
prerequisites
'environment and adequate.privacy within, a

dwelling unit,'4 well
(c)

intrusion
apartment

Consult With Ciior County Trans..portation Authorities

'

minimizing -t.kte

neighboring
noise, from
or
other areas in the

A

-building.

tr"
.

.

should
be
Such
authorities
consulted 'relative to -the status,
location of existing
and
and
proposed expressways, mass transit
systems an4 changes' in aircraft
procedures
and
flight
pads,
operation.

Conduct An On-Site Examination
oh-site
area during
after
daylight
and especially
midnight to assess the outdoor,
especially
noise environment.
alercfor the locati9n of fire and
schoolp
and
police , stations;
athletic fields, hospitals, sport,
shopping
arenas,'
race tracks,
parks.
and
amusement
centers
Atthough, ordinarily these civic
centers and.. activities
may be
considered secondary sources of
noise, they could well become,
depending on their pioximit. to
your locatioA,the major source of
noise and disturbance for you.,
Conduct

examinations

several
'of

the

.

.

If pbssIble, avoid choosing a home or
an apartment unit tha has only a single
air-return grille .'or duct. so serve the
entire dwellipg area. In orde?-to complete
to
Abtrance
doors
circulation,
the
individual rooms must be Undercut about 1
at the bottom to provide an
inch (2.5 cm)
air
gap for passage of the return air.
/Regrettably,' such air gaps 'also create a
thvoughout the
series of flanking- paths
dwelling, which virtually-mllify any sound
insulation that partition walls and doors
in
separating "rooms could provide. g If,
addition, the return grille is undersized,
the air-fow velocity at the 'faco!. of the
grille must be made fairly high in order to
This,,
ventilation.
maintain
adequate
unfortunavly, May' generate a consideXable
a
As
noise.
amount .of high-pitched
'consequence, the occupants of such dwellings
frequently complain not only about the lack,
but also of interference . to
of privacy,
sleep caused by the.grille noise--Thtruding
.
into the bedroom area.
.t4

.

(d)

of

units

as

'

'

'

particularly se rious problein that
."-A
is
often occurs in apartment -buildings
caused by a ventilation system in which a

98

106.

supposedly quiet sui)urban and even rural
areas. .1slile an occasioriat jet aircraft
flyover or a passing truck may cause some
disturbance in such areas, many problems
arise from a neighbor's air. Conditioning'
unit, barking dogs or bird calls. If the
intrusion of such noise is bothersome to
'you, give preference to buildings that have
fixed or wen-sealed windows that 3are
thermally insulated or feature double-pa'ne
construction: ;Buildings with single pane
protected .by well-fitted'. storm
windows

return is installed 'in ,the.
corridor Outside the dwelling units. The..
entrance doorways of all apartment units
must then be undercut to permit the venting
of the return alr. Obviously, the _privacy
between adjacent apartments is seriously
such cases.
breached
comaion

..

The only remedy the tenant himself has

is to close the gasp at the )bottom of. each
his dwelling with a threshold plate
equipped with a tubular gasket. He must

door 1.41

also would provide an adequate
degree of insulatibn against such noise.

then install in the ;wall or ceiling of each

O

windows

room an- acoustically lined air-transfer duct
Ito vent date air into the adjacent -shall or
thresholds and
Both
door
,corridor.

The, intrusion of outdoor .noisee may be
minimized even. further -by observing. the
,following suggestions relative to selecting''.
the building site.

are
cItnrndrcially"
ducts
air-transfer
aiMilablg'. Techniques 'for sealing door,
thresholds and installing air-transfer ducts
are discussed in Clipter f+ and illustrated

Airoid building sites that frtInt on

(a)

traffic

arteries or bus

in Figures,4-7 and 4-12/respectively.

;lam

Although the intrusion of outdoor noise
is prevalent in dwellings in urbag
locations, it can occur in dwellings in

annoyance, as illustrated in Fig.`

Early' morning traffic
source of
noise-, may be a

routes.
6 -2.

0

4

A

_

atstr
wat
A.I**
-

."..

Avoid building' sites at intersec-

Avoid building sites on
crests
of hilly traffic arteties. \ Such

tions of ,major traffic arteries.
Such sites are ext?egiely
due to accelerating, decelerating,

sites ate very noisy due tesow
gear acceleration noise.

and braking vehicles

.

0

Buildingsitas in °peel areas

arteries between tall
buildings are,quite noisy. Arid

Traffic

are

less noisy than sites in congested
building areas.

building sites opposite tall buildings in such cases.'
N

DIRECTIO1_4Thy

7//+0,
417y

Avoid hottows or depressions.
They are generally noisier Man

Upwind building site is less noisy
than a quwnwind site.

flat open land.

..)

Fig. 6.2. EXAMPLES OF APARTMENT SITES THAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED
99

0

19V
100 tt

A thick growth of leafy trees
& underbrush redtices noise
abdut 6 to 7 db.:1100 ft.
(average over audible freq.

High Freq. Reduction 3-4 db

range)

Low Freq, Loss: 3-4 db
. High Freq. Loss: 10-12 db

Single row of trees is worthless as noise barr*r. Due to
inter-reflection multi-rows of
trees are more effective.

High
F req .

4

Road Cut or

0

\ Embankment

Office

.

Use Buildings as
Noise Barriers

=

'ot

s

a.

.

.

..\

;Fig. 6-3. ACOUSTICAL SHIELDING PROVIDED BY LANDSCAPE AND NATURAL AND
MAN-KADEBARRIERS

SO.

'UN

(b)

Select building'slgs that

early morning hours; can, be ,a
Likewise,
annoyance.
soutce
the voices or shouting of-children
at play throughout tht day Ind
If
evening may be disturbing.
possible, give preference to. an
the quiet side
ap'artment unit oft
that is, ,one
the building;
'of
which faces away from such noise
sources.

face:.\_

wide open spaces such as parks,
golf courses, rivers, 'lakes,iand

seashores,Such areas/usually are
very quiet especially at night.
(c)

0

J.

1

Choose a building site that, is
located as far Ss possible or is
acoustically shieldedrfrom a.major
other
noise
by
source 1 of
buildings, natural landscaping or
"wooded areas, as illustted in
Figs. 6-3 and 6-4.
'

of
surroundings
the
Consider
U-shezed
face
that
apartments
courtyards. Such areas tend to-nbe noisy,
reverberant and cad
particularly if they are used as
recreation or play areas or face
main highways or traffic arteries.

(c)

v
.

SELECTING A QUIET 4,PARTMENT UNIT WITHIN,
THE BUILDING

3.

Pnless -11te-.bLilding manager dan
demOnsvate'l
n
that he apartment units
will '''pro3ide an; dequate degree of
insufation agains
the intrusion of
,noise from other- areas within
the
building land nois of outdoor origin;
should take the following,
the, renter'
to iensure
me urea
precautionary
freedom from such di turbances. .
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units that are
Select apartmen
remote fiom ele ators, mechanical
laundry rooms,
,equipment rooms,
roof- mounted
indoor garages,
r
ventilation
equi medt,
su0 as
chiller pumps,
c mpressor/ or
Ra ely are such
cooling towers.
powerful noise 'aour s properly
in
soun insulatng
enclosed
structures -'or vibratio isolated
from th e1 building structur
As a
dwelling
,units
consequence,
be
adjoining, such 'sources may
intermittent
, subjected
.
to
intrusion
0i-1)6d-the-clock
excessively high ,noise
These
dwellings
can
readily.'
an
.acoustically,,
develop
into
intolerable environment.,,-
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Fig 64. ORIENTATION OF APARTMENT BUILDINGS FOR
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A TROUBLE-SHOOTING GUIDE
ANALYZING THE PROBLEM:

on

,

your

conversation

-. with

no

/4

unusual

you
effort to hear him or no
need to raise your voice to a .higher level
that the sound level f,,
then it's likely
does not eXtted 67 dB(A) where you are
Supposefnow
standing [point (1), Fig? 7-1].
you are at a lively cocktail party which
gradually becomes so noisy that you have to
your voice to converse and haVe
raise
trouble understanding your neighbor [this
-- the noise
condition is at- point (2)]
would
be
loEation
at
this
level
approximately 75 dB(A).
feeling"

If you are faced with- a noise Problem,'
examine it first in terms of the three basic
We
elements:
source, path, and receiver.
have discussd these elements in Chapter 3.
Obviously; tie ideal solution is to reduce
itself,
the
noise output of the source,
since this willilenefit both the operator of
the noisy equipment and bystanderslor other
,Vtople.in the vicinity,.

that

'

'

If attempts to reduce the noise output\
of
the source have proved only Marginally
suecessful, it may be feasible to.alter the
'transmission path so that less noise reaches
the
listener.
*Acoustical absorbers and
noise barriers mSy be used to attenuate the
noise before it cart reach noise- sensitive
Unfortunately, such measures'do not
areas.
provide much relief for the operator of the
,noisy equipment, Nho usually'is immersed in
the
direct noise field from, the machine.
to wear ear ptotectors,
His only remedy
is
the duration of each
and
to
minimize
exposure to noise.

If by dhance you were to find yourself
in an industial,plant so noisy that you
must shout to'be understood'at a distance of
---P>the noise
feet Xl.5 m) [point (3)]
5
,

FrOM your own experience yal
advantages of maintaining
noise below nis'level.

can judge the
environmental

.use
Fig. 7r1 as a guide for
To
estimating the level of noise in any indoor
or outdoor environmdrit, starta conversation
at a normal voice level with a companion,
Arrange to signal to
and then back away.
one another ege moment, you feel.that extra
speaking or
effort..., is involved, either in
At this point, if both of you
listening.
hearing, the distance
Piave normal binaural
between you can be,noed on .the horizontal
scale of the graph. From the valid line on
the giaph you can read off the effective
A-weighted sound level in decibels along tke,
vertical scale. This chart appliestd tests
conducted in a fd'irly rc4etberant space;
only a very long echo time, as found in a
large convention hall or church, will lead
you to overestimate the sound level by
compelling you to override the echoes of
your own voice.

Suppose you find );ourself_the unwilling
not risk
receiver.. In, the first,place, do
your
hearing unnecessarily while waiting
hopefully for something to be done. The
to
.determine
important action is
most
can be hpardous to your
hearing, or whether it is,,ovely bothersome.
This you can do simply bi,using.your eios,
and making a few observations. Follow this
simple rule of thumb; If, THE NOISE LEVEL
IS SO HIGH THAT YOU HAVE
YOUR SURROUNDINGS
TO SHOUT TO CONVERSE WITH A PERSON NEARBY,
CONTINUED DAILY EXPOSURE AT THIS LEVEL FOR
MANY ,HOURS 'MIGHT ENDANGER YOUR HEARING.
However, tb be on the safe side, a closer
estimate of the noise level in the area is
,required. "Thu can estimate the noise level
the limiting distances over which
from
intelligible conversation is possible, and
the vocal effort required to maintain it.
whether' the noise

4

The current
level would be ab6ut 90 dB(A ),.
noise
o
national standard on occupational
restricts an employee -'s exposure to 90 dB(A)
time - weighted coverage.
as an eight hour

r't

empirfc4
shows
the
7-1
Figure
relationship that has been found'between the
distance over which spoken words can be
recognized and the typical sound level of
the environment, as o ne'would read it on a
the A-Weighting
sound level, meter using
scale.
As an example of the use of the
graph in Figure 7-1:, Suppose you are talking
to a person at a customary distance of about
If you can carry
5 feet \(1.5M) from him.

To trouble-shoot noise probleps in-the
first listen carefully to the noise
(:)r
distinctive clues or chSracteristics
that might identify the cause or source of
If the source is well known to you,
noise.
you can recognize how the transmission has
altered its sound where, you are, and thus
can tell whether it is reaching you by air
or through the structure. Airborne sounds
with their highlpitched
arrive
usually

.hOme,

I
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Fig. 7-1. THE "A" WEIGHTED SOUND LEVELS OF SPEECH AT VARIOUS DISTANCES
UNDER ORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES

components
intact{ structureborne .sounds
are likely to seem muffled.

locating -- the noise source or int dominant
.
transmission .paths.
Such
problems are
'particularly difficult in large high' rise
apartment buildings, in/ which
the'noises
generated
by
the
numerous
types
of
equipment,A,4. appliances,
and
occupant
activities Nocicur
simultaneously.
They
combine alkipenti,..and thus camouflage the

Sortie noise problems are relatively easy

to recognife, especially if both the. source
and the noise' transmission path are obvious
-- _as ,in the case of a dipwasher which
operates J.n the kithen but transmits' much
noise through the air nearby and sends
.vibrations along the pluMbing system to
other areas of the. house.
However, most
noise problems are much more subtle and
exasperating to cope with because of the
difficulty in
determining -- let alone

offendiefre-...
If
noise intrudes into your living
quarters from an adjacent apartment, or
perhaps from one room to another within your
..own
dwelling,
the following steps
should
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help you to analyze
problem.

and'

to

alleviate

the

HOW TO LOOK FOR NOISE LEAKS:
°

In a high percentage of cases, the main
cause of noise transmission problems within
or .between adjacent
homes or apartments,
dwelling units, is
an
airborne
sound
transmission path or leak.
Louk for holes,
cracks or openings around pipe and duct
penetrations, plumbing fixtureS, ventilation
grilles, back-to-back cabinets, and doors.
Carefully examine the ceiling edges and
cracks caused by
of walls.
for
corners
building settlement.
Even hairline cracks
will permit passage of a considerable amount
of noise.

area where the noise enters the room.
Having localed the point of entry, yod
need next to determine how the noise enters
Is it transmitted through an air
the room.
leak such as a crack, ttole or an opening in
vibration of
a
wall, or ly structural.
building components such as a wall, or by ,
One ways of making this determination
both?
isto csnduit a "talk test" with,a companion
If
located on the other site of the wall.
'the sound sof his voice comes through the,,
wall loud.and, clear, it is quite evident
that there is a serious air leak in the'
if you can hear
wall. On the other hand,
1/
,him talkfmg.but the sound is garbled and you
cannot understand what he is saying, the
sound most probably is being transmitted /.
the
wall.
through
structurally
such as
high-frequency sounds of
those characterizing the con nants whigh
piss;
speech intelligible, do not
take
readily through *all or floor structures..

For problems involving the intrusion of
check the effectiveness of
outside
noise,
the
gaskets
or weather-stripping% around
However, the
windows and exterior doors.

places that most frequently are overlooked,
but are sources of 'serious noise leakage,
thin molding that
are 4oncealedbehibd the
land
frar;es
doorways
windows.
1 In
conventional building practiCes the openings
cut for the installatiOn of pre-assembled
door and window units areimuch larger than
These openings, which rarely are
need be.
adequately sealed for acoustical A thermal
a
noise
purposes,
present
direct
Sometimes, air spac.es
transmission path.
between door jambs and the wood door-stops
which hold the gaskets, by-pass the gaskets
In other*
and thus cause the noise leaks.
cases, large holes in exterior cinder block

Another test permits you to estimate
whether noise is being transmitted tO1/24ugh a
wall by way of air leaks or by, may, of
structural vibration. Plug one of.yomE ears

wdllg' may be hidden from-view by, thin veneer
pgbeljing., Although a visual examination of
a Sroom should be conducted to 'detect the
noise leaks, it can not be
more obvious
fully relied upon to locate those hidden
iew.
fro

USE YOUR EARS:
'

your ears are
When used properly,
highly versatile instruments Not only can
they identify noise sources, but they can
locate noise leaks and trace transmission
paths, as well.

If you.hlve trouble detecting a noise
and placing them
leak, cupping your hands
increase
the
your
ears
will
'behind
sensitivity of your ears.and enhance your
sense of sound JocalizatiOn. If, with your
hands cupped behind your ears, you turn your
head from side to side, you should find
yourself able to locate more precisely the
direction from which the sound or noise is

High-frequency sounds, which' tend
coming.
to 1pe propagated in a beam, can be located
If the sound is
.rather easily this way.
very high - pitched, sealing one eav with your,L'
finger tip and listening with the 7,
hand or
other ear as you turn yopr head may enable
you to "home in" on the sound much more
rapidly. Any path along -which the noise
grows louder will usually, lead you to the

with'your fingertiP and press the opposite
Gmpare the,
ear lightly against the wall.
loudness" of the sound you hear',while your
ear is s aled against the wall with what you
hear as oU withdraw your ear from the wall.
ear presSed
... If the s and y.?iu hear with your
against the wall is lolider,.the sound is
most likely travelling a structural path
through the-wall. However, if,the sound is
no softer when you withdra..your ear, the
sound is probably reaching you through an
air leak.

USE HOME APPLIANCES AS DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS:
task
of
speaking,
the
Generally
noisy problem often requires
devices for gener Bing sounds and vibrations
,intensities.
high
relatively
of
Fortunately, the average household contains
'a number of rather common appliance,' that
can be used for such purposes., For;gxample,
vacuum cleaners Equipped with rug beaters or
power drills with drill bits placed slightly ,
off-Ater are excellent sources pf airboine
resAkvirig a

.

:
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6
sound and vibration..
electric shavers
and

If yodr door is installed in a
typical manner, you might be surprised to
see it framed in a coron or halt of light.
The light coining throw h the edges of theclosed door traces a p th that sounds can
travel just as easily
This demonstrates
quite clearly why man bathrooms provide so
little privacy. Ho ever, the absence of a
light leak is not necessarily a siign of an
effective acous4cal seal, because sounds
can travel along, complicated
paths and
corners much too abrupt for light beam's.

Transistor
radios,
food blenders are

other side.,

convenientsources of mid-frequenCy sounds.
-

Toy whistles and'alarm clotks may be
used
for thegeneration of high - frequency
sounds.
Golfloalls and walking 'canes can be
used to generate fairly, repeatable impact
type Oise when dropped from a
constant
he
t.
The noise and vibration generated
by all these sources covet a useful range of
the frequency spectrum with an adequate
, intensity level for mostinvestigations.

.../

A
teat
particularly
useful
for
detection of air and noise leakage around
windows
and door frames.is tp use
a
hand-held'hair dryer or a vacuum cleaner
with a long narrow crevice tool fitted at
the end of the hose(.- While your companion
aims the air stream or suction at places
where you suspect noise leaks, you explore
for drafts on the opposite side of the wall.
Wetting your hand or .fingers will
increase
your sensitivity, to the direction from which the draft is coming.

With the noise sources at hand,
ou now
need a few simple noise-leak dettcters and
vibration sensors. Several devices that can
perform these functionsalso can be found in
most households:
yippriances such as flashlights,
hand mirrors, hairdryers, vacuum
cleaner& with crevice tool attachments, long

thin knife blades, and even sips of thin
stiff paper can be.used quite effectively to
locate simple noise leaks even without the
noise' source.

IfforOu suspect noise -leakage through to
try the following 'test.
With a long thin kniTe blade or a strip of
thin flat sheet metal, probe alopg the base
of
the wall- and try to insert the .,blade
under fie' wall.
'If you find places where

partitWn wall,

the blade` Denetrates a few inches'Under the
wall,
it
is
highly lobbabie that. ,noise0-,
leakage occurs at these locations. Mark the
locations and repeat the test on the other
side of the wall.
Similar -.penetration of
the
knife ,blade would be
positi
a
,
indiipation of
noise leakage, most likery',
Ncaused by either warped flooring or wall
base-plates.
To eliminate such noise leaks

you could relkve the base board molding on
both side§ of the waIl'and lay a contindaus
bead of resiliInt,tYpe caulk between the
bottom edge f the' wall and the floor, on
each side.
The molding may be reinstalled
over the c

'

Anothei
test
to `letermina whether
window or door gaskets are sealving properly,
involves opening the unit, inserting a strip
oeloaper.agatnst the gasket and closing the
unit.
Ifithe paper is held tight/y or you
feel a noticeable 'amount -.4i- resistance as
you try. toj withdraw it, Mlle gasket is
flinctioning properly at
that point.
This
test must be repeated at'intervals along the
entire length of gasket%ing to determine the
However,
overall performance of the gasket
sound teaks that occur in double-door or
double-window instaIlations'with two or more
sets of gaskets may.not always 'be detected
by this method,

'A more reliable test'-is to operabe
noisy device such as a vacuum cleaner or
power dtill in the offending room and listen
on'the other side of the partition wall for
any
noise leakage.
Although yOb can,use
your ears to locate the noise leaks, you can
make the job much easier by using a sound
A very useful device is
probe,or detector.
The child's toy 'Sold in some
a stethoscope.:
"educational kits" is quite Adequate for
this
purpose.
An arm's length of soft
plastic or surgical tubing, orre end of whi!h
ear, will work
can
be inserted , in your
nearly as well.
In a pinch, you :can use a
The center tube from a roll
cardboard tube.
of wall' paper or amailing tube of about
that diameter is about the right Size to
accomodate one ear, and iS long enough to
allow you to move about freely while you
search for the noise leaks. With a small
lump of caulking compound, modeling clay, or

Sometimes you can find, a noise leak
simply by looking for a light leak. Ask a
companion with a flashlight to diredt a
bright beam of light alOng the edges of the
wall, while you look for light leakage in a
darkened room on the other
side.
A small
hand mirror will be useful for looking into
remote corners or otherwise' inaccessible
places.
...Detection
of any
light leakage
signifies noise leakage.
You might want to

judge for yourself the effectiveness orthis
particular test. This can best be done at
night.
Close the'door of a brightly lit
room, such as a bathroom, and look at the
door from an area in total darkness on the
105
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Since the sound path is reversible 4,t may be
interchange the positions of
to
convenient
the noise 'source and .the observer in' dealing
with noise intrusion problems.,

at hand, yCe*can take tempoeary seals
This will
leaks as you find them.
make it easier to 'locate `the major or
dominant ,leaks that must be sealed before
* any appreciable reduction of the intruding
That principle
expected.
noise can obe
applies to the .rfidiatkon of noise from
putty,

oflo; any

If outdoor noise is entering your room'
through a leak in the exterior wall, it is
locate the leak By
to
easier
sdffietimgs
making noise insides the room*, and 'detecting
outside.
'This
the
on
that
noise
of course, causes less
arrangement,
disturbance in your neightborhood. Whether
the noise source should be placed indobrs or
outdoors will depend on the background noise
levels in each location at the time of the
investigation. -The rule Ef 'thumb is' tp
place the listener, or investigator in the
location with the lower background noise
is
level,, which generally, but not always,
m
In such cases, power mowers,
chain
indoors.
saws, or motorcycles running at fast idle
For
mike excellent outdoor noise sources.
such machinery should not be left
safety,
running unattended.'

vibratfng'Surfaces as.'T4e11.

At times, the noise problem may involve
of
both airborne and
transmission
building
a
structureborne sound through
construction. In such cases, you have to
determine which path is dominant before you
can proceed to the next step with any hope
Remember 'that your ear, when
success.
of
pressed tightly against a' vibrating surface,
of
vibration
sensitive detector
is
a
range
of
covering
a
fairly
broad
tips are a
finger
'frequencies.
Your
of
low-frgquency
sensitive
detector
lightly agaillst a
vibration, when held
' vibratingtlface. 'However? because of its
sensitivity and flexibility, the stethoscope
for detecting
suited
even
better
is
in which a
the manner
Quite often,
structural vibration and .sound Leaks. As °\ '
an irritating noise
Aescr4hes
you probe around the edges of a wall or dOor listelVer
problem and the way '-it jaffects hiip might
with a stethoscope,, noticeable increase in
the probleh
the noise level will signify a noise leak at
reveal the 'Rrobable cauals of
and ways of alleviat4ekg it. Table 7-1 gives
If you fail to find any,
that location.
a,capsular description of some of the mote
press your stetfigicope against the
leaks,
probable,
their
.problems,
common noise
several placest A substantial
wall at
andthe acoustical measdres need
upon Antact ,
causes,
.increase in the ,noise, level
r .
to rectify them.
with ,the wall surface will'Andicate that the
.
0
.
as
the .wall
noise i s:%coming through
order
of
7-2. Outlines,, An
ti Table
structural vibration.
importance,4.the strategies and techniques
that one could use in resolving a noise
there is no appreciable increase in
If
The table also gives an estimate
iproblel.
as
detected by th0
level,
the noise
the amount of noise reduction that one
of
stethoscope, and the intruding noise is`
This order
can, expect from each technique.
still, noticeable, then you have to examine
may be
chosen Vecause noise from the major
It
is
other surhces of the room.
source,must keikkenuated before reduction
possible ethAt the noise is entering the room
The,
of noise from subsidiary sources will have
through the ceiling or the floor.
any appreciable effect.
.
surface having the largest
vibrating
area
or
.
most intense vibrational
undergoing the
in
solving
convenience
Fore
you?
motion must be quieted beforg the reduction
of noise from any other vibrating surfaces .5.' specific noise problems, we have compiled in
Table 7-3, at the end of this chapter, an
will have any significant effect.
noise,
of
common
tcatalog
alphabetized
remedies,
and
references
sources,4ractical
while
remember
thing to
useful
A
to other chapters in. the Guide where more
searching for sound 'leaks lis that sound
technical background information on noise
through
a
wallas
easily
generally travels
abatement and control is presentee.
fiOm one direction as from the opposite one.
)
.*
the

'
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TABLE 7-1
COMMON pchsE COMPLAINTS, LIKELY CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS
.

3

e,

room is

A.

Remedies

Probable Causes

Complaint

Noisy appliances, ventilation system

Reduce noise output of source: in
stall vibration mounts; isolate source
in sound-insulattug enclosure.
Venreduce blower speed;
tilation noise:
install acoustic lining and flexible
connectors in ducts.

Ro m is excessively reve berant; if the sound of
a
erson's handclap persists lOnger than a second

Install.sounid absorbing materials,
e.g., carmts and pads, 4dtapery, upholstered furniture; acoustical cgilTotak*surface,area of ab 'sorbent
ing.
material should be at least one-fourth
of total room surface area.

t.:

.

Outdoor noise intrusion
)

flstall gaskets around existing wifi-

do*s and doors; install storm windows
and doors; replace hollow core or
paneled eitra tn ce doors with solid core

doors:
B.

"If is difficult
to, concentrate"

C.

"It's,stuffy and
oppresSQe, in

here"'""

p.

"You can hear
voiles, but they
are unintelligible"

If conversatiAn at aft,ordinary distance of 3-5 ft
(1-1.5 11) is difficult, the
ambient noise level is too
high [greater than 70 dB(A)]
.Excetsive noise May be due
to causes' de4lbed above.

If the remedies oujlined above do not
alleviate thd problem, install a prefabricated, sound-insulated ,engineer's,
booth or fieldAffice enclosure.

If t14.re is adequate ventilation, the room is acsus=
tically "dead." There \,s
too much absorption, i.e.,
excessive drapery, rugs and
pads ,and upholstered
Turntture.

Remove at. least 50% of all sound ab-,e
sorbent material such as drapery,

The sound transmission
'through*.a:.5a-ktition or

OuttwOrk),, and ventilation

noise in the mid-frequency
,

C

"I hear Whistling
nbis'e""
.

High-pitched sound usually
is gener'ted by ventilators
and grilles; worn or defective washers, and valve
seals in plumbing, heating
g,nd refrigeralt s'stems.
High-velocity gas flaw
through furnace burner jets
or nozzles causes similar_
noises.

thiec.carpet and padding;or replace
existing furnishings with lighter'oeight material.

Cau ! or seal ail visible cracks at
cei ng and floor edges of party wall,.
Remove cover plates of all electrical
outlets in party walls to check for
back -to -back, installation; in such

,range.'

E.

a

'cases pack cavities with glass fiberwadding and seal with a resilient
caulk.
If additional sound attenuation is required, acoustical modification of'the party wall may be
necessary (see text).

Set daMpers at most quiet setting;
place ear at grille, if. aoise is louder remove grille.
If noise vanishes )1
with grille removed, reduce blower
speed or,install new grille with
larger and more streamlined openings
Reduce pressure in
and deflectors'.
plumbing systeM and isol
pipe
valves from supporti
wafr aand*
strUctures with resiriment sleeves or
collars.
Replace worn or defective
faucet washers .or valve seals.

0

'1

V.

,

TABLE 7-1 (Cont'd)

F.

"I hear my
neighbor:s. TV

and stereo"

t
G.

".Footstep nolles

from the apartment
above annoy me"

Remedies

Probable Causes

Complaint

Acoustically-weak par,itition

wall due to inadequate constructIon, noise leakage
through cracks at floor and
ceiling edges or through
back-to-back electrical outlets. Neighbor's TV set may
be too close to party wall.
lighellrame construction of floor assembly;
solid concrete floor slab
covered sith tile; lack of
carpeting and padding.

0

Use same methods as in D above.
Suggest that neighbor place resilient
pans under hid TV and stereo sets and
relocate them away from the party'
wall.

Suggest that carpet avi padding be
If
installed on the floor above.
additional footstep isolation is desired, test both ceiling and the
walls in our room with a stethescope,
to peeermine.which is radiating most
If noise radiation +rem ceflnoise.
ing is greater, install a gypsum
board ceiling mounted on resilient,
hangers, place fiber glass blanket in
In some
void between ceilings.
cases, wall paneling mo tad on resilientfurringmemh s may bq
quiied in additibn.

1

t

,

4
'

O

I
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TABLE 7-2
(

GENERAL NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNIQUES (Arranged in Order of EffecOveness)

Reduction in
Procedure

'
at

Soun.d level, dB

Estimated Decrease in
Loudness

Relative Reductionin
Sound Power

20 dB or more

Almost 75%, possibly more.
Resonances'yield pure tones
perceived as louder than
mixed sounds of, equal total
intensity.

99% or more.

Reduce flow
velocity to half.

18 dB

AlMost 73%

Almog% 97%

Break pure"toriqo
into random spectrum, same power.

Maybe negligible

Reduce dominant
frequency by a
factor of two, as

6 dB

Breakup
resonances.

A
.

as read on a
sound level meter

111KbY halving fan..

,speed.
6 dB

Fteduqe redittimg

surface area-by t
ecebe of two.

4.

Depending upon composition,
loudness may be reduced
more than 50%.
(Equivalent
to about 15 dB SRL.)

None

Lowered doiinant pitCh reduces loudness equivalent
of additiinal 6 dB SPL.
Total loudness can be,
reduced about 50%:

Reduces sound radiation efficiency by a
factor of about four.

Noticeable.reduction in

Reddceg* sound raaiation efficiency'by a
factor of about four.

,loisdness.(about 2.5%).

'

Notiqeable reductionqin

'6.dB

Intrease mass Nof
'sound barrier, by

loudness (bouC25%).

a factor of,twp.

4

Up to 6 dB
(small source),
up to 3 dB
(line source).

Double distance
from 4.source of
Bound.

/"

6

Loudness rtchictioin up to.
25%.

60.

A

'Reduces sound'radia=
tion efficiency by a
factor of about four.

RedUces sound power to

1/47if sound source
is small and in open
space; to'1/2 if long ,
aine'source; by niL if
,,,large source or echo:

ing space.
Up o 6 dB,
'mostly at hlgh

Install eoundahsorbent.

frequencies..

matefials..

Noticeable reduction in
echoes and high-frequency
noise, usually noticeable
effect on loudness.
'

Usually reduces sound
power to as ,little as
1/4,

'

,

7

Increage dominant
frequency bya,,,
factor of two.
' .

Up to 6 dB.
'

Can reduce audibility Zor40 May be none.
sounds if original is aho
Higher-frequency
6 kHz.
.sounds are more readily
absorbed by air,dnd weakened
or,deilected by bnrr ers.
A last resort.

,
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Likelil-

hood of efficient
sound radiat)bn
increased, but can

reduce soundtransmitted through enclosures or barriers by'a
factor of four.

'I

TABLE 7-3
INDEXED CATALOG OF SPECIFIC-NOISE PROBLEMS AND REMEDIES

AIR CONDITIONER, Central (Chapter 4)
Methods of avoiding:

Select unit withlow noise
resilient . pads
rating;
on
mount
/preerably on a coAcretelplock located
away from bedroom area.

(Chapter 5)

Compressor:

Recommended
_(Chapter 6)

dwelling

!

-

m/

requirements

insulation :
dwellings:
(`Chapter; 5)
SOund-

Grilles, Diffusers and Convectors:
Select streamline units with smooth,
wide openings and,low-spread Sischarge.
.
L.
Choose slow-speed, large diameter
Fan:
units.
Isolate
fan
housing 'from
ductwork: with
sleeves.
flexible

onresilient mounts.

,Install

(

Motor:

Choose, Aow-spei4

symmetrical belt drive.
mounts.

unit, with

'Use resilient

locations:

of.

I.
Reommended

locatiOn
Seat
(Chapter 9),

?Or

'

passenger:

AIR HAMMERS

Select units tith exhaust silencer and
jacket.
Choose
insulating
sound
minimum stroke needed to perform work.
,

(Chapter 3)

ALARMS
Ducts:
Treat Usicts and dampers with
sound-absorbent material; design ducts

for

large-volume; slow speed, air-fpw
small) volume,
to
preference

in
"high-otpeed flow.

tmdtgency vehicles .(Chel$ter 2)

(Chapter 2);

Nois levels:
°

Startle effecEad '(Chapter 2)
AIR TONDITIONER, Room or Window (Chapter 4)
(Chapter 2)

Travelink:
with
Compressor:
'Select
a
unit
adequate power capacity.( to da"The job.

Select

'Fan:

a

large

diameter,

squirral4agegelt driven fan.
Gasket:
Install perimeter gasket of
so,h2rrubber'to isolate unit from wall
o
Indow structure.
.

Mounting:

IP

Mount on resilient pads.

unit
to milimize
Thermostat: Adjust
starting and sopping noise which can
than the noise of
be more troubleso
steady running.

APPLIANCE

(Chapters 3 and 4)

Chops
units with low-naise rating
where given.
-10
rnstall properly: Use vibration mounts.
or resilient pads, flexible,connettors,>
and
vibratiop damping' coatings,
perimeter gaskets to isolate units from
cabinet enclosures.

See entries under. ndiidual appliances
"1

by, tYPe

BIRDS (Chapter 5)
-4

-

filter in t4e
If the air
Air Filter:
dust,
with
clogged
becomes
unit'
may
freeze on expander
condensate
rest?ict the
tubing and
thus further
air flow.
This may ,cause whistling
noise.
Clean filters weekly ling
season to retain free air flow.

Caulk
or
Re'ducingrnoiseointrdsiOn:
gasket existing windows; install storm
windows.
This
vilI also °conserve.,
minimizing - temperature
energy
by
tvariation in the home.

J

BLENDiik
with

unit
(Chapter 4),

Select

kAIRCRAFT NOISE
r

Note alignment of main runways and
commercial . ar
flight, patterns
at
military airports.

Container:

select

*aside.

a

low-noise

#

glass

rating;

rather

than

t

41.
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TABLE

CHAIN SAW

metal

Housing or base: choose heavy
instead-of light plastic bases.

.

.

. Select quiet uniLwith,adequaee
(Chapters 3, 4, and 5)

place on resilient pads

Mounting.:

)

power.

.

a
vikration
as
Use
noise
troubleshooting

Wear ear protection.

source ..,/ for
prob lems;

CHILDREN,
and 5)

(Chapter '7).
.

,e

VOA

(Chapter 2)

luityuy NOISES (Chapters 4 '
.

.

(

BLOWERS

reduce'noise buildup ,by sound-absorbent
treatment of playrooms and classrooms,
,with
,sleeping quarters
clOse 'doff
well-fitted Windows, gasketea vdpors;
ventilation
ducts
with
treat
sound-absorbing lining. 1

large-diameter fan
with Aide O'blades .or squirrel-cage
direct
to
design; prefer belvtrive
(Chapters 3 and 4)
qpto4 drive.
Choose

slow-speed,

P

BOWLING ALLEY

(Chaptr 3 and 4)

/lc
4
.

%

.

Reduce noise buildup and reverbdration
sound7absorbenp treatment of walls
by
where'
Avoid . areas
ceiling.
an8
only
by
can be done
conversation
shouting"(
Alley ..luast

CLOCKS; Alarm (Chapter 4)
preference to the types opt alarms.
chime or4 turn on radios, if you
Place
in a multiple dwelling.
'alarm clock on a soft padded surface.
Be especially careful not to set the
alarm on a surface which, joins or
touches Vle,party wall between
Give
that
live

be vibraqonisolated frot
means

by

structure
building
resilient mounting.

of'.

apartment and tie adjacent one, or ow a
wall adjoining another sleeping room.

!

,

BUSES'

void.residencesneai Major bus routes.
ngines, should be well tuned, well
uffled.

CLOTH ES DRYER AND WASHER (Chapter 4)
Select units with low - noise' ratings.
Vent clOthes dryer where noise will
'Isolate
disturbance.
give" minimum
laundry rookasmuch as possible from
other living space.

(Chapter 6)

A

ire tread design
or quiet running.

should be selected
(Chapter 9)

Brakes should beadjustd-and

properly

Install units on resilient pads or
flexible connectors in
mounts; use
line;
water and electrical \supply
chambers in water supply
install. air

maintained to avoid squealing.
Choose seats near center;

(Chapter 9)

line.

CABINETS
Choose solid-core,
0( hapter 4) .

well-damped

to ' inner
mastic
Ap ly
(chapters 3 and 4)
'

au . vibration
sound-absorbing
damping materials on inside surfaces.
Use

door.

panels.

6MBUSTION NOISE - FURNACE (Chapter 4> '*
Have fuel-nozzle adjusted for minimum
noise (this can be done with no loss of
Separate futnade
burning erTiciency).
of
residence with
room. from
rest
Aix
fireproof. partition, if possible.
intake in most residential furnaces is
surrounting air space;
direct fr'om

Tighten loose strike plat
.

Line-shelves and bac4s of cabinets with
cork or,rubber tile to absorb impact
(Chapter 4)
noise.

replacement with duct from oLvdoors can
'radiation to rest of
reduce noise
house; '.it also -might reduce need for
buMiaifying heated air in the house.

CAN OPENER
on soft rubber pad.
Place
(Chapter 4)
mounting on walls,

-

Avoid

'Flexible
111
4.

-

1 1 (4

connector anti sound-absorbing

.

4

1

ABL,F, 7-3 (Cont'si)

ducts
linihs in
air
can
reduce.
,transmis,sionof combustion noise from
the furnace to room areas.

Avoid installation of air conditioners
in areas with courtyard exposures.

'

CREAKING

COMPACTOR

A

Commoq

causes
of .creaking in a house
arellbose wood joints:. See eptry under
floor irises, also see Chapter 4.

Vibration
isolate
the
unit '" from
enqdosing cabinet and floor by means of
resIlfent mounts and gaskets.
(Chapter
.4)

For creakidg' door' 'tinges end blinds,
lubricate hinge pins. Weatherstripping
improves th$ door.
seal :and
also
restricots the freedom of
the door to
move and generate
-creaking sounds.
Refit latches and locks.

COMPRESSED AIR LINE
Select quiet blower% nozzle;
install
silencer on exhaust port; keep .tigh
couplings. '(Chapter 3)

Creaking
'thermal

ductwork is cawed by
expansion and
contraction.
Mount .ductwork on flexible hangers..
Flexible
expansion joints may help
relieve the problem.
ro

Maintain uniform diameter; avoid abrupt
Changes in cross- section.
Avoid rigid
connection between pipe and wall,
to
prevent
"sounding
"moardg
effect.
.

of

4

.

(.Chap ter 3) Illp°
.

CIA)SSTALK

COMPRESSORS
all acoustic barriers ,in ceiling
prenu s, crawl'spaces,, and- ventilation
ducts.
(Chapter 4)
In

muffler on air intake to reduce
oe
whistling
radiation
noises.
(Chapter 3)

Use
'

Choose
rotary
pump
than
rather
reciprocating pump; balance carefully,..
1isolate unit from surrounding
Vibr.iton
i
'Istructures

by _resilient

mounting;\

install flexible connectors 'in lines.
in
sound 'insulated
Place
unit
enclosure.
(Chapter 3)

g

Flanking
'transmission
and
small
acoustic leaks are, common causes of
crosstalk between upposedly'lsolatecl
adjoining spaces.
(Chapter 4)
For
general discussion of "Troubleshooting"
and
leak-finding
techniques,,
see
Chapter 7.

DAMPER NOISR

CORRIDOR NOISE
Dampers are the vanes used to control
thet flow of
air
ventilation and
heating
ducts.
1%mper
noise
is
typicalsly a whistling or hissing sound,
and may be reduced by slowing air flow,
see Chapter 4.
If dampers are remotely
located
from
the
grilles,
some
improvement
can.
be
obtained . by
inserting ,acoustical lining or, sound
silencers in the' intervening ductwork.

Treat corridor floor with carpeting and
sound-absorbent
the
ceiling
with
sound
Install
acoustic
tile.
insulating doors with gaskets to reduce
sound leakage into living areas. Walls
of 'apartments that are common with
walls
'corridor
be
Of
should
construction.
sound - insulating
(Chapter 4)

COURTYARD NOISE

Some flutter noise .may be generated in
a flexible damper; substitution of more
rigid,
heavier, or streamlined dampers
may help.

t

Courtyards
noisy.

.

tend to be reverberant

and

Seal windows that overloOk cl;azqy'ards,)
and -draw ventilation from oCrer.(expoSures.0If necessary, increase weight
of glazing
in windowpanes or,install
(Chapters 5 and 6)
storm windows.

DIFFUSER NOISE

)1r

Some reductian of noise level can be
large' cour6-7ard-.
in a
'obtained
planting trees and shrds.

Diffuser outlets in ventilating systems
frequently are sources of whistling or
hissing noise.
Reduction of air flow
.velocity,is the m65t effective remedy.
r Replacto existing
diffuser
with
a
large- diameter,

better-streamlined
112
I

41.

).ow- spread,

unit.' In a

13inch,

ow

A.

a

TABLE 7-3 (Cont'd)
.,
relieve door - slamming and doctr-rattling.
removing the diffuser altogether aid
4
noise.
'
replacing it with a "spreading plate",
.with
'
treated
panel
'a
i.e.,
DRAIN PIPES
sound-absorbing material on the side
toward the duct opening and suspended
the opening caribe
The principal generator of noise/ in
4-6 inches below
drain pipes is' turbulence from rapid
used to diffuse the air flow qtietly.
and unsteady flow. The noise, however,
(Chapter 4)
generally becomes annoying because "the
drain pipe is faste9pd rigidly to some
DISHWASHER
$ surfaces which act as sounding boards.
°.
Generally, choose a dishwasher after a
Insertiot of resilient pads in the pipe
operation.
quiet
denlOnstration fQ
supports should reduce noise, as should
Built-in dishwashers should be quieter
spacing the pipe from fli.or supports by
because of the limited surface for
means of resilient padding. Where a
.1144.
fittWelie, rigid pipe
radiating sound.
choice is
available, use the largest
coupling
can
coupling---Nne, drain
diameter
of
pipe,
to
maintain
household
to
the
transmit
noise
relatively slow, smooth flow; (Chapter
Instal?. flexibleconnectors
plumbing.
4). ft Use
heady- walled pipe such as
to.minimize
pipe and Xrain.lines
in
ceramic or metal pipe rather
than
'Load dishes so
vibration conductipn.
plastic,pipe.
that they bre'not free to flail in the
loose DRILLS, PNEUMATIC'
lighten'
stream.
washing
especially °door latches and.','
fittings,
1.
on
Mount
unit
support's.
,shelf
Drills with
exhaust
silencer; and
resilient pads and isolate it from
sound-insulating jackets are available.
cabinet enclosure with rubber gasket".
(Chapter 4)
Repairs'on city streets using pneumatic
drills should not be cAried out during
DOG.BARKING (Chapters 5 and 10)
sleeping hours; (Chapter 107.
In many
'cities, ordinances forbid such noise
Voice your complaint to the owner of
during night hours.
,
,the dog.
Dogs that bark persistently
should not be left out in the yard a..-/
Caulk or gasket existing windows facing'
out of consideration for -tife
night,
source; install storm windows.
neighbors. Keep your own dog indoors,
he makes a fine burglar or fire alarm
DRUMMING, BELT (Chapter 3)
f
in your house.
looseness
makes belt drumming , and
install storm
Caulk or gasket Windows;
slapping more likely. Adjust tension
windows.
for minimum noise.
If necessary, t
dwing idler wheel may be installed to
DOOR KNOCKER (Chapter 4)
maintain belt
tension while reducing
belt vibratioA.
Replace device with a door'chime. Door
knodkersthat strike too heavily may be DUCT NOISE (Chapter 4)
relieved by putting 'a small resilient
feltor rubber pad at the point where
The principle Causes of duct noise are
The it conthcts the strike plate.
creaking,
rubbing
and
snapping of
knocker itself may be replaced by`
ductwork
due
to
expansion
and
' lighter-weight Vart.
contraction.
Turbulent flow through
ducts Gauges roaring sounds.
DOOR SLAMMING (Chapter 4)
Dampers in ducts cause whistling noise
Install door closure dampers on all
- for high-speed flow,
see entry under
spring-liaded
or
doors
exterior
damper
noise.
Whistling
noises
self-closing doors,, sucli as screen
generated at duct openings, branches or
or
resilient
gasket
A
doors.
elbows can' be transmitted through the
'weatherstrip surrounding the door will
ductwork.
Sound conducted through the
,ductwork as though it were a speaking
reduce the impact noise, as well as
help seal the door against acoustic
tube can
be minimized by installing
sound-absorbing
leaks. Substituting a solid-core door
material and
sound
for a hollow-core door may help. to.
baffles.
w
113
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mounting of
the motors and toors can ..4,:
Upe of sound-absorbent lining, flexible
reduce'
the
noise
produced.
connectors and stiffeners or bracing in
SOund-absorbing
material
can
be
ductwork generally
alleviates
such
,installed in the elevator shaft, though
problems.
is
seldom done.
this
Bedroolas should
not be adjacent to elevator shafts
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (Chapters 3 and 4)
unless storage areas are placed in the
.
intervening spaces.
Common sources of ,nOise are
loose
laminations on transformers
(which can
. Especially in
tall
buildings, where
sometimes
be
tightened),
sparking
-high-speed elevators are used, the air
(indicated by a hi4sing, frying sound),
overpressure and rarefactions caused by
and,
occastonallY,
of
4isinging"
the piston action of the.elevator cab
loosely-supplited filament4 in
lamp
have to be vented somewhere; provision,
bulbs.
Sparking can be prevented by
of alternative vtnts for this pressure
tight ing electrical contacts, and by
may be feasible, and can prevent the"
makin su e that switch contacts are
whistling of air past the safety strips
clean.. L p bulbs that. "sing" should
on elevator doors.
be
rep aced:,
Loose
laminations
".
sometime develop in the ballasts used x EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION (Chapters 3 and 4)
With fluorescent lamps; these should be
replaced, preferably with more 'conLong sections of sheet metal supported
'servatively-rated
ballasts.
at widely separated points. are likely
.
Huorescent.lamps yield more light per
to make "clacker" _type noises-as they
watt of power
than 'do incandescent
expand and contract With temperature.
lamps, but they tend to be noisier than
This is a serious source, of noise in
the latter.
Noisy wall switches that
4 ventilation ductwork, Sepatating the
are likely to be turned on in the
duct into segments which ,are supported
middle of the night
QS in bathrooms.Indep.ndently. and connected together
_
can usually be replaced by "silent"
with r silient or compliant joints can
mercury
or
rotary switches bf the
reduce
sound
from
this
cause
appropriate rating.
considerably.
4
See ,individpal entries for ''specifie
Sheet-metal:roofing Latf be sealed with
electrical appliances.
mastic placed'at frequent intervals
-"where it is laid on the,roof. /This can
ELECTRONIC AIR FILTERS
be' used to minimize rattling in the
wind.
Careful attention to the edge of
Homeowners oceasiOnai/y complaip about
roofing can prevent the rattling (and
sharp,
Snapping noises'
the "--lotia,
tearing) produced when strong gusts of
produced by the electronic air filter
wind penetrate under the roofing, and
unit installed in their heating and
lift It.
air-conditioning
system.
Dust
particles gassing through the ionizing
In "vee-groove" roofing, ndfls should
,cell.of the filter are given an intense
be applied
through a spot
of mastic
electrical charge and are collected .by
applied at the spring section -at the
plates.
highly-charged
electrical
peak of ,the, vee.'
Motion of the roof
large
dust
particles
Abnormally
relative to'the nail will them tend to
occasionally
short
across
the
clinch the 'roofing mater'ial around the
electrical -Plates and cause arcing,
nails.
'
produces
the
objectionable'
which
snapping noise.
The installation of
FANS , EXHAUST (Chapters 3 and 4)
acoustical lining or. sound silencers in
supply and return ducts for the purpose
Remember the useful rhyming conditions
of4ttenuating
mechanical equipment
"slow and low".
Use as slow a fan
noise will 'alleviate the electronic
Speed as can be obtained. Slat louvers
filter noise problem as well.
should be
made of easily - cleanable
material and massive bough to prevent
ELEVATORS (Chapter 6)
rattling.
In
choosing. :;.a kitchen hood
filter, give preference to one that is
An elevator shaft acts as a speaking
long, wide and made of thick highly
tube to transmit 'sounds from the drive
porous material; this choice will tend
Proper
motors aqd elevator doors.
'to
'maintain
smooth 'air flow.
Of
114
.

.
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course, for ease of cleaning the Inter .
should be interposed between the hood
and the fan.

GARBAGE COLLECTIbN (Chapters 4 and 5).

Vibration-demped; laminatedmetal trash
cane, which are relatively quiet when
handled, are commercially available.
resilient
Cans made of heavy-gage,
plastic make less noise when dropped or
struck than do ordinary metal cans.

FAUCETS (Chapter 4)

V

t nuisances late at
One of the great
night is a dripping faucet with no
Simply
immediate chance of fixing'it.
placing a sponge or a facecloth under
the
sound
reduce
may
drip
the
The _traditional quick
appreciably:
shoelace
'remedy is to tie'a string or
so
that_ the drip is
the faucet
to
channeled as a' miniature stream down
A more effective solution
the string.
is to replace the worn washer that is
causing the drip.

If collection takes place at hours when
it
interferes with sleep; there may be
a case for community. action; (Chapter
10)

GARBAGE DISPOSER (Chapter 4)
If possible, select a unit for quiet
feature
operation:
Such
units
flexible
pipe
resilient
'nounts,
connectors and a sound-insulating outer
shell.
Coating the underside of the
sink
basin with vibration
damping
compound
will
improve
the
noise
reduction.
Installing acoustic tile
inside the cabinet'
enclosure
will
reduce noise buildup.

"Singing" of a faucet is' almost always
a sign of a deteriorating washer, which
should be replaced.

FLOOR NOISES (Chapter JO
stairways;
and
floorg
Squeaking
Squeaking-floors often can be silenced
by inserting oil in grooves or edges of
flooring; renailing, inserting wedges
installing
board,
warped
under
to
or bracing
support
'additiOnal
sagging floors.

noise on tiled
curious slappipg
floors, such as parquet and the various
linoleum, rubber and asphalt tiles, can
be heard if a'tile becomes loose. The
loose unit can .be located by walking
briskly 'across the floor and noting
Which tile emits the sound. To prevenvus-110
linoleui from cracking,
tile or
the
apply heat from a hand-type hairdryer
soften the
to
or pan of hot water
surf-ate. Even if partly secures, tiles
may be lifted enough to allow mastic to
be inserted.under the loose edges. A
weight placed over the tile will hola'
it ih placeuntil the mastic sets.
A

`,4/

APPLIANCES
(See
entries
under
GARDEN
individual .appliances by type)
The major noisemakers are lam mowers
es-and chain saws! Mowers can be selected
fof quiet operation. Reel mowers tend
somewhat
be quieter'
(and often
to
safer) than rotating-blade mowers.
Ear
protection should be worn if needed
(Chapter 2)
and attention should be
paid to
the community's needs, for
reasonable.quiet.
to
Since chain saws are difficult'
they should be used only oat
'silence,
neighbors
will not be
times when
disturbedvadequate rest periods should
be taken by the'Operator.

,If it
cord

is

to

possible
the

to

extend a nower
working
site,

9ectrically-operated,
tools
may.
eliminate a large degree of the noise.

FURNACES {See entry under heating systems)._

GRILLES

GARAGE DOOR (Chapter 4}

doors of
type'
closing of roll-up
the home can be
garages attached to
reduced substantially by mounting the
isolators' and
track: on resilient
placing'.a rubber gasket 'at the bottom
edge of the door to absorb the impact
shock of closing the door.

:

115
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ventilator grilles on forced-air
heating and cooling systems frequently
source of high-pitched
are a major
noise.
The most common cause of noise
is
high-velocity air flowing through
of
a
more
the
grilles;
choice
streamline grille with larger openings
noise.
the
whistling
will redhce
(Chapter 4)
The

The noise ?enerated by the opening and

as

4

VP
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GRINDERS

4

in
Except'when it is directly engaged
grinding, any
rotary grinding tool
should be so well-shielded and well
balanced that it is essentially quiet.
careful
can be
improved' by
*This
mounting of the grinder on resilient
,pads. (Chapter 3)

A pOrtable grinder can be operated
upon
wh/n
set
a
quietly
vibration-isolating mount.
(Chapter 4)
0

Control of
(Chapter 4,
HEATING SYSTEMS
heating,- veailating and air-cdnditioning
system noise)
c

systems
conventional
heating
noise, some more than others.
gen-diffe
For a given system, however, the amount
of noise generated will depend upon the
type of equipment used and method of
installation.

Most

.

of
lowering
the
advantage
One
thermostat at night during the heating
that it minimizes the number
season is
of times the disruptive cycling of the
operation
heating system goes into
during sleeping hours. Flame noise can
proper choice of
by
be minimized
proper
nozzles
and
combustion
adjustment.

quietest system is hot -rater heat,
care is taken to vibration isolate
floor
wall
and
the
system from

The
if

structures by means of resilient mounts
throughout the house. A noisy impeller
can be replaced with a quieter one,'or
the rate of flow can be reduced, which
will lower the' noise output.

V

Steam systems generate 'noise through
air vent's, which whistle and hiss every
circulatie; a
steam
is
time the
two-pipe steam system is much .to b&
preferred to the one-pipe steam system.
Steam radiators also "hammer" if water
gets trapped in the circulatory system,
a
particularly serious fault of the
Place wedges
one-pipe steam system.
under-the legs of the radiator opposite
to increase the drainage
the input end
This will allow any. trapped
angle.
thus prevent.
water. to drain away and
'water hammering.
Baseboard heating systegis can cause
annoyante, especially in the still of
the night, if they are not installed

properly. This applies to electrical
The
as well as hot water- systems.
are the
major' causes 'of the noises
expangion and contraction of the beater
arts and piping,
assembly, component
and the amplification of such noises byt
wall and floor structures in direct
heating system.
the
with
contact
pumps
and
motors,
from
Noises
turbulpce in the case of hots water
frequency
low
the
anj
systems,
resonance or humming associated with
the electrical heaters also are sources
Such problems can be
of disturbance.
isofating
alleviated by structurally
by
the heaters- from walls and floors
using resilient'. spacers and leg mounts
materials.
of
heat-resistant
made
Asbestos °Hoard backed With pads of
silicone, neoprene or rubber would be
providing
suitable for this purpose,
that the asbestos -surface supports or
is inserted next to the heater.

Many modern Heating systems use forced
air circulation because it permits air
conditioning and humidification to
supplied through the same ducts. This
the noisiest
is
potentially one of
systems unless special care, is taken in
,See
design awl installgtion.
its
fans,
blowers,
under
entries
and
Treating
ventilation,
air-conditioning equipment.
CENTRAL.
SYSTEMS,
INSTALLATIONS (Chapter 4)
HEATING'

AND

CLOSET

forced-air
with
associated
Noise
heating systems is due to a combination
,of sources, such as mechanical noise of
the motor/blower, blower-blide passage
frequency, turbulence, air-flow noise,
combustion or burner noise, thermal
expansion and contraction of ductwork
and pulsation and vibration of the'
ducts.

in noise output
Substantial reductions
can be made by designing systems for
low-pressure
and
low-velocity,
resilient
of
Placement
operation.
mounts .under the motor/blower arid use
rejilient ha%gers, flexible boots
of
in ducts will
oustic lining
and
alleviate the noise problem.
Closet installations will require in
addition soundproof walls, doors, and an
acoustic-lined return duct.

,
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IMPACTOR

HUM

These devices should be operated at
times, that do not interfere with sleep
among the neighbors.
Shock ,mounting
helps.
One should select an appliance
that is designed for quiet operation.
A hydraulic device can be made quiet

Most household appliances have some
magnetic parts in them, suck as the
armatures on motors and the relactors in
fluorescent lamps. The maggetic sheets
will vibrate against one another, and
generate hum at multiples of the power
line frequency..
Where the frames are
bolted, as in transformerg, tightening
he bolts may help to eliminate the
hum.
On
reactors
for fluorescent
lights; replacement of the "potted"
unit may be the only remedy available.
Radiation of the hum by other pqrts of
the fluorescent lamp may be decreased
by resilient-mounting of the reactor
ballast; (Chapters 3 and 4)

more easip than can a device depending
upon mechanical impacts 'to compress the
trash.

(Chapters 3 and.,4)

INCINERATOR CHUTES (Chapters 3 and 4)

,

Frequently these are made of relatively
thin sheet metal, which vibrate and
rattle as the trash strikes against the.
flexible
surface.
Again,
metal
disposal of trash.should be restricted
during normal sleeping hours.

HUMIDIFIERS

,

The noise generally is caused by the,
fan
or
impeller.
Atomizer-type
humidification may generate a noise
from the spray nozzle, which may be
adjusted or
replaced with a quieter
unft.
Since the
spray
noise
is.
relatively high
in pitch,
acoustic
baffles may help; (Chapter 4).

.

The metal chute should be structurally
isolated from the building walls by
means
of
resilient
mounts.
The
exterior surfaces of the chute should
be coated with a vibration damping
compound
to
reduce
the
drumming
resonance of the chute; caused by the
impact of trash or refuse.

JACK HAMMER

HYDRAULIC CONTROLS
,

0

4

The-Most commqn cause of trouble is
value noise, which is discussed under
that entry.' Also see Chapter 3.

A.few models

As la rule,
hydraulic and pneumatic
controls are simple and rugged;. but
generally more -noisy than electrical
controls, withwhich they can sometimes
be
replaced.
Sound
insulating
enclosures cdn be designed to suppress

Workmen should wear hearing protection.
shbuld
be
Work with these
tools
confined to normal waking hours. Avoid
long, continued use of the jack hammer
adequate
by° interposing
recovery
periods. (Chapter 2)

which feature a sound
insulating jacket and exhaust silencers

are available and should be used.

such noise.,

Use of

for

suchnoisy equipment maybe

a

case for community regulation; (Chapter
10).
Frequently; an additional source
of noise is ihe compressor supplying
air'
power
to
the
,jack
hammer.
Compressors
with
sound
insulating
enclosures are avtable and should be
required.

CRUSHER
e
general discussion
appliances in Chapter 4.

kitchen

Like a blender, it can bemade quieter
by using. a heavy container for the
crushing compartment, and mounting the
crusher on a vibration isolator.

See discussion under compressors
compressed air line in this index.

and

IIOACT-NOISE
KITCHtN APPLIANCES

See Chapters 3 and 4
for
gevral
.principles of reduction of impdct fise
in machinery, kitchen cabinets, and
floors in homes and apartments.

te

With the
exception of *washers and
dryers, most kitchen appliances are
used
for brief periods
of
time.
However, several appliances may be in
clothes
use simultaneously such as
117

125
4

'
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levels

washer, dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage
disposer,
etc.,
which
jointly
can
generate a rather high level of noise.

For methods of selecting and installing
appliances
for
quiet opefation,
see
Chapter 4

at
the
user's
position
frequent15, exceed 90 dB(A),
although
this does not pose a hearing hazard

'

KNIFE SHARPENER
Ilace the appliance on a soft resilient
pad
to
isolate it from the kitchen
counter
top
or
working
surface.
(Chapter 4)
1.

LAUNDRY ROOMS
ti

°

The
principal sources of noise are
clothes dryers and clothes washers;

refer to these entries.
The rooms tend
td0have hard surfaces and are likely to
be very reverbepant. Noise buildup can
be
reduced -.by
installing
sound
absorbing -material such as perforated'.
metal tiles backed with glass fiber
pads,
which' will
withstand
the
moisture.
Resilient
mounts
and
flexible connectors should be used on
all machines; (Chapters 4 and16).
'

For
gas-operate4dryers and
heaters,
consider
using

water
an
exterior-opening duct to draw outside
air for combystion.
This will reduce
the
level of
combustion and burner
noise radiated indoors.

because of the brjef use of the mower,
once every week or two. However,
it
may prove ,Very hazardous to workers
whose daily occupation is the mowing of
lawns, park lands or the grounds of
large
institutions.
Barents should
consider this .point
carefully
before allowing their =children
children to mow
lawns ,to
earn money on weekends or
dUring summer acations. In any event,
ear protection hould be worn by all
workers
exp ed
to such
noise,
for
extended periods.
Refer to Chapter 2
for
a
'discussion
regarding
noise-induced
hearing
damage.
Reel -type
power mowers, because
of
their smaller radiating .surface, are
somewhat lekqs noisy than the rotary
type. Properly designed. electric -motor
type mowers generally are the least
noisy.
Mower manufacturers can make
substantial reductions in the noise out
of
their machines by adopting
the
following recommendations.
(a)

Install the most effective, not
the lightegt, muffler available.

(b)

Vibration isolate engine from the
mower deck.

(c)

Except for the cutting edge, the
blade should have rounded corners
and a .serrated
or
feathered
trailing-edge.

(d)

Underdeck
should
have
smooth
streamline air flow
passageways
devoid of dany obstacles of sharp
corners.

LAWN EDGERS

°

These
tend to
be
as
noisy
as
gasoline-pqwered lawnmowers but have a
high-speed
blade,, which
emi
a
somewhat louder and more irrit
ng'
high-pitched noise.
Some models are
noisier than others.
Be selective
in
choosing a quiet unit.
Ear
:plugs
should be worn;
they are especially
effective against high-pitched noise.

(e)

(f)

LAWN MOWERS
Rotary Power Type:
Select model with
low noise
rating,
preferably' with
under-deck
exhaust.
,Replace
the
conventional
:huffier
with a
new,
somewhat more expensive, but highly
effective model.
Sharpen cutting edges
of
the blade and balance the blade.
Tune engine and reduce speed; tighten
loose and rattling parts.
The above
measures should provide about a 6-dB or
about
a
25
percent reduction
in
loudness.. Generally speaking, noise

ConstrUct the deck of laminated
metal with a viscoelastic
core to suppress deck vibration.

,sheet

Enclose engine compartment' in a
sound-insulating jacket or cover.

LAWN THATCHERS

L

L.
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Fortunately,
these
are
used
infrequently on any given lawn.
The
noise problems are common to those of
lawn mowers and edgers, i.e.,
the
engine is the main source of noise.
Select units with well-muffled 'engines.
The
operator
should
wear
ear
protection.
See related entries.

,
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. replacing steel housings by
brass or
other
non-magbetic
material
may

Choose a Model with a well-muffled
engine,
large air-inlet aperture, a
squirrel-cage blower, -.and a streamlined
discharge nozzle.,-Stlect attachment
hoses that have Si0002:, inner surfaces.
Operate blower at sloWest speed that
will perform the chdre.

alleviate this noise problem.
MOTORBOATS
7

Relatively quiet outboard motors are
available..
They come equipped 'with
'vibration . isolating
mounts,
sound
insulating
jackets, and under-wdter
exhaust systems.
Inboard motors with
basically the sale .features can be
in an acoustically- lined,installed
sound - insulated
entlosure to provide a
greater amount
of noise reduction:
Electrical,
battery-powered w, motors
which operate qUietly are available for
light use, such as trolling or fishing7.
In addition they do not pollute the
water.

LEAF SWEEPERS AND MULCHERS
well-muffled
machinery with
Select
Leaf sweepers are available '
engines.
the
the vacuum and
in two types rotating brush types. Requirements for
quiet operation of the vacuum-typeSre
similar to those for a ldaf blower.
should be selected
Canvas
hoppers
rather than metal to absorb the noise
produced by the impacts of stones,
acorns or debris. Metal hoppers should
be coated with a vibration damping
The
cutting and blowing
compound.
noise of a mulcher also can be reduced
somewhat b3; coating, the inside surfaces
of
the metal housing with vibration
damping material.

MOTORCYCLES

Silent mercury-type light switches and
thermostats are available. 'Rotary-disc
type switch& also are relatively quiet
the
compared
to
operation
in
..spiing-operated type switches.

MUFFLERS
general,
In
mufflers
are
sound-absorbing chambers placed on the
exhaust of internal combustion engines
to prevent
the dischargie of noise from,
the combustion process. As a tempbrary
measure, additional muffldr action can
lining
improvised
by
be
large-diameter meta4'can with a pad of
glass fiber and inserting a slotted,
smaller-diameter can. This doubie wall
muffler should then be attached to the

MASKING NOISE
An
under "Is There
Perfume?" at end of Chapter

See discussion
3.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT'
See individual entries in this section
of
methods
and in Chapter 3 for
reducing the noise output of various
mechanical
and
types of machinery
equipment.

end of ;the exhaust *pipe.

To work properly,ffler must be
designed for a given noise spectrum,
sealed carefully to the exhaust pipe,
substantial,
end
muat4
itself have
non-rattling walls, and sound baffles.

MOTORS

-

.

eliminate
motors,
electrical
On
and replace worn
loads
unbalanced
vibration and
prevent
bearings to
thumping noises; oil dry bearings to
eliminate screech:

Two
music
becomes noise.
sources
of
music' generate
Rock bands approach sound
cacophony.
(Chapter
levels hazardous to hearing.
Similar 'levels can Occur with some
2)
"Hi-Fi" systems:-

Unwanted
,.rival

."

119
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MUSIC

Motors should be installed on resilient
mounts and vibration isolators.
.

S

Quiet mufflers are available,
Except
for delayed adolYscence,
there is no
reason to use a poorly-muffled vehicle.
With a properly designed muffler, power
from the engine will be More smoothly
deveinped,,and greater fuel efficiency
can be expected.

LIGHT SWITCHES

Acoustical

4

Stray electromagnetic fieldrfrom motorscan set steel housings into vibration;

LEAF BLOWERS

.127
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PUMPS
feature such loud
usic. Warn .your children about
the
Sump pumps and automatic-leveling water
Hdring
hazard.
See
Chapter,. 4,
pumps ,are serious noise offenders,
Recreation
Rooms,
for l methods of
particularly if a, large quantity of
sound-proofing rooms against loud noise
water
Is, drawn
late
at
night.
or music.
Vibration 'isolate the -pump from the
building and connect it toi'the plumbing
NAIL GUNS
0
via flexible tubing.
Seal'connectors
Relatively
Carefully
-for
maximum,
pumping LO
quiet, models
are
now
efficiency
commercially
operating.time) .
available.,
Avoid
prolonged use of the device on a daily
Pumps. for compressed air systems are
baSis unless
hearing protection is
exceptionally
noisy
devices.
worn.
See
entries under compressors and
lack
NEEDLE VALVES
hammers.

Avoid plIdes

that

(ttefest.

The characteristic noise emitted by a
'needle valye is a high-pitched hiss.
Examine valve and replace,it if it is
defective.
Vibration isolate valveand
associated piping from large radiating
surfaces by means of resilient pads or
sleeves.o Enclose valve in glass fiber
padding with an outer jacket of leaded

See Chapter 3, Section 5 and .Chapter 4,
Control of Plumbing Noise.

'

RADIATORS

Steam radiators are inherently noisier
than
hot-watet radiators;
one-pipe
steam ,systems are noisiest because of
air-venting
requirementgand
the
frequent onset of vapor lock (water
condensed from cool steam blocks the
access of new steam in the pipes which
causes intermittent hammering). Select
a hot-water system which features laKge
diameter pipes' and °lag velocity flow.
Vibration isolate the impeller pump,
from the building structure. Separate
the pump from the pipe system by means
Of
flexible,
connectors.
"Bleed"
dissolved air out of hot-water system
at re'gular intervals to avoid hammering
sounds from trapped air bubbles.
See
Chapter 4 relative to steam and hot
-vete? heating systems.

vinyl.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT,

See Chapter 8 for methods of quieting
office machines and equipment.

OUTBOARD MOTORS

rt

See. discussion under MOTORBOATS.

PIPES

See

Chapter 3-foi' design of quiet flow
systems, and Chapter 4 for control of
plumbing ,noise.

PLUMBING NOISE
See

Chapter

Noise.

RADIO
4,

Control

of

Adjust volume control of the'radio so
the sound, level of commercials
that
(which usually are about 5 dB higher
material)
is
at
a
than program
comfortable conversational level.

Plumbing

'

POLISHES

4,

Quiet models are
available.
These
large,, diameter
feature
slow- speed,
'rotating discs which can be'fitted with
brushes or buffing pads.

RAILROAD

A railrOdd ia'a'''gource of' 'vibration as
airborne
noise.
Select
.well- as
'dwellings that are at least one mile,

PAWEtt.TOOLS.

.

y

A

preferably two miles, from 4 railroad
line.
See Chapter 6, "Selecting a
quiet home or,apartment site."

N
Variable speed tools like drills and
scroll saws are less noisy than the
high 'speed /torque models.
Operate the
tool at lowest speed capable of doing
See entries--under specific
the job.
type of tool.

If you live near a railroad see Chapter
-regarding
for
recommendations
5
insulating your house against outdoor
noise.
120
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RAIN GUTT

S AND SPOUTS
the music
experience '
the

play

loud that you
pleasurably
giddy
sensation that high sound levels seem
to produce in some people, the only way
to avert noise complaints is to give a
block
party and
invite
all
the
neighbors in.

major noise source is the turbulent
flow
and
irritating
dripping
of
rainwater
in
the
gutters
,and
downspouts.
(Chapter 4)
rain gutters of heavy
gage-.
metal, founded bends and coated with
vibration
damping material.
Avoid
installing vertical drains outside of
bedroom areas; 'isolate drains from the
building structure by using soft rubber
sleeves, at 'pipe clamps 'and gutter
spouts.
Replace ,conventional metal
elbow at base of downspout with a soft
rubber boot or plastic hose.

'Select

"

Obviously, shutting all windows and
doors will reduce the amount-of noise
escaping outdoors.

ROOF NOISE
"Rain on a tin roof" is a proverbial
source of "noise. Metal rooting can be
quieted to some extent by mounting it
over a layer of mastic. Slate roofing
is strong and relatively quiet, though
liable to breakage by hail and repeated
freezing and thawill, but can only be
applied to a roof structure capable of
great
withstanding
its
weight.

REFRIGERATORS
units for, silent operation.
Frost-free refrigerators are operated
with numerous fans, all more-or-less,
contributing to a noisy kitchen.
Any
refrigerator will be less noisy if it
is mounted on resilient pads on a solid
floor. ( Chapter 4, Kitchen Noise, item,

Asbestos roofing is quietest, but most
likely to tear in high winds. Massive
roof materials like lead, copper, and
slate serve best as barriers against
exterior noise; sound insulation of .the
root of a house is just as important as
it is for the walls. Also see entries
under expansion and contraction.

12)

RISERS
.

`%--'

Vertical ducts or ventilation risers
mounted on the exterior of buildings
frequently are the cause
of
noise
complaints-.
Such devices often battle
in windy
areas or snap, crackle and '
pop, owing
to
thermal expansion and
contraction with outdoor tempera re
variation.
Furthei, the outdoor no se,
of aircraft, traffic, etc., are easily
transmitted by the thin -wall duct and
carried into the building interior.
All exterior ducttork should be of
double -wall constrOtion with acoustic
11,ning and silencers. Risers should be
vibration isolated from exterior walls
by means of resilient mounts at ale
points of support.

ROTOR TILLERS

The noise generated by a rot
SS\L_
_filler
is comparable to that from a power lawn
mower; see entries under LAWN MOWERS.
SANDERS

most (oise is generated at the
contact+etwgen the sander disc or belt
and
the work, little can be
done to
prevent noise from being produced. At
factory wear
the
ear
protection.
Provide for adequate rest periods away

i,Since

,

ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC
Just possibly,. this term Mgy become
obsolete
before
this
dbide
is
published, but anyone who has been
exposed to amplified music has heard
"Rock and RO11."
the - noisiest part of
The sound levels generated can be high
enough to
the
hearing of
damage
audience, performers and bystanders.

fit=
the '
noise.
Work '
in
areas,
well-ventilated
preferably
treated with sound- absorbing baffles or
acoustic tile ceilings.

SAWS: BANW,lCHAIN AND CIRCULAR
Noise reduction at
the
source is
difficult.
In the cast of chain--aaws,,
a good muffler can make a substantial
reduction In noise output.

( Chapter 2)

If 'you

so

Wear ear protection and provide
adequate rest periods away from
noise during the working day.

must have a rock ands roll%
your house, and if you must

,,session at
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as dishwashers and washing machines use
electrically- operated solenoids la -open
it
and close input \and drain valve0V The
The reciprocating motion Orthe machine
basic mechanism is a rod of magnetic
generates considerable impact noise.
material operated by a foil. usually,
Place rubber pads under the legs of the
heavy impact occurs when the
a fairly
the machine
' machine cabinet or undei
Shock - mounting
actuated.
'solenoid
is
itself if it is a portable tabletop
help to confine (the
device
may
the
mounting of_ the
Resilient
model.
noise to the machiner---saialts immediate
machine in the cabinet will result in
Sometimes, a solenoid held
vicinity.
noticeable reduction of noise.
back by a spring willi,-vibrate when
in which it travels becomes worn,
sift
SHAVERS, 'ELECTRICAL
11 cut down the hum
and r @placement
SEWING MACHINES

...

1

level

Motor-driven models are less noisy than
vibratot'types.

SONIC BOOMS, SHOCK WAVES

SHOWER- STALLS

Also see entries under THUNDER.

Shower s all shOuld be mounted on a
or
pad
underlayment,
resilie
,,Plumbing fixtures and drains should
likewise be resiliently mounted. Metal
or fiber glassstalls'shoard-be coated

with vibration4lamping materials. See
Chapter 4 on control of plumbing noistI
and ChiPter '3- on vibratioA daMping

4

BAilding structures that are adequately
against aircraft or
sound-insulated
traffic noise will also do well against
.their
to
but° due
booms;
sonic
suddenness and inEr4pency, sonic booms
short-term
and
startle
-produce
interference.that are more like that
noise.
flyover
caused' by aircraft
Community 'Sttion may be required to
boom
resop'e'the problem of sonde
supersonic
by
caused
disturbance's
aircraft flyovers and the shock waves
caused by "blade slap" associated with
(Chapter 9)
helicopter flights.

materials.
SIRENS

Audibility is a natural requirement,
useful except for those who live near
an emergency facility such as a fire
Fortunately, the
station or ho'spieal.
distribution
of
sirens
spectral
Hz
the
500-2000
within
clusters
frequency range, which can be excluded
to a considerable degree by closing off.,
from outside noise,
living quarters
just as one tries to do for highway
See Chapter 5 for reducing the
noise.
intrusion of outdoor noise into the
relative to
Chapter
2
See
home.
detection of sirens.

-7

can be
footsteps
impact from
or
placing 5 carpets
by
minimized
Stair
resilient pads on the treads.
halls are often neealessly "live", and
can be quieted considerably' by the use
sound-absorbing material
of fireproof,
on the upper walls., (Chapter 4).,
The

are beginning to,
communities
Many
regulate the noise emission that will
be tolerated from snow mobiles and
other all-terrain vehicles..-

In apartmentbuildings, staircases. that
are sealed off- with fire-proof doors
equipped with quiet closures minimize
not only the fire hazard but, also
noise interference.

.

STEAM AND PRESSURE -REDUCING VALVES

valves are 'exceedingly noisy.
Such
Replacing existing valve with a number
orsmaller units to effect &..,gradual
reduction in pressure will lower,noise

SOLENOIDS'

Many automatic hblrhold machines

-

STAIR CASES

SNOWMOBILES

Select machine on basis of low noise
machines
feature
outpUt.
Such
aCouse1 t-a-1-.1ining,
effective mufflers,
As a
and vibration damping treatment.
ear protection
precautionary measure,
should be Sworn, .partioularly during
'periods of extendeeor prolonged tese.

Depending on the distances involved, by
the time a sonic boom or shock wave
reaches your house, it usually will
have lost some energy by spreading, air
absorption, rand perhaps reflection off
natural or men-made barriers.

such

,
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output considerably.
Enclosing valves
flashing light. This is done routinely
in a g psum board or plywood box, or
by
the , telephone
company
for
duct'
eked with fib(r glass is an'
hard-of-hearing
clients,
and
is
effectil4e
of reducing t
noise
ayailable inmost systems.

'It

level.

are hard-of-hearing, and the
.telephone_is in ,a noisy environment,
you can improve your chances of hearing
the conversation-by having your hearing'
aid
fitted- With a telephone pickup
coil, which
picks pp the electrical
signal' from the
earphone. of
the..
telephone. This will reduce markedly
the Competition from the room noise.

1If you

,

STEREO SETS
See entries under MUSIC.
SUMP PUMPS

See discussion unter PUMPS.

.

SWIMMING POOLS
TELEVISION SETS

The

hard tile surfaces surrounding an
swimming pool and
indoor
thp water
surface of the pool cause the area to
be highly reverberant and thus build up
the noise made by persons at play
within . the
pool.
Various types ofabsorbers' that are
sound
'moisture
resistant can'be used within the pool
area to
reduce the noise level, but
seldom are. ,
k

U

Pumps'and circulation syttems which are
additional, sources of noise should,
structurally isolated by
means
.9f
mounting
resilient
and
flexible
connectors to minimize noise buildup.
A rooftop swimming pool is a 'nearly
intolerable source of noise to the
residents beneath. Stith installations
Otquife
vibration isolation '-of the
pool, and'the plumbing and filtration
system from the building structure.

V

Noise complaints involvings television
sets are like those concerning fliii-Fin
sound systems and rock bands;fthe sound
levels at which
they are played are
:objectionable to
the neighbors.
In
4- apartment ----zhuildings,
TV
npise
disturbance
can
be
reduced
by
f
requesting tenants to locate their sets
away from party walls, place resilient
pads under the legs of the cabiket or
stand, and set the volume control at a
lower level.

Another source of=-Objectionable -noise
is the high-pitched tone radiated by a
poorly-adjtited TV set. Pertons
normal hearing can find this noise,
quite tothertome,i hOweveri,' it can, be '"
removed by having'the set zeadjusted'b5w
a repair men.Occasionally, a high-pitched nS1Re is
radiated from a pulse transformer which
is
usually located-in the rear of a
set-.
tpevision
The noise, which
...J. generally itdirectional, can often be
by
installAg
reduced
fireproof
acoustical' tile on the wall directly .
behind the TV set.

TELEPHONE
If You are disturbed by.the noise of a
telephode, select desk type
in '
preference
telephones
to
Owing to the
wall-mounted models.
sounding-board action of the'wall, the
wall-mounted telephone tends to
be
considerably noisier than the desk type
unit.
For this reason
one. should
refrain
from
having
wall-mounted
telephones' installed in bedroom areas
or on party walls separating dwelling
units.

,ringing

TELEVISION ANTENNA:.
JP;

,

.

television ,antenna acting like a
vibrating -reed can generate a moaning
or mournful sound on windy days, if
it
is mounted
on the roof or attached to
the chimney of a house.
This problet0
can be corrected by bracing the antenna
with guy. wires or, tin rods,
or by.
installing the antenna in the attic
it would be sheltered fro
area where
The

Most telephones are equipped with a
volume control to adjust the noise
level of the bell.
Place phone on soft

ubber'pad.

.
the wind.
vs
If you need only to know when there is
1_,
a call fo r you, and don't wish to have
THERMOSTATS
.....-an audible signal; you can arrange to
hatethe ringing signal replaced by air
See discussion under LIGHT,SWITCHES....

,
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near another child's ear.

THUNDER

Noisy firecrackers are banned in many
and',
as a fire
primarily
explosion hazard, but occasionally a
child may be deafened permanently by
loss,
This
child's prank.
,another
is a very serious
though less visible,

is
very
from thunder
noise
The
1ZW-pitched if the thunder, arises from
lightning, stroke at a fgir distance
a
Method's used for
from the listener.
excluding traffic noise, such as solid
well-sealed windows and
and
walls
also will
structures
massive roof
'reduce the intensity of the sound from

thunder inside your house.

°places,'

problem.
,TRANSFORMERS.

'

TIRE NOISE
See Chapter 9, Automobiles.
,

TOILETS
Sipe Chapfer 4 on
noise.

fir

control, of

plumbing

Water flow in the drains is a .major
"Silent flushing"
source of noise.
toiletsthre available.
flush -tank
with
Syphon-jet -toilets
fixtures equipped with adjustable flow.
valves are considerably lesd noisy than
A high-pitched
conventional models.
noise which occurs when the flush tank
is being refilled usually is a sign of
Replacement 2f the
defective seals.
seals eliminates the problem.

.

fairly' large
A transformer carrying
-amount of power can be a serious noise
The core of the transformer%
'problel.
is made up Qg, layers-of.magnetic iron
these
layers
,Occasionally
alloys.
'( "laminations ") work loose and vibrate
with the, frequency of the alternating
ehe
through
passing
current
On large transformers,
transformer.
for
provision.
a'
often
there is
the
bolts holding
the
tightening
cheaper
On
together.
laminationt
such as the fluorescent
appliances,
the
lamps ' and high-intensift lamps,
laminations are Ppotted" in a tarry
mixture; which may become heated and:
leak out, permitting the laminations to
vibrate. These must be replaced.

.

TRAFFIC NOISE
reducing the intrusion
traffic noise into Nur living
quarters, see Chapter 5.

For method of
of

TOOLS

L.

See' entries for individual) trls such
as Saws, Sanders, Grinders, etc.

TRAIN NO1SE
,

s

4

TOYS
---

functions
uteful
use does
their
children, but
justify risking a child's hearing.
Toys _pe'rform

for
not

.

For selection of quiet accomodationg
while travelling in trains, see Chapter

cap and air
are a serious hazard, now
pistols
subject to regulatiQn in many states
(see,Chapters 2 and 10).

Explosive devices suCh'as

TRUCK NOISE:

4

For control of tire

The regulations, unfOrtunately, do not
protectgatust the use of noisy toys
reverberant areas, rooms with'hard,
.in
reflecting surfaces that will permit
to,build up. It is a- good
the noise
idea to restrict the use of noisy toys
out-of-doors, wherg reveripration
to
and noise buildup are less likely to
occur.
such,aa trumpets,
Musical instruments,
should not be put into the hands of
4
ren who iight'carelessly blow them

4

Airborne noise lrom a4 train can be
treated like traffic noise. (Chapters
entry under
see
Also,
6).
'5 and
RAILROAD.

noise, see Chapter

.9.
-

For pratection of dwairiilgs from truck
noise,* set Chapters 5 ailkl 6.

VACUUM CLEANERS
,

now
are
models
quiet
feature
cleaners
Such
passage
.air
and
streamline blower
of Ole
design,. vibration isolation
motor :from the -housing, 'and ...use of
Relatively.
available.

'
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sound abserbent. and vibration damping
WATER COOLERS
housing 'or
the
within
materials
In canister-typercleanersr
canister.
major noise sources
with
hoses
corrugated
replacing
efriibi equipment and
eliminate
may
smooth-wall hoses
See
connections.
plumbin
pure7tone whistling noises caused by
Plumbing
under
,Compressoi,
air-flow turbulence-in the hose.
Refrigerators, and Valves% ,
VALVES

Quiet valves are now available. Since
the constriction of"'
a valve involves
fluid flow, it is always a potential
source ofspoise,
ti

Chapter
See
Appliances.

Plumbing

See Chapter."4, ,Control
Noise.

of

Plumbing

Hammering can also occur when piping
systems are .loosely supported on "V"'
Placing a rubber
shaped wire hangers.
sleeve'around the pipe.. and clamping it
some solid structure will resolve
to
the problem.

VENTILATION SYSTEMS
of Heating,
Air-Conditioning

Antrol

V/BRATION

Plumbing

Water is a heavy fluid; when its flow
suddenly interrupted, its inertia`,
is
will produce,a sharp rise in pressure
at the shutoff valve. Sudden starting
or stopping of the flow of water gives
"water hathmer", unless, some
to
rise
In
means of prevention is applied.
/plumbing systems, 'an, air cushion is
A
used to absorb some of the shock.
defective washer in a tap, by prqducing
a sharply Intermittent flow of waters.:
can be a potent source of water hammer.
' This can be easily remedied by putting
in a new and better fitting washer.
Gate valves are more likely to produce
water hammer than are needle and globe.
valves.

C.

and

of

4,

WATER HAMMER

See entries under Traffic Noise' and
under individual. types of vehicles,
such as trucks, trains, etc.

4,

Control

Chapter
Noise.
'See

VEHICLE NOISE--

See Chapter
Ventilating,
Noise.

J

WATER NOISES

sound-treated ducts.
of

of Large

Noise,
entries under Plumbing
See
and ,Drain Pipes.
Valves, Solenoids,
4,
Quieting. of Large
See ChapteiAppliances.

from being
To prevent val'ze noise
consider
curried all OVer the house,
the following teasures: isolate the
the system by
valve free the rest of
-. mechanically flexible couplings; avoid
ragid clamping'olf ,plumbing systems -to
such sounding boards as floors an&
through'
piping
the
.run
walls;

Control

entries
Noise,

,

Reductidn of water'or fluid presspre
noise irtput
frequently lowers the
-substantially.

0

Quieting

the
the

"WASHING MACHINES

0
A smooth flow path for the fluid should
be provided at the.entrance 'and exits'
See Charter 3 for design
of the valve.
A yalve that
of quiet flow systems.
gradually becomes noisier generaly has
worn gaskets, seals or valve seats.
part
defective
Replacement of the
qtually.alleviates the noise problem..

See Chapter 4,
Noise.

4;

in
in

C

,

WHISTLING NOISES
0

See discussions in Chapters 3 and 4
relative to vibration isolation and
control of structure-borne noise.

Turbulence generated by high-speed air
flow past' the edge of an obstacle
produces a whistling tone.

4

WALLS
Improving
See Chapter
Insulation of Walls.
4,

the

occur in, ducts,
Such noises often
dampers, ventilation grilles, on the
blades of fans, and usually around

Sound
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,

4
TABLE 7-3 (Cont'd)
the guide spacings adjusted
for,gopd fit. Wind noise and rattling
in casement windows are more difficult
suchz.wihdows are
to prevent.,because
weatherstrip
or
deal
to
harder
properly.'

chn have

obstacles in the air stream that have
or narrow
edges
ragged
sharp or
restrictions.
Turbulence is strongly dependent on
flow velocity, A slight reduction in
flow velocity will often result in a
noticeable decrease in noise radiation,
frequency
particularly in the high
range.
See Chapter 3 on dtsign of quiet flow
Chapter 4, Control of
systems and
Plumbing Noise.
P

WINDOW RATTLE

In a pinch,4you can make a temporary
stop to window rattling by forcing a
wedge of wood between the panel and the
window frame, or by wedging the space
double-hung
of
between the panels
A more satisfactory
and
winAys.
, durable repair is to refit the window
adequate
and
install
sashes
weatherstripping.

acoustic
windows ' provide
Storm
a
as
thermal
well
insulation
as
of
the interest
insulation and in
quiet, can bd left on windows that need
not be open.

If window panes rattle,, look for breaks
If the entire frame
in
the putty.
adjustment
of,
thp
check
rattles,
weatherstripping,
or
springs
Double-hung windows in aluminum guides

I

as
it.
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Chapter 8
NOISE CONTROL AT THE OFFICE' AND SCHOOL
Noises at the office often can reach
levels high enough to interfere with a
do
work.
to
his
person's .ability
Interference in communication, disruption in
concentration, and invasion of privacy are
among the chief complaints.

copiers,
equipment
like
Office
and
computers, card punches
teletypes,
ringers often are excessively noisy. If at
,possiblp, .such equipment should be
1
in
led in a separate room, such as a
should be
it
Otherwise,
stor e' area.
located in an area ad far as possible from
lined
Acoustically
officP
personnel.
barkers or partial enclosures. should be
place& arou4-ithe machineg_to confine the
noise.
Any other noise control,- measures
usually require making modifications to the
equipment 1,tself, as illustrated in Fig.
8-1.- This ,should be done when the machine
anl preferably
is idle or awaiting repairs,
technician or repair man.. In
by a skilled
most cases, the machine noise can be reduced
by adopting the following recommendations in
the order listed. This order is chosen on
the basis that noise from'ther major source
must be attenuated before reSuction of the
noise from subsidiary sohfltes will have any'
significant effect.

.

.

NOISE SOURCES

The main ,sources

of

noise

in

most

offices are:
(a)

conversation among workers and on
the telephone,

(b)

noise from typewriters,

(c)

ringinCtelephones,

(d)

noise from office machinery, such
as copiers, teletypers, etc.,:

from ventilation

systems,

outdoor
of
intrusion
and
traffic
particularly

noise,
aircraft

r'(e)

noise
and

(f)

1.

Cover all ports or opdhings around
cArd punchq4 copiers, readers and
printers with 1/4° inch (6 mm)
thick clear plastic shields edged'.
with'soft rubber'gaskets to make
an airtight seal.

2.

Wheeever gpssible, vibration-mount
all drive' motors and cooling fans
or use rubber
on rubber pad's,
grommet-type sleeves on mounting
bolts.

3.

panels with
Treat all console
gum
viscoelastic type
(e.g.,
damping
vibration
mastic)
material.

noise.

REDUCING THE NOISE

=

In order to control the noise the f irst
office
t
thing rt. .do is to examine
ceiling, and,
theilwall,
environment.
If
floor surfaces are hard and smooth the space
will be excessively reverberant and will
tend to amplify the noise to disturbing
Installing an acoustical ceiling,
levels.
draperies, and thick, carpeting will lower
the noise,level appraimately 5 to 8 dB (or'
approximately 1/4 to 1/2 in loudness).

thick
Install 3/4 inch (19 mm)
fiberglass board lining, on the
console
of
surfaces
inside
the
noise
paneling to reduce
build-up in the hollow reverberant
'cavities.

Typewriters noise may be reduced by
'plaOng soft rubber pads under the machine
tq. prevent
vibration of the desk top.
Ajplying vibration damping material 'to the
underside of the desk top or typewriter
stand, particularly if it is made of metal,
will tend to reduce the sounding board
effect and the usual noise buildup.
.

The noise of ringing telephones may be
reduced almost to inaudibility. 'There is a
control in the base of the telephone that"
'adjusts the ringing'volume. The control can
be reset to lower this volume. In fact, the
bells can be ,replaced with flashing lights
in most instances.
A

.

-
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5.

Install acoustically lined ducts
at intake and discharge sides of
s.
cooling fans.

6.

or
pads
resilient
all
under
isolators
to reduce low frequency
to the
transmission
vibratory
-supporting false floor.
Install
vibration
equiPment

e.

NOT THIS

THIS

Openings Around
Pipes, Conduits, etc,

,7

1

Input Opening

Cover Plates

45
Caulk or

,

Gasket
Seali

.

Output Opening

Open Vent

Absorbent
Material

8-1. MINOR DESIGN CHANpES FOR QUIETING OF OFFICE MACHINES
4.

7.

8.

are the weakeSt
windows,' which
gainst outdoor noise.
acoustical barrier
buildings that are air-conditioned, you
In
should seal existing windows tightly with
non-hardening caulk,; if additional sound
reduefiOn is requited, you should install
storm windows, preferably encased in rubber
See Chaptri5 for more detailed.
gaskets.
instructions for minimizing the intrusion of
outdoor noise.

.acoustically -lined
Install
. U-shaped partial enclosures around
individual card punches, readers
and printers.

a choice is available, give
pteference to large diameter slow
in
speed fans and wide ducts'
cooling of
the
providing for
equipment.
If

4

The above measures should be attempted
a
step at a time in The,prder listed until
the noise level in the office is reduced to
most
the
However,
limits.
acceptable
effective way of quieting office equipment
control
noise
is
to incorporate good
This,
techniques early»in the design stage.
is.the responsibility of the
of course,
design engineer. However, as in the case of
purchasing hoMe appliances, the buyer can
such
to
adopt
manufacturers
encourage
practices by giving prefeNnce to quiet
equipment.

PRIVACY BETWEEN OF1ICES
If lack of privacy between offices, as
for .example, 'between an executive's office
and the cuter office, is of major concern,
walls,. doors,
and
should exathine
ventilation ducts separating the two spaces
to
determine
their
insulating
sound
capabilities as well as the presence of
In most
Oise leaks.
cases,
the door
separating the office areas is the,weakegt
barrieri.against indoor noise transmission.
More tgEtilikely it is a hollow core door,
constructed of thin veneer panels and with
or
ale bptn air space of 1/2
inch (13 mm)
more at the base' Such a door at best will
provide a noise reduction of only 10 to 15

EXTRANEOUS NO3SE
intrusion of noise from outside
or
such as automotive traffic
can be minimized by
flyovers
insulation of he
sound
improving phe

The
sources
aircraft

(18,

Peplacing the door with a solid core,
door with gasket seals at the

soundproof
4
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3

-.

1

ttp
and sides and a
;correct the propleni

threshold

seal

channels horizewtally across! thi furring
strips, and fisteAing the.' wallboard
to the
screws,
as
with--,self.-tapping
channels
illustrated in Fig.-4-17.

will

,._\
.

.

However,
if
wall
the
partition
separating the two offices extends only to
the underside of a suspended ceiling, noise
from one office can easily travel through
the ceiling plenum over the walls and emerge
'into`the space on the other side, as shown
in Fig.
4-16.
Measures to correct this
problem involve installing an acoustical
barrier
of lead sheet and. ,fiber glass
blanket in the plenum space Itmediately
above
e wall.
°Noise leakage at the base
of th wall cadr be controlled by caulking
the bottom edge on both si s of the wall
with a resilient, non etti
compound.

simple and moderately
A relativel
effective measure for improving the privacy
between two offices is to locate personnel,
desks, office mdthines, file cabinets, etc.
in both offices as far, as possible froni the
intervening wall, and especially the door,
as illustrated in Fig. 8-2.

PRIVACY IN OPEN-PLAN OFFICES
In large open-plan offices with many
acoustical privacris difficult
employees,
Where
to achieve between the work zones.
privacy
of
a
confidential, nature is
speech
important in various work zones,
originating in any one zone must: be made
or non-distracting
either unintelligible
when heard in adjacent zones. In order to
achieve satisfactory privacy, a highly sound
absorbent environment throughout the entire
office area is mandatory. This can best be
done by installing4 an acoustical ceiling
with a very high sound absorbent 4,ating,
erecting acoustical barriers around work'

Ventilation ducts serving both spaces
should be'- acoustical) lined or equipped
with baffles to prevent them from acting as
If
speaking
tubes.
additional
sound
insulation is
required after. the above
adopted,
then
an
measures
have-been
-additional wall or resilient attachment of a
layer of gypsum board,to the ,existing wall
This would involve
will
be
required.
'
attaching 'wood
furring
strips
to
the
existing
Wall, :4-tailing
resilient
metal

.
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.
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Fig..8-2. A WELL-PLANNED OFFICE COMPLEX WHICH AFFORDS PRIVACY

AND A QUIET ENVIRONMENT
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4

s

zones, intrq4ucing an unobtrusive Brbadband
masking noise, (similar to theosound of a
splashing fountain or air diffuser noise)
and furnishing the office with carpeting,
draperies and padded furnitire. The work
zones should be situated no 'less than 15
The factors controlli4
feet (4.6 m) apart.
privacy in open plan offices are illustrated
in Fig. 8-3.

Sound systems,that produce specially
commercially
designed masking noise are
available. Such sygtems include a pumber of
loudspeakers which generally are installed
above the suspended acoustical ceiling. The
level of masking noise should be high enough
to over-ride distracting noise sources in
the office, but yet must be low enough not
to interfere with conversation in a given
This points out one of the
work_area.
limitations or risks of using masking noise,
even if it specially shaped to improve
If the'level of masking is
speech privacy.
too high, people will tend to talk louder,
maintain intelligibility.
to
order
in
Consequently,
their conversation will be
easily understood in other areas.
more
improvement there, is
of
Thus, instead
a reduction in the degree ,of
actually
privacy provided by the masking.

be
ceiling should
acoustical
The
installed at a height of 9 feet or less.
For best results the ceiling should be
suspended to provide a plenum of at least 30
The' ceiling tile or panels
inches (76 cm).
Noige
a
NRC,
Reduction
have
should
Coefficient, of between 0.70 and 0.80. The
NRC ratings usually appear on the labelg of
the cartons containing the tile.

The acoustical barriers should be at
(1.5 m) in height, 8 feet (2.5
least 5 feet
m) in length with a sound absorbing layer 2
to 4 inches (5 to 10 cm) thick. Acoustical
barriers encased in metal frames and faced
available.
with fabric Ore commercially
Such barriers should be placed directly on
the floor. and -posifioned so that they will
shield the employee from any line-of-sight
sources of noise or reflecting surfacep. In
other words, the barriers should be arranged
that they break up all direct ,paths of
so
sound travel from one work area to another.
and taller the barrier the
The larger
greater is its effectiveness.

,NOISE CONTROL AT SCHOOL
the criteria used for the
,Many of
desirable
acoustically
of
design
environments in office buildings apply also
the design of school buildings, but they
to
is
rather
This
are neglected.
often
unfortunate, because the need fox a quiet
environment is far more demanding in a
In order to
classroom than in an office.
function efficiently, the teaching-learning
process requires an environment that will
enhance the student's ability to concentrate
and study and will facilitate communication

Masking Noise System
Highly Absorbent Ceiling
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Fig. 8-3. FACTORS CONTROLLING SPEECH PRIVACY IN OPEN -PLAN OFFICES: ACOUSTICAL
CEILING, SCREEN AND CARPET MINIMIZE SOUND REFLECTION. PARTIAL BARRIER
ATTENUATES AND DEFLECTS DIRECT SOUND,.,MASKING NOISEAIENDERS INTRUDING
. .
SPEECH UNINTELLIGIBLE.
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'Solutions to this particular
sound leaks.
problem, as discussed in Chapter 4, require
that eithbr the noise leaks must be sealed
or the wall must be modified to improve its
sound insulation.

and the students.
teacher
the
between
implies creating
Meeting such requirements
quiet and pleasant surroundings.

WISES OF NOISE

t

Most schools tend to be too noisy.
such
Some problems are virtually insoluble,
of
intrusion
as
those caused by the
and 4
from traffic
high-intensity. noise
but
most
flyovers,
noise
aircraft
interference problems in classrooms stem
from the intrusion of sounds from adjacent
classroom or corridor activities. Since the
wall, ceiling and floor surfaces and the
furnishings of most classrooms are made of
hard, durable materials that are good sound
reflectors,.the rooms generally are overly
consequence, intruding
As a
reverberant.
noises as well as those generated within the
rooms build up to higher levels by repeated
reflections, causing an even greater amount
These
and aggravation.
of
distraction
prevalent in
especially
conditions are
gymnasiums,
as
such
.high-ceiling areas
swimming pools, cafeterias, auditoriums and
such areas
In
large multipurpose rooms.
sounds may echo nor reverberate for several
seconds.
The
intruding noises generally are
caused by student chatter or ,laughter in
corridors, discussions in other classrooms,
footsteps, movement of furniture, and on
some occasions; boisterous or outright rowdy
in
HOwever
some
students.
behavior of
fl
other cases, the transmission of noise from
kitchen, cafeteria, .or band room areas, or a
noisy ventilation system may be the major
cause of disturbance.

are
that
classrooms
or
Schools
excessively reverberant.can be treated with
various types of sound absorbent materials
achieve a relatively quiet environment.
to
the
Although acoustical' tile applied to
ceiling of a classroom is the treatment most
purpose, other
this
commonly used for
excellent sound absorbing materials such as

drapery, carpeting, and acoustic panels can'
be used much more effectively on the walls
has been
It
and, floor of the room.
that sound absorbent materials
demonstrated
large
placed on the floor of a
when
classroom or lecture hall can produce a much
more desirable acoustical environment than
when placed on the ceiling, even though at
both locations the material would reduce the
reverberation time about the same amount.
A
several.
are
The reasons for this
teacher's speech is more easily heard and
understood by a larger number of students
when it is reflected off a hard ceiling
surface than a soft sound absorbent ceiling
because it follows a more direct path tothe
the
classroom,
In a
ears.
students'
undersides of the desks and chairs and the
to
tend
the students
clothing worn by
sound waves reflected from a
deflect,- the
hard flo r and reduce their intensity before
the ears of tie students.
they r
the acoustical
a rule of thumb,
s
should
a
classroom
in
environment
The
approximate living room conditions.
echo or reverberation time should be about
3/4 second for a moderate size rilipm seating
about 40 students. If the furniture and the
surfaces of the room are made of hard, sound
reflecting materials, the reverberation time
limits by
can be reduded to acceptable
installing carpet on the floor and drapery
the
in
around
the windows and perhaps
corners of the room, and if needed, a few
acoustical panels encased in metal frames
most
In
that can be hung on the walls.
cases, a reasonably acceptable environment
sound
can be achieved if the total area of
the
absorbent material is about equal to
floor area.

REDUCING CLASSROOM NOISE
noise seems to be coming from
If
the
the corridor, even when the classroom door
is closed, an expedient and often successful
install a perimeter gasket of
remedy is to
soft resilient rubber around the door stops
and at the threshold to seal the door. If
of hollow-core
,be
to
the door happens
construction, it should be replaced with a
solid-core or soundproof door.

you hear
hand
the
other
onIf
from
the adjacent
.coming
conversation
appreciable
classroom, and there is no
change in the level of disturbance whether
that. doors to both your room and the adjacent
there is a good
rodm are closed or open,
chance that the partition wall separating
either incapable of
is
the two
rooms
providing adequate sound insulation cix has

can
The ideal acoustical environment
best be achieved in moderate size classrooms
that are fully enclosed by walls and doors
which provide visual privacy and adequate
sound insulation against the intrusion of
The entire
both indoor and outdoor noise.
the walls
the classroom and
ceiling of
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shown
that
Recent
studies
have
carpeting in schools exerts another positive
-influence that extends beyond its .immediate
Faculty
acoustical or physical effects.
members have observed apdramatic improvement
behavior of students attending
in
the
Students unconsciously
ccarpeted schools.
tend to
exhibit their best living-room
manners in such schools. For example, boys
wearing caps remove them almost immediately
Noisy
'upon entering the carpeted area.
behavior and boisterous activity virtually
-vanish in carpeted areas only to be replaced
with quiet conversation or subdued laughter.

behind and to the side of the teacher's desk
shoulct. be
made of hard sound reflective
materials for the purpose of facilitating
the projection of her
voice toward- the
class.
The
sound
absorbent
material',
required
to
achieve
the
optimum
reverberation time should preferably be in
the form of draw drapes mounted on
the
windows, carpeting laid on the floor, and if
needed, a few-acoustical panels hung on the
side and rear walls of the room.
Care should be taken to avoid making
reverberation time too short because
this would produce a classroom environment
that is acoptically dead.
In
order
to
teach in such surroundings,
the
teacher
would have to raise her voice.
Excessive
vocal exertion for prolonged periods, even
pn A
daily
basis,
leads to physical
exhaustion.
This Isva common complaint
among teachers in schools with open-plan
classrooms which have no walls but depend
upon highly sound absorptive surfaces and
furnishings to provide adequate privacy.
the

0

Of
the
many types of
acoustical
materials in the marketplace, perhaps the
most effective and versatile material to use
an
acoustically
desirable
in
creating
environment is carpeting. A thick ,carpet,
preferably laid
on a pad of foam rubber or
hair felt will provide an ,amount of sound
absorption comparable to that given bx a
typical acoustical ceiling for approximately
No other
of coverage.
the" same
area
in
acoustical material is as effective
reducing the transmission of impact sounds
such as footsteps through floors to adjacent
And further,
rooms or rooms directlp, below.
no other acoustical material can serve as
effectively as a quiet floor covering as
carpeting. ,Noises from footsteps, shuffling
feet; movement of furniture and falling
of
objects, which can be extremely annoying in
surface floors, become
rooms with hard
virtually inaudible in carpeted rooms.

+9.

NOISE CONTROL IN MULTIPURPOSE ROOMS
One of the noisiest areas in a school
the multipurpose room that serves as a
dance hall, banquet room, audietrium, and at
rooms
times
as
a kindergarten.
Such
,generally ire located in the basement of the
school and feature tile floors, painted
cinderblock walls and gypsum board ceilings.
While suchkroom surfaces are used primarily
to
withstand hard use and abuse, they
to
become
`Unfortunately
cause a room
excessively reverberant and noisy.
is

.

#

most
effective and adjustable
The
=acoustical treatment that can be used to

control the acoustics in a multipurpose room
is aAcombination of draw drapery installed
the walls and around the windows, and
son
small sliag carpets laid on the floor. Thus
for
functions such as lectures_ or plays
which require a short reverberation time for
good auditionthe drapery would be e tended
.for maximum coverage and the carpets k t in
However,
for musical piogra s or
place.
1
dances for whicb. a reverberation time
about l- 1 /2.seconds might be desirable, the
rapery.would be drawn back,for minimum
.coverage and perhaps some of the carpets
would be removed.

I
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Chapter 9
NOISE CONTROL WHILE TRAVELING
e -

Prolonged N exposure
to
noise
and
-vibration, even at moderate levels, produces
a certain amount of fatigue and irritation.
This
explains
why
most
of us
have
experienced a feeling of exhaustion and
irritability following a day-long automobile
or
bus/ trip or a cross-country jet plage°
flight,,
even though supposedly we were
resting comfortably an our seats or simp
relaxing while
reading,
conversing
o
watching thei_scenery roll by.

According to a recent survey many cars
and trucks traveling at expressway speeds
generate such intense
infrasonic
sound
(i%e., sound below the frequency ordinarily
considered to affect human hearing) and such
high vibration levels within the vehicle
that drivers are distressed by them.
They
experience
ouchsymptoms
as
fatigue,
irritability,
recklessness,
Aedphoria,
dizziness
and
lowered
efficiency
and
vigilance.
Noise levels of about 100 dB in the
infrasonic or very low frequency range have
been measured in ordinary vehicles, with'
windows closed. When windows were opened
the noise levels increased to
110-120 dB.
Infrasonic sounds, although they cannot be
heard, may be felt or sensed as separate
pulsations.
An individual person has no control of
the noise levels while he is traveling in
public,.
transportation vehicles such
as
buses, trains, Dr airplanes. He has at his
disposal several techniques., however, which
can be used to make a substantial reduction
in noise level in the automobile he drives.

windows for High Speed
Clo
Driving: Driving
th the car windows
closed prevents the generation of some
and
reduce
the
infrasonic noise,
intrusion of the
rush-hour traffic
noise
roar.
The general interior
including the infrasonic noise,
level,
may ba.reduted as much as 10 to 20 dB.
is equally
Unfortunately, siren noise
3.

diminished, therefore the driver has to
especially alert for approaching'
be
Turning off the
emergency vehicles.
radioand cooling fan would help -,to:
lower the interior noise level and thus
make emergency signals more audible.
If air ventilation is required in the
car, as on a hot summer day, the driver
should use the car's air ventilation
system rather than open windows". In
the event a car window must be opened
opening the
to
provide ventilation,
rear.window,- preferably fSrthest from
the driver -"usually exposes him to the
least noise. Tlie worst condition, and
unfortunately the one most commoily
chosen by the driver, is to open the
him.
Especially at
window nearest
expressway speeds, this places his ear
Virtually within thee source of very
intense wind noise and air tuaulence.
The common driving habitof resting an
elbow on th'e window ledge and sticking
out into the wind stredm usually
intensifies the noise and vibration
It is no wonder that a driver
levels.
completing a sustained, high-speed trip
feel
under
these conditions might
exhausted; dizzy and short-tempered.
rare
With
Use Slow Fan Speed:
.conditioning,
air
exception,
ventilation and defroster fans inmost
automobiles are excessively noisy at
Since fan
their high speed settings.
noise is acutely dependent upon the
even small
the
blades,
speed of
reductions in fan speed often. result in
noticeable reductions in noise output.
4.

AUTOMOBILES
1.

Select A "Quiet" Automobile:

They

first course of acdon is to purchase
or
rent cars which are specifically
designed to be quiet.' As a rule they
will prove considerably less noisy than
other cars.

L.

Drive at Slower Speeds: Driving at
slower
speeds ,gelerates less
wind:
noise,
'engine
noise,
transmission
noise, road or . re noise and reduces
the low frequency
ise and vibrations
in the infrasonic range.
2.

It follows tkdt to minimize noise, you
adequate
to
achieve
should
try
ventilation for the lowest possible fan
speed.

It is seldom
TUrn Off the Radio:
recognized that sustained .exposure to
5.
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N.

moderately loud radio sound causes some,
acoustic fatigue. To demonstrate this ,%;

balance can :enera
"amount of vibration

fact to those who ordinarily drivvith.,
their radios blaring, may we
suggest
that they drive home from work ,some
even.ng with, the radio turned off.
They might discover to their surprise
that they arrive hOme.lesi tired.

noise - often with annoy ng pure tone
humming. Good wheel balance generally
results in a smoother, quieter and less
tiring ride.
It also reduces
tire
wear.

a

substantial,

nd_low-pitched

Reduce Windshield Wiper Noise:
Driving an automobile in rainy weather
can be rather tiresome, but if one is
forced to listen'to thd incessant noise
of a chattering and groaning windshield
wiper the trip can be nerve wracking.
USu411y; a nOticeable increase in wiper
noise is a sign that the rubber in the
wiper blades has aged and has bepome
stiffer
and harder.
An
expedient
though temporary measure
to control
such noise is to file the edges of the
wiper blades with an emery board of the
type found in most ladies'
handbags.
This will remove the hard rubber edges
and expose the soft resilient rubber
underneath; not only will this reduce
noise but it will improve wiper action
as
well.
The long term solution, of
course, is to replace wo n or dried-out
ey
become
'wiper blades as soon as
noisy or streaky.
8.

Select Quiet Tires:, Son15,, types of
,passenger car tires are noisier
than
others.
Some make a >singing or whining
6.

noise, while others - like snow tires produce, a low-pitched
rumbling
or
%humming noise. ,,Generally speaking, the
noise output of a tire is influenced by
tread design.
The buyer has .a choice
of three basip types of tread designs:
continuous
rib; block; and cross-bar,,
as shown in Fig. 9-1. Tires using the
continuous rib pattern are relatively
quiet. Furthermore, the buyer should
select a continuous rib tire with a
randomized or nonsymmetrical design;
one in which the design of
that is,
each individual rib is different and
the number of transverse grooves
or
slots between each pair of ribs is
'different.
Such tread designs tend to
smooth- out pure-tone hum into a less
objectionable broadband noise.
The
noisiest
tires ere
those utilizing
cross-bar designs generally found on
snow tires.
10
7.

.

mechanical
motor and
result in
If
noisy
operation persists, look for loose or worn
parts, OT for rubber motor mounts or gaskets
is
a
question of
If
it
wiper
noise,
lubricating
the
linkage mechanism usually will
operation.
somewhat
quieter

Balance Car Wheels:
Automobile
tires even 'slightly out of

wheels orb

Quiet

Noisy

Noisiest

Continuous Rib

Discrete Block

Lug or Cross-Bar

r
Fig. 9-1. BASIC TIRE TREAD DESIGft'

IN
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Fig, 9-2. SEATS LOCATED IN CENTER OF BUSES PROVIDE SMOOTHEST AND QUIETEST RIDE

rules, as illustrated in Fig. 9-4 and listed

that have become brittle and hard. Replacement of the defective parts often will
restore quiet operation.

below.

q

near and
traffic
expressways, railroads and airports can
be extremely noisy. As a precaution to
interference to
avoid annoyance -or
Remember that
(a)
especially 'within,

BUSES AND .TRAINS

.

'

Passengerg generally will find that
the center of
the vehicle, as
seats in
the
Fig.
9-2, provide
in
illu/trated
In buses,
smoothest and quietest...Nide.
seats located above-the wHeels and near the
the noisiest and usually
rear engine are
have the greatest vibratory motion.

locations

sight A

6

at

'

AIRPLANES
farthest
seats
Generally speaking,
removed from the windOws - for example,
the
aisle seats and those_ located near
center of The passenger cabin; as showrcin
Fig. 9-3, are the quietest and provide the
Window seats, as a rule,
smoothest ride.
the
of
are noticeably noisier because
windstream noise and the closer proximity Co
Seats located in the
the noisy engines.
or tail
section of a jet plane are
rear
usually the noisiest, regardless of whetherthe plane has wing-mounted or tail-mounted
engipes.

SELECTING A "QUIET" MOTEL OR HOTEL
the
experienced
once
Having
exasperation and flpstration of spending .a
or
sleepless night in some noisy mote
hotel, the weary traveler_hopes that he will
nave better luck in picking "quiet" lodgings
He can reduceNthe
in
future travels.
element of Chance substantially in selecting
"qufet" motel by observing a,few cardinal
a
4

Fig. 9-3. SEATS LOCATED IN SHADED PORTION OF
JET PLANE PASSENGER COMPARTMENT
PROVIDE QUIETEST AND SMOOTHEST RIDE
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Fig. 9-4. TO MINIMIZE DISTURBANCE FROM TRANSPORTATION NfilSE, GIVE PREFERENCE TO MOTELS AT
LEAST /2 MILE FROM EXPRESSWAYS AND RAILWAYS

sleep froM traffic and rail noise, try
to select motels or hotels that are at
least 1/2 mile (800 m) away from such
If you are traveling by car,
sources.
you can use the odometer or mileage
gauge to measure the dioknce.

.

air
by
simply
levels
acceptable
the
'Ordinarily,
alone.
absorption
traveler faced with the problem of
determining whether or not jet aircraft
flying itlithe vicinity of a given motel
might disturb his rest can resolve it
in one of tfiree'ways.

However, hotels and motels can be
. designed and constructed to preverh the
noise, even, at'
intrusion of traffic
o
Such
locations.
road-side
would
construction
sound-insulating
.consist of brick or concrete block
tnon-operable
walls,
-exterior
double-pane windows, solid-core doors
with perimeter gaskets, And central
The traveler
air-conditioning systems.
who desires both the clivenience of a
quiet
and
road-side
potel
accommodations should .select a motel
In
that features such Iconstruction.
,addition, the
should choose a room on
.the quiet side of the motel which faces
away from the road.

If he is a trusting soul, he
(i)
can ask the 'registration clerk
whether or not aircraft noise is a
source of disturgance,at night. 4

conduct a simple
He can
(ii)
"talk test" outside the motel. If
to
converse
possible
is
it
normally -with a person three tb
five feet away without difficulty
disruption during a typical
or
need not
he
aircraft fly -by,.
worry.

N/

a.

w

-

especially careful to select
that are not located
hotels or motels
low-altitude
path of direct,
in ''the
Unfortunately,
flyovers.
aircraft
finding a motel which is free of annoyance _from nighttime jet flights,may be
difficu4 because of the intensity of
the great distances that
the noise and
,to,
to
attenuate it
are
required
(b)

4#
.

°

Be

should request,a trial
He
(#411
demonstration inside a given room
to determine for himself whether
or not aircraft noise is audible
and possibly annoying.

(c)
Check carefully before selecting
window, or
with
motels or hotels
Window.
wall-mounted air conditioners.
conditioners
air
wall-mounted
Or
generally are'relatively noisy devices, ,

especially Models that are five omore
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difference.
It also
explains why the "Bathroom Baritone" rarely
sings in the bedroom - there his voice would
sound wealCand flat.

bedroom makeJthe.

years old. The noise levels Produced
by such units may disturb One's sleep.
Furthermore, the air intakt and exhaust
ports of such units ,act as speaking
tubes or noise leaks, thereby allowingthe transmission of exterior noise into
the ro m. As a consequence,
even if
you c oose not to operate the unit
because of the noise, you may well be
disturbed by the noise radiating from
air conditioners in adjoining rooms or
other areas; not to
mention nose
associated with the late arrival or
early departures of motel guests.
(d)
Noise 'can be expected to intrude
into motels or hotels with louvered
ndows
or doors.
Although
open
ltuvers are often desired for fresh air
ventilation,
they
unfortunately
constitute an
open
path
for the
intrusion of outdoor noise.
Bechuse
they are ihhersntly difficult to seal,
clo.sed louvers provide very little protection from outdoor noise.

Motels built with wood-frame
(e)
construction ,require exceptional care
in or er to be made well-isolated from
in
wood-frame
noise.
'Party walls
struc res often are lightly made, and
in adjacent rooms.),
sounds from occupat
pass readily throug. Unless dwelling'
separater small
units,are made up
s
cabins,
privacy
may
be
limited.
sound
.own s
install
Sometimes
tiles
in
an
absorbent acoustical
attempt to defeat the problem, but this
doesn't inhibit the passage of sound
between dwelling pldces.

(f)
Select moteli of brick, concrete
Such motels
or masonry construction.
generally have.reasonably massive party
wal s and' floors. In addition look for
thi k carpeting and draperT,;quiet air
co itioning
and ventilation systems,
well-fitted
solid-core
doors,
and
non-:operable,
sealed
plate
glass
windows. These features combined tend
to
provide a quiet, resqul interior
environment free from the intrusion'of
Outdoor noise, or noise from adjoining
rwi.;',1145Nthe
or
other' areas
rooms
building.

SELECTING A "QUIET" ROOM
A.

,

.

Select e roam on the "Quiet" side of
Since buildings
the motel (See Fig. 9-5).
are'relativtly large and-massive structures.;
they can effectively deflect sound or noise.
The larger the building, the greater its
effectiveness asnoise barrier. When a
sound wave strikes .a building, some of the
sound energy penetrates into the building
and. is Osarbed; he remaining energy is

''''refleCte4 Of'-deffealeWifietbuilding.4n
other directions. That side ofi.thejA4.1.4fng
receiving the full force of the sound wave
be relatively no.isier'than
will, of course,
the opposite or shielded side.

Therefore, when selecting a mofe-1, the
traveler should remember that rooms on the
side of a motel that faces a major source of
noise, such as,an expressway or riiiroad;
may be objectionably noisy; wherev, rooms
on the oppoS11$ side (n-the acoustic shadow
of the building maybe relativ ly quiet.'

The traveler should not'be misled by
the presence of acoustic tile on the ceiling
or walls of a particular motel. This is no
guarantee that the room is "soundproofed".
While such treatment effectively reduces the
buil up pf noise within the room, it is
in
preventing the
tots ly
ineffectual
intrusion of noise from outdoor sources or
from adjoining, rooms or other areas within
the building.

7)
In addition rooms oil the "gull" side
of the motel ordinaray.Lare disturbed less
frequently by noise generated9n the motel
noises caused by swimming
premises,
such
or the
pool
activities, patio parties,
traffic associated with guest registration.
.

Generally speaking, most motel or hotel
acoustical
require
any
rooms
do not
treatment on-ceilings or walls; the ordinary
room. furnishings of carpeting, drapery,
:bedspreads
and
mattresses
and
padded
furniture, are
good sound absorbers and
becoming
too
room
from
prevent
the
you every
Have
reverberant' and noisy.
wondered why your bedroom is so much more
quiet than, say, your kitchen or bathroom?
the
The
sound-absorbing furnishings in

_
,

Other tips on selecting a "Quiet" motel
,,
or hotel room:

Avoid rooms which are adjacent to
(a)
areas
elevators, or
near stairways,
.containing vending machines, cooling towers,
fans, or air conditioning equipment. The
noise radiation from such equipment or from
people using the -vending machines may be
quite disturbifigi See ,Fig. 9-6.
or
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Fig. 9-5. TO MINIMIZE,DISTURBACE FROM TRAFFVOISE S.51..CT ROOMS ON "QUIET" SIDE
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(b)
Avoid rooms locpted on the, Around
if
floor -level,
piiises
from footsteps,,,
parking- lots or plumbing are partiCulaffiy-,
annoying to you.
Rooms located on the top
floor provide the most isolation 'from such
disturbances.

In
hotels in dovntown
(c)
large
locations, rooms facing an inner courtyard
are usualli. much , less noisy
than rooms
overlooking
the street.
The courtyard,
ho..ever, ..can aet ,as-.a speaking tube for
naiSes genekated withadt.,
5

.

4
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X Marks the Location of Poteally Noisy Guest Floofns
4. Staircase
5. Conference room
6. Telephone room

1
Mechanical equipment room
2. Vending & ice machine room
3. Elevators

Fig. 9-6. TO AVOID DISTURBANCE FROM NOISE, SELECT HOTEL OR MOTEL ROOMS THAT ARE AWAY FROM
NOISY AR EAS OR EQUIPMENT ROOMS.
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Chapter 10
POLITICAL AND LEGAL ACTION - WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS

.INTRODUCTION

of the research and experimental testingufor
aircraft noise abatement is performed for
FAA by the National Aeronautics and SpaCe
Administration and by.the U. S. Air Force.
also
The Federal HighWay Administration,
within the Department of Transportation. has
and
Standards
Control
Noise
adopted
Procedures for use in planning and design of
to assure that measures are 'taken
highways
to 'hold 'highway: noise to levels that are
compatible with various land uses.

'

individual you cam apply the
an
As
principles of noise control given in the
previous chapters. By aing so, yon can
yourself -,f,rom the harmful and
protect
noise from many
of
irritating. effects
there are sane sources of
sources. Yet,
noise which affect you, and over which you
What can-you do in
have no direct control.
such cases?

a

41W

informal
simple,
can exhaust
remedies: Talk to your neighbor; call the
"11
construction foreman down the street;
the relevant officers in your town, the
the,
officer,
councilman, public health
licensing bureau,, or the official who issues
building permits% People say, "You can't
fight City Hall", but in fact you can
You.

..

problems of noise intrusion have
As
developed, groups of citizens have already
made their voices heard. You will find that
several
there are agencies mestahlished at
levels of government -- and you can get your
government to help you, to mediate between
you and the pprties respOnsible for the
noise problem,k, The following ,is a list ,of
some existing agencies dealing with noise

The Occupational
- Department of Labor:
Safety land Health Administration sets and
-enforces regulations, under the Occtipationa
Safety and Health Act of 1970; 'f hat are
designed to protect the hearing of workers.
limited to regulation of
is
Authority,
companies -engaged in interstate commerce.
Under this .Act,--\the Department of Health,
Education and Welfre performs/. research to
define ocipational noise limits needed to
The Labor
safeguard the hearing of workers.
this
upon results of
Department relies
reearch in setting noise standards.'

Department of Health, Education and
Under
Welfare; Department of the Interior:
Coal Mine
the Federal
of
the authority
Health vd Safety Act of 1969, the National.
and
for ,Occupational Safety
Institute
Education and
Health, Department of Health,
Welfare is' esponsible for the development
of noise standards to protect the hearing of
The enforcement of these standards
miners.
Mining
the
of
the responsibility
is
Administration,
Safety
and
Enforcement
Department of the'Interior.

abatement.

FEDERAL NOISE REGULATION
1972,
of
Act
Control
Noise
The
represents the first major 'Federal legislation in the field of noise control. -.The
Environmental
S.
U.
the
requires
ct
pdblish
Protection ...Agency to develop' and
ti
o7
concerning
noise
levels
that
may
infor
be haz.rdous, and to set standards defining
perm sible noise levels for products that
have been identified as major noise sources.
These may include such products as power
lawn mowers, housebild appliancesand room
air conditioners.

The Department of Housing and Urban
The Department of Housing and
Development:
developed '
has
(HUD)
Urbip DevelopMent
insulation
the
sound
for
crWeria
characteristics of walls and floors- in=row°
and multi-family
nursing homes,
houses,
These criteria must be met
housing units.
by housing of this type in order to qualify
for HUD mortgage insurance.

Although EPA has primary,responsibility
foremost Federal effortq to control no se,
are also concerned with
other agencies
special areas of noise control.

Many other Federal agencies, such as.
National Bureau of Stattik8s and the
National Science Foundation, are concerned
with research in noise control and abatement
in factories, homes, offices, and commercial
work areas.
the

The
Department of Transportation:
sets
Aviation
Administration
(FAA)
Federal
for controlling
standards
criteria and
the FAA in
EPA
advises
noise.
-Aircraft
fulfilling its responsibilities, while much
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STATE AND LOCAL REGULATION
p.

For almost a century and a half the
tontrol Of noise by regulation within the
United Skates has been a matter of concern
for city governments. ,It is only within the
last decade that some states have seriously
entered the field of noise regulation. Over

exist for the
Authority would
3.
,Office of Noise Abatement to use initiative
in seeking out the worst offenders.

4.' An 'Office of Noise Abatement would
advise zoning
-to
have legal authority
commissions on the noise impact of different
zoning plans under consideratiOn.

400 municipalities (representing a. combined
population'in excess of 60 million people 30 percent of the U. S. ,population) have
enacted noise regulations;' however, until
has been very
tle
there
recently,
leadership at the state level exc t fo the
enactment of regulations requiri g mufflers
A
up-to-date
vehicles.
on,
motor
compilation of various city a d state noise
EPA
control ordnances is maint fined by
(Washington, D. C. 20460)

the cost of
The, main disadvantage is
Although this cost is not
such a program.
high relative to other kinds of pollution
it represents yet another demand
controls,
on city, county and state-budgets.

,

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
solving
effective
in
noise problems the average
citizen must make himself heard -- as in
organization
called
an
Chicago
where
Citizens Against Noise persuaded the City
antinoise
Council to pass an effective
ordinance in 1971; and as in New York City
where Robert Baron and Citizens for a Quiet
succeeded in establishing a
City,
Inc.,
Bureau of Noise Abatement.
To
be
community -wide

Both local and state noise control laws
are usually classed as general nuisance laws
of
a
include
prohibition
which
or
"excessive,"
"unnecessary,"
"unreasonable" noise. These criteria are
often too subjective
to be effectively
When vigorously challenged, this
enforced.
type of noise control Aw tends to be struck
down by the courts because it is too broadly
worded for objective enforcement. What is
"unreasonable" for one
"unnecessary"
or
person may be "acceptable" to another.
,

to
first necessar
it is
Obviously,
the
var us
with
familiarize yourself
and lot )
state,
(Federal,
reguLations
whichlaffect your "noise environment." .This
familiarizatioA 'need not be a close and
detailed reading of all the applicable laws.
At the local level, a telephone call to the
police department and the city or county
council is a starting point for determining
what laws exist, if any., relating to noise
control pnd their applicability .to your
The matter.of noise in a
particular case.
community could 'also be brought up at a
association meeting - many
local civic
voices can be more effective than one!

A

Noise control laws which are based upon
standards appear to be far
perforMance
they are
nuisance laws if
superior- to
and correctly applied.
properly, written
Performapce standards typically specify the
maximum allowable noise level at a given
monitoring
requires
and
this
point;
personnel
for
trained
acrd
requipment
enforcement.
A promising trend has beln the adoption
performance
noise control laws with
standards (such,as specified in the model
ordinance prepared by the,National Institute
of Municipal Law Officers, Washington, D. C,
20006) and the establishment of offices of
noise abatement to supervise enforcement.
The advantages of.such legislation and of
are
agency
regulatory
establishing' a
1:
se

2

At the state level, you may write or
in
officials
elected
call
your
legislature to inquire'what they are doing

of

about an effective noise control law in the
state. The governor's office should also be
contacted. Again, it is a matter of being
If enough organiiations and private
heard.
citizens ask probing questions' about noise
officials will take
elected
pollution,
and corrective
notice of this interest
action will be forthcoming.

An Office of Noise Abatement can
1.
Act as a-focal point for activities in noise
control regulation, enforcement, and public
education.

Although the activities of rrigny Fel-6a<
agenciep have some bearing on nofge control,
it is
the U. S. Environmental 'Protection.
Agency that takes the lead in coordinating
others.
these activities and initiating
Write to the EPA Office Of Public Affairs

staff can be assembled that is
2.
to
to
respond
specifically
trained
complaints and monitor noise levels.,
'1141
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LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD NOISE PROBLEMS

(Washington, D. C. 20460)-for publications,
general infoilhation, and answers to specific
questions on noise control.
Your voice,
individually and collectively,
can be heard
at the Federal level through many Channels
of communication - by making your concern
your 'representative and two
known . to
, senators In Congress, and to the President
You can alsd exert
of the United' States.
influence by urging EPA and other Federal
enforce
noise
agencies to develop and
control standards.

Some noise problems may be quite local
character and are best solved on a
For example,
neighbor-to-neighbor basis,.
while nuisance laws might be invoked to
engage the po'lice in quieting a neighbor's
dog,
such tactics may do little to promote
Perhaps a
friendly neighbsrhood relations!
better approach to solving problems of this
kind might be to raise the issue of noise at
of
your
local ngwighborhood
a meeting
.association, or at a block party, attended
by your neighbors.
You
might
suggest
appointment of a "noise warden" whose duty
it would be to register complaints to- those
causing a disturbance.
-If such complaints
to
the attention of the
were brought
offender in a diplomatic way, and perhaps in
appointed
through an
indirect
fashion
neighborhood representative,
sensibilities
may be spared - and more positiNe effect
achieved!
in

to
be
A corrective action, program,
effective, must. involve powerful political
Since 1 b. h
in the community.
groups
government and industry ultimately re pond
to public demands, the only real solu on to
the overall poise problem is a risi
public
awareness of the dangers of no
and a
persistent demand
for
effec ve
noise
control.

6
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Alarms, 110

.

Acpusticol Shadow, 137

4

Ambient Noise,

8,, 127.

°

,

AntinoiseArdinances, 141

Acoustical Shielding, Sarriers,_35, 36, 40,
59-66, 130
,

'Apartment Selection, Chapt. 6, pp. 97-101

A&aistical Treatment, 16, 34, 36, 50,
Appliances, 9, 28, 22, 110-112, 114
Aliplication as noise generatorsand
detectors, 104
Design criteria, 9, 16-21, 29
Installation, 26-29, 38 .
Isolation, 28, 51-57
Wise control,*28, 29, 52.155
Noise rating,'16, 71.

Acousticians, 2 88
ti

-Acoustics, Rooms, 130-132

Air Absorption, 29-31, 34
Air Bleeding and Ventirig, 120

Attenuation of Sound
Barriers, 59-66
Distaue, 30, 33-34
Doors; 90
Walls and floors, 61
- Windows, 87, 88

I

Air Chambers, 81
Air Compression, 1, 2, 29, 81

Air Compressors, 47, 70, 71, 112
Air Conditioliers, 23, 47, 70, 110, 136
Installation, 23, 47, 136
Noise .control of, 47, 70, 86-; 110
Types, lro, 136

.

Attics, 91-92
Auditoriums, 30, 131-132
Automiogile, Noise Control, 15, 133-134

,Air Filter, 14, 11,0

Rackgrosuld Rois_e

.

.
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qp,

Sound Absorber in Classrooms, 130 -132

"Acoystical Perfume", 41-44
Masking, 8, 41-44, 60'

.Caulking, 28, 58, 61-62, 63, 65, 88, 105,
129

Baffles, 37,

11, g

Ceilings, 35,54-8, 65, 73

Balance, Mathinery, ,20, 21, 72
Tires, wheels, 134

,

''Ceritir:Renurh2'597;
Corridors, 59, 70
Doors, 59
Problems, 59, 7Q

%allast, Fluorescent Lamp,
Barriers, Walls, Fences, 35, 36, 40; 59,-6t,

87

Baseboard' Heaters, 78-79, 116

Chain -Saw, 13, 40, 106, 111

Basements, 32, 57-58, 92-96

Children

Bathroom Baritone, 32

City Planners, 98
Zoning, 86, 98

/

Voices, 57-58, 101, 111

/ Bathrooms, 32, 58, 59-66, 81
Classrooms, Noise CAtrol, Acoustics, 129-132
Bedrooms, 4, 32, 58, 72
Clocks, 111
Belt Noise, Drumming, 73, 113

le
Closets, 59
.Furnee InAtallation, 59, 70, 73

Bending of Sound, 32

.
Binaural Hearing, 102

Clothes Dryer-Washer, 17, 81, 111

Birds, 99,.110

Combustion Noise, 74, 78, 111
Burner Jets, Nozzles, 78

.

Blade-passage Frequency, 70

Compactor, 112
Blade Tip Speed, i9

Computers, 127-128
Blenders, 51, 110-111 '

/

Gompressea Air Line, 42
Blowers, 20, 29, 70, 73, 111
Blade Passage Frequency, 70
Mounting, 70-74

'Compression of Air, 1, 29, 81

Compressbs, 47, 70, 71, 112

,

Bowling Alley, 111
OConcentratioli of Sound in Corners, 34

Broadband Noise, /, 41

Cooling Towers, 101, 137,

Building Sites, Orientation, 97/01
.°

Burner Jets and Nozzle Noise, 78

Bus Noise, 99, 111, 12Y
Community Distuthance, 99
Passenger Disturbance, 99, 135
Cabinets, 28, 29,-53-54, 62, 63, 111
Installation, 53-54
Insulation, 54
Noide reduction, 28, 54

Corridor Noise, 30, 46, 58, 112, 131
Reduction, 46
Shielding, 46
Transmission, 46

Couplers, Flexible23, 38, 79, 81

.4
Courtyard, 32, 101

,

112, 138

Crawl Spaces, 92, 96
Creaking, 66-70, lia

Cafeterias, 131

Can Opener, 51,.111

A

Carpet, 30, 31, 49, 55, 58, 65, 98, 130-132
Acoustical-Properties, 30, 31, 49, _55

Cross Talfc, 75-76, 112, 129
Also see Flanking Transmission

Cylindrical Wavefront4s*, 33

1'46

1

15.1

-1

Damage to Hearing, .1). 8-13, 15, 102

Ballooning, 77
Central Return, 59, 70, 76-77
Creaking, 74, 77
Criteria, 21-33, 76 -77

-Damper Noise, 23: 77, 87, 112.
Duct Noise, 113

Crosstalk, 75 -76,. 129

Decibel Scale, 3
Definition and Application, 3

Damper Noise, 23, 77, 87, 112
Design Ctiteria, 21-23,,76,77
Expansion Noise 74
Flexible Connector, 23
Flexing, 23
Flow Noise, 7.7
Mounting, 77
Resilient Hangers, 77
Sealing Against Noise,'28
Sound Transmission, 74
Vibration Transmission, 74

'.dB(A) Notation, 375

Diffraction,-32
Diffusers, 77, 112
Directionality of Sound Source, 31

,Dishwasher, 51, 81, 113
Dog Barking, 86, 99, 113

a

Ear, 9-12
Damage to, 1, 8-13
Desensitization, 10
I
Drum, rupture, 10
Frequency Response, 6
Resolution of Sounds 3-6
Sensitivity, 3-6
Sound and Vibration Detector and'
Locator, 104

Domestic Noise
Detectors, 104
Sources, 104
35, 57, 59, 90, 91
Air Leaks, 35
Bells, 12, 29
Creaking and Rattling,'112
Exterior, 86, 90-91
Flanking Palhs, 47
Gaskets, 52, 57, 59
Hollow-core, 59, 87
Interior, 52, 57, 59
Knocker,'113
Mounting, 52
Prehung, 52, 90, 104
Sealing Against Noise, 32; 58
Slamming, 54, 113
Sqdid-Core, 52, 58, 87, 91, 98
Storm aoOr, B6, 87
SoumA Insulating, Soundproof, se, 57, 58,
87, 128, 129
*Sound Leaks, 59
Threshold Seal, 52, 59

Doors,

46*

Ear Phones, 57
Ear Protectors, 40
ECcentricity, 21
Echoes, 31; 32
Electrical Appliances, 114
Choosing Quiet Units, 16, 17, 29
Design Criteria, 16, 17, 29
Electromagnetic Noise& 114
Electromechanical Equipment, il4
Enclosures of, 40, 127
Noise Reduction, 18-21.

Drain Pipes 81, 85Itstallation, 81, 85
Isolation From Noise, 81, 85
'Quiet Design, 81, 85

Electronic Air Filter, 114
Elevators, 101, 114, 137

'Wise
N
Shaft Noise

Drapery,:30-31, 49, 130-131,,
Aociustical Properties, 30-31, 34, 49

47

ansmission, 114

Enclosures for Equipment, AO, 127

Multipurpose Rooms 131, 132

EPA; Environmental PrOtection Agency, 140-142

Drills, Pneumatic,- Power, 105

.

Equal-loudness Contours, 4-7, 14-

Drop-closures, Doors, 59

Exhaust Noise 7, 14%

Drumming Noise, 73, 113
,Belts, 73, 113
Panels, 73'
Reduction, 73, 113 _

Ducts,.14-77, 113
Absorbent Treatment,1 fa-1 36, -75, 76

Expansion and Contraction, 114
Ductwork, 76-77
Heaters, 78
Piping, 78; 80
°

147
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r.

Expressway Noise, 86, 97, 98, 135

Door, 115,
.)15111k

Extended Source, 34

Garbage, Trash, 29
Cans, 29, 41, 115
Collection, 115
Compactors, 112
Disposal Units, 4,s3, 54, 115,

Fans, 18-20

Air.Flow Capdcity,20
Balance, 20
Blade Noise, 19, 70, 74, 133
Exhaust, 29, 54, 114
Flow Noise, 19, 133
Mounting, 19, 54
Squirrel-cage, 19, 55
Vane-axial, 19, 55

Gardeft_Tools, 115
am.

Gaskets, 28, 52, 58-59, 87
Central Return, 70
,Design Criteria, 77, $.15
Noise Output, 77, 115

Fhucets, 81, 114
Dripping, 81
Flow Noise, 81
Valve Noise,
Water Hammer,

GrindersA 116

Federal Noise Regulation, 140-142

Gymnasiums, 131

Filters
Air, 54
Sound, 416

Hairdryers, 105

Flanking Noise, 4/-48

Headsets, Earphonms, 12,E 546

Flexible Connectors, Hoses, Ducts, 23, 38, 73,
79, 81

Hearing Aids, 11

---.:T-esc for Noisy Grille, 77,

Gunshot, 10, 12-13

Hallways, Corridors, 30, 46, 58, 112

Hearing Mechanism, 4
Floor-Ceiling Assembly, 35, 65
A
Floors, 65-69, 114
Footstep Noise,'34-35, 55, 58, 59, 65
Impact Noise, 56, 58-59
Sound Insulation, 0-66
Squeaking, 66-69

Hearing Damage, by Noise, 1, 8-10, 15, 102
Hair Cell Damage, Nerve Damage, 11
aIPTS, 8-9
Permanent Threshold Shift, 8-9; 11
Ruptured Ear Drum, 10
Sensorineural Hearing Loss, 8, 11-13

Flow Noise
Air, 2,

Hearing Precautions, 8, /2
Ringing in ears, 11, 12
Tenporory Threshold Stith, 8-9
TickleSensation, 11
Tinnitus, 11

29

Water 78-81
Flow Resistance, 20-23
Flow Velocity, 2Q -22, 77, 80
Reduction Techniques, 20-23, 73, 77,0 80

Hearing Protection, 12-14, 4U -41
-Ear Plugs, Helmets, 12-14
Stapedius Reflex, 10

/

Fluorescent Lights, 114
1:testing Systems, 70, 78-79,'116, 117, 120,
122

Footstep Noise, 35, 55, 58, 59, 65, 130-132

Baseboard, 78-79,11I6
El'ectrical 78,-79, 116
Forced Air, 78-39, 116
Furnace, _78-19; 86, 116
Hot Waiter, 78=79, 116, 120
Steam Heat, 78-79, 116, 120, 122

\Fgrced Air Heating Systems, 59
Frequenry, 3, 6, 29

Frictional Resistance, 20-23, 31
Furnace; 71, 78-79 -

,,

Helicopter, Blade Slap, Sep Shock Wave, 122

Installation, 71, 78-79, 86
Noise, 71, 77-78, 79

Hertz, 3, 6

Garage_Noise,_101

Hii Systems.1.3
148
.4
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Edgers, 13, >118

Homes

Leaf Blowers, 118
Leaf Mulchers,and Sweepers, 3, 118
Mowers, 13, lft
Choice of Qui et Unit, 118
Noise Hazard to Searing, 13
Thatcher, 118

Noise Control, Chapter 4, PP 45-85,
-87, 97-98

Hotels, 135-137
HUD, Dept. of Housing and Urban Development,
140

Light Leakage, Test for Noise Leaks, 105' '"

Hum, 74, 79, 117.

Light Switches, 118

aniidifiers, 17, 117_

Lightning, Process of Noise Generation,

. 'Hydraulic Controls, 117

Line Sources, 34, 35

?Ice Crusher, il, 117

Localization of Sound, 104

Imbalance Noise, Rotating Parts, 20

I

Loudspeakers, 6 32, 47

'2

Impact Noise, 17, 49, 58, 117, 130-132
Cabinets 54
Footstepik 55, 58, 65, 130-132
Reduction of Impulsive Forces, 17-18, 49

Loudness, 3, 6, 13
Equal Loudness Contours 4 -7
Growth with Duration, 7

Louvered Windows, Doors, 47, 73, 137

Impactor:117
Masking4Noise, 13,,14, 41,-44, 119, 110'
Acoustical Perfume, 41-44
Communication Problems, 14, 41
Effectiveneis, 44
Hearing Eftpcts, 8-14
Systems, 44, 130

Incinerators, 117
Indoor Noise, 45

-

Industrial Noise, 3, 14, 15, 41, 97,102
Infrasonic Sound, 133
Distress Symptoms, 133
Fatigue, 133
Iq Vehicles, 133

Magnetically-generated Noise, 114, 122
.....

4

.

Mass Law, Weight

s Sound Insulation, 49

%

Mechanical Equi'pment, 16-17, 101, 118

Intercommunicatifiystem, 57

Appliances, Oiteria for Quiet, 16-17

Inverse

Enclosures, 40', 127
Performance, 16
Reduction of Noise, 17-29

Law, Sound Level vs Distance,

33;./

A

1.1W

Jack Hammer, 117
Kitchen, 51
,APpliances (see individual
52-57, 117-118
4..1
Cabinets, Installation, 54
Doors, 52-55
Exhaust Fan, 52-55
Sound Conditioning the Room, 52-57

Motels, 135-138
MotcSrs, 2Q, 70, 73, 78, 79, 118

51

;Proper Installation in
Appliances, 20
Heating 37stems,-70, 7.8, 79
Machinery, 20
Plumbing Systems, 81

Motorboaks, 8, 119, 120
Knife Sharpener, 118
Mo
Landscaping, 100-101
Acoustical Properties, 100 -101

cycles, 8, 106, 119

Mufflers, 15, 28, 37, 119

Laundry Rooms, 101; 118
Appliances (see individual Astings)
Sound Conditioning, 101, 118

Multipurpose Rooms in Schools, 131, 132
Music, 12, 41, 57, 44.9

Background Masking Effect, 41
Hearing Hazard Criteria, 12

Lawn Tools, 13, 118-119
149

1.5'i

t

0

Music'Roops, 131

Noise Regulations, 124, 140-142
Federal J.40 -142

Nail Guns, 120

State, 141-142
Local, 141-142

Needle Valves, 120

'"
Noise SOurces, 4, 127
Indoors, 34, 45
Line Source, 34
Outdoors, 34, 46
Point SOurce, 33-34

NIPTS, (Noise-Induced Permanent Threshold
Shift), 8-9
°
Noise, 1
Airborne, Reduction of, 52, 54, 56
Broadband, 7, 41
Buildup, 28, 29, 32, 40, 51-; 54, 57
Causes, 1, 101 -108

Noise Surveys,*16, 17, 47, 98, 104, 136

Nbise Warden, 142
Characteristics of, 2, 3
control of Source, Path and Receiver, 16- Nystagmus, 15
29, 102-104
Definition, 1, 7
Octave, 6
4
Exposure, 40, 42,
Damage to Hearing, 1, 8-13
Office, 120, 127-3;32
Health Hazard, 8-15
Acoustical Design, 129-130
Physiological Effects, 8-15, 411:33Equipment, 120, 127-132
Stress-induced Diseases, 8
Furnishings, 49, 130, 132
.

__Noise Sources, 127-129

Field m

Open Plan Design, 129-130
Privacy, 128-130
Selecting Quiet Location, 128-132

Direct, 47-48
Rpverberant, 47-48

It

Flanking Transmission, 47-48-,

Open-plan Design 45, 57, 128-131
Apartments, 45, 57

Generation, 2,'17-23.\ 104
Impact, 17-18
Leakage, Reduction, 28, 32, 56, 57,
105 -107
duction of, 109
Levels,
LoTidness, 4-7; 13"
Occupational, 14-15
Ordnances, 140-142

Hones, 45,' 57

Offices, 128

OSHA,Occupational 'Safety anft

Sodrcei,,

SZ-ructurehorne, 2, 45-48
Subjective Responses to, 6-7

Noise Complaints, 107
Noise Control Act of 1972, 14Q

Noise Control Engineers, 2, 5, 17, 56, 88
Noise Leaks, k8, 32, 47;,57, 60., 68, 102, 104
Detection of, 104, 105

Partial Driclosures, 129-130

Npise Problems and Remedies, 107-126, 140-142

Path, Quieting, 33-40

Noise Radiation, 26, 46, 80
Area Effect, 26, 46; 80

Phons,

,

71

Noise Reduction, Basic Principles, Ch. 3,
pp--16-44, 107-109

Noise Reduction Coefficient, NRC, 130

14'6

Outdoor Noise, 357-45-, 86-87
Aircraft, 97
Amusement centets,'parks, 86
.
City,,138
Commercial, 45
Industrial, 45
NeighborE od, 45, 86
Rural, 99
Shopping c tera, 86,'98
aren s, 30
traffic, 86
14tansportation,7130, 124

Outdoor, 35:45, 106

Noise Ratings, 16,

-*

School, 129 -131

7

Pipes, 120
Enclosures of, 85
Expansion, 78
Flow Noise, 80
Isolation of, 23, 80
Layout to Minimize Noise Generation, 212*, 82
15Q

15b

/

4

Noise Transmission, 80-81

Sum, 120

Sealing_ Against Noise,'28-

Vibration Isolation, 23, 78,.81, 122

Size,82
steam, 78

4

Water, 81, 1-20

Turbulence, 78-80
Valve Noise, 81
Vibration, 81
Water Hammer,-80-81, 125

Punches, 127

Pure Tone, 7, 41
()tile

Pitch, 3, 4, 6

Planning Against Noise, 16, 17, 51
Playrooms, 57, 58

tang, criteria for
Apartments, 97 -101
Appliances, 16, 17, 29
Automobiles, 134Homes, 97-101
Mote1s, Hotels,-135-137
Offices, 121 -128
Schools, 129-132Tires 134

Plumbing, 79-86, 12Q
Air Chambers, 81
Design of quiet Systems, 18723, 53, 81-85
Faucet Noise, 1, 81
Radiation of Sound, 26, 46, 80
Fixtures, Selection of Quiet, 83
Area Effect, 26, 46, 80
'Flow Noise, 81
Prevention,
...Installation of, 21-22, 81
Processes, 26
Noise Leakage, 28, 53, 81
.Reduction, 26
Sinks and Drains, ,53, 81
Toilets, 81
Radiators, 78, 120
Turbblence in Flow, 21-23, 80
'

.

I

Hot Wate , 78;120

.

Point Source, 33-34

Steam, 7 120
Valve No -e,

Pogshers, 1'20

Radio, 13,

Power; 10, 15
Acoustic Power Levels, 3, 10, 15

,

78

58, 120,' 1-33

Railroad oise, 31+, 97, 120, 135
Di turbance in Residential Area, 976

L

35

1POI:tei'LineWeqUency, 5

7

3

ropagation as a Line Source, 34, 35
Vibration, 120, 135

Power Mower, 4, 8, 13, 106, 118

Rain Gutters and Spouts, 85, 121
.Installatioft for Quiet Operation,,85
Noise from Turbulent Flow, 85
Reduction of Flow Noise, 85

Power Tools, 13, 15, 120
Pressure Fluctuations, 1
4

Pressure

.

29

Rarefaction, 1,.'2;. 29

Privacy, 44, 58, 63, 30
Bathroom, 58, ao.
Bedroom, 57 ,e
Offices, 49( 128
School, 137
Study, 57
PADpagation"of Sound, 29-34
In Air, Outdoors, 34
In Buildings, 34

Reaction Time, 14
Folldwing Noise Exposure, 14-15

Recovery Time, 14
Recreation Room -57 -58
Noise Ccntro
AV

Reflection of Sound, 31-32,
Refrigerators, 23, 2, 121
Compressor Noise, 47., 7
Reducing Noise Output, 3, 52

Protecting '62e_Receiver (Ear protdctors,

etcOa`40-41
Pumps, 17, 23, 81, 120
Centrifugal Impeller Noise, 19, 79
Mounting, 23
Pressure Regulatien 20, 80
PulsatiOn Noise, 23, 78, 79

Resilient Attachments
Channels, 49., 58, 63, 65, 73, 92

Collars, 524, 72
'Gaskets, 28,.52759
Hangers, 237-57, 65, 82
151
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-

Protection for Operator, 40, 41, 122

.
Mounts, 52-54
Sleeves, 52-54, 57, 72

Snubbers, 37

Resonance; 18, 41, 79

Solenoids, 122
Sources of Noise,.122

Reverberant Areas, 29, 32, 57
1,

Reverberation Time, 32, 131-132

.

Ringing in Ears (Tinnitus), 11
Risers, 121
Upct, 121
Staircase, 59770

Sonic Booms, 2, 4, 122
Sound Absorption, 9-31 34, 49
ulation, 35, 50, 137
Confusion with

Sound Attenua4A, 35
4

Rock and Roll, 8, 11-13, 121
Hazard to Hearing, 8, 11-13, 121
Safe Listening Levels, 121
Roofing, 121
Sound Deadening Metal Roofs, 121
Sound Insulating Capabilities, 121
Types, 121

Sound Barriers, 32; 3536, 40,"59-66, i30
Sound Diffraction, 32
Sound Directionality, 31
Sound Generation, 1-2, 7
Sound Insulation of
Attics; 191

Basements, 92
Crawl Spaces, 92

Roofs, 91-95

Doors, 9.0

Room Noise, 57-58, 1074 130-132

Enclosures, 40, 42
fioofs,'91

Rotor Tillers, 421,

%11s, 35, 91-92
Windows, 35, 88

Sanders, 121
Saws, 121
Bench, 121
Chain, 13, 40, 106, 111, 121
Schools, 127-132
,Noise Control, 130-132

Sewing Machines, 122
Vibration Isolating Mounting, 122
Shavers, Elelitrisal, 122

Shock Absorbers, 18, 81
Shock Waves, 2, 10, 81, 122

Sho*er Stalls, 83-85, 122
.Proper Installation, 83-85, 122
Sirens, 4, '14, 122
'

Audibility, 4, 14, 122
Etergency Use, 14, 122
Neighborhood Probled571A2

Sound Intensity,

3, 6, 32

Sound Leakage, '28, 32, 35,, 60

Sound Levels, 4-6
A-weighted, 4-6, 102
B- weighted, 6

C-weight.d, 6

Sound Level Meter, 3, 6, 12
°Readings, 4
Weighting Networks, 6.-6
Sound Power, 2, 3, 4-6, t5
Sound Pressure, .4-'6

Sound Pressure Level, 2-4
Sound Propagation 1, 2, 29, 32, 33, 34
Sound Radiation Efficiency, 26, 46, 80
Sound Reflection, 31, 33, 34, 49, 70

Skeet Shooting, 8

Sound Silencers, 37,

Sleep Interference, 8, 51, 58, 70, 77, 87
135-136

Sokind Sources, 16'

Extended Source, 33-34
.Line Source, 33-34
Point Source, 33-34, 38

Snowmobiles, 12, 122
Noise Limits, 122
152
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- Sound Surveys, Inspections, 16, 17, 47, 98,

Subjective Response to Noise, 6, 7

104

Sump pumps, 123

Sound Transmissio 4) 2, 35

\

,

Supersonic Airplanes, see Sonic Boom, 122

Sound Transmission Class, STC, 61, 86

Swimming Pools, 5Q, 123, 137
-Motels, 137.
Residential D9turhance, 50, 122

Sound Transmission Loss, 50, 60-62
'Sound Velocity, 2

'In Air, 2,29
In Solids, 2

!Talk Test, 136

Target Shooting, 12

Sound Wave, 29-31
Dir ct, 31-32
Refle ed, 31-32

Teaching-Learning Process, 130-132
ter

Telephone, 12, 123, 127

Sou4ding Board Effect, 46-47, 53, 80, 82, 85

Television, 12713, 51, 6(1, 123
Antenna, 123
Electronic Noise, 123-

Soundproof, Construction, 40, 87, 127, 137
Source - Path - Receivere 16, 29, 102, 104

Temporary Threshold Shift (rrs), 1-9

Speaking Tubes, 75, 129, 137

Thermalltibralion, 2

Speech, 4, 41'
Conversation Level, 4, 41, 60,"61, 102
131-132

Thermostats, 79, 123

-IfIntelligibility, 61, 102=103

Threshold,
Of Bearing, 3-4, 7
Of Pain, 3-4

Recognition, 4, 102

Sounds, 11,12, 15
Speed of Sound, 2, 29
In Air, 2
In Solids, 2

Threshold Shift in Hearing, 8-11
-to

under, 1, 2, 4, 6, 30, 124
Noise Generation Process, 1-2

Spherical Wave Front, 33

'0
ickle SanSatiOn, 11

Staircases; 50, 58, 122
Isolation of Footstep Noise, 50, 58
Reduction of Noise from Creakihg, 69-70
Stapedius Reflex, 10

Tinnitus, 11
Tire Noise, 14, 124, 134'
Quiet Tread Design, 134

.

Startle Reile)r, 15

Toilets, 81, 124

State, Noise Regulations 140-142

Tools, 124

Steam Heat Noise, 78

Toys, 124
Hearing Hazard, 124

Steam Valves, 122
Air Entrapment, 78-79
Noise Reduction, 1,22

Traffic Noise, 41,

14 -15, 87, 124, 127

Effects on Driver Safety, 14-15
Emergency, Sirens and Signals,- 14

Stereo Sets, 46, 57

Reaction Time of Driver, 15
Startle Effects, 15

Stethoscopes, 44, 105, 106

Transformers, 79, 124

Structureborne Sound 2, 17, 45, 49
Reduction, 38

Transmission of Airborne &

Nois035- 38, 45, 499_106

Student Behavior, 132
.

153
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Transmissiqp Path, 16, 29, 30_33, 47, 74,
105, 106

Wall Treatment
Increase sound absorption,/34, 35
Reduce sound transmission, 60

Trans, Collection, 29

Washing Machines, 17, 23, 52, 125
Reduction, 23, 52
Vibration Isolation, 23, 52'

Transportation NUpe, 124
Aircraft, 87, 110
Automobiles, 132-136
Bnses, 111
Motorcycles, 119
Trains, 124, 135
Trucks, 124

,

Water dolers, 125
Water Noises, 78, 125
Turbulent flow in pipes, 78
Valve noise, 81, 125
Water hammer elimiAration,81, 125

Turbulence, 2, 5, U, 19, 21, 23, 37, 71, 78,
1?6

Air, 18, 19, 21, 23; 126
ater, 18, '19, 21, 23,78, 126

Water Pressure, 20
4

Typewriters, 17, 18, 127

Water Skiing, 8

U. S. gnvironmen;sal Protect/01 Agency (EPA)
.140-142

Wave Form, 2

,

Wave Front, 31, 33

(

Cylincitical, 33

Vacuum Cleaner, 4, ,13, 105, 124 -125 r
Hose ,Noise, 29

Spherical, 33

Valves, .25
Ylow4Noise, 125,
Pressure- reducing, 48, 122, 125
Types for Quiet Operation, 125
.
Water Hammer, 125

Wave Length of Sound, 29

Ventilation SI-stem Noise, 20, 59, 70-71, 125,
127, 133

Wheel Balance, 20-219\134.

Weatherstripping, 91, 92
Weighting Networks, Sound Level Meters, 4-6

Whisper, 4
V

ration Attenuation, 23-28

f

Whistling Noises, 6, 7, 31, 126
Dampers and Ductwork, 77, 112, 115
Valves, 8Q -81, 125

Vibration Control,, 23-25
OP

Vibration Damping Materia
Application to Surface

,

26-28
27=28, 54

Wind Noise, 7, 133

A'
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